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from the editor’s desk

Harry V. Jaffa at 100
by Charles R. Kesler

H

arry jaffa was pugnacious, a word (he would be happy last year in his impressive book, Patriotism Is Not Enough. Richard Samuto tell you) that comes from the Latin pugnus, “fist.” A Golden elson summed up those clashes as “Harry fiddles while Walter burns.”
Gloves boxer in his youth, he never lost his love of a good fight,
whether in the ring, the seminar, or the public square. To the people,
et most of harry’s debates illuminate and will endure.
and they were many over the years, who tried to dance away from his
His arguments taught us things we needed to know and could
public criticisms he liked to apply Joe Louis’s defiant quip, “You can run,
hardly have learned anywhere else, certainly not as bracingly. Above
but you can’t hide!”
all is this true of his two great works on Abraham Lincoln, written 40
As quick as his historical footwork and as sharp as his dialectical jabs years apart, yet each at the center of the debate over how to understand,
could be, they didn’t exhaust his game. In southern California, where he and conserve, our country. Crisis of the House Divided (1959) examined
taught at Claremont McKenna College and Claremont Graduate Univer- Lincoln’s magnanimity, his character as a great-souled hero who saved
sity for almost 50 years, he took up long-distance, competitive cycling, a American democracy while also, in a way, transcending it. A New Birth of
sport that involves going round and round the same track, racing against Freedom (2000) shifted the emphasis to the American Founding, which
your personal best as well as against your competitors. Harry played this didn’t need to be transcended because its principles were already highlong game, too, retracing and perfecting his arguments in his spirited minded. Lincoln’s genius complemented but didn’t need to correct those
effort to revive political philosophy and reform American conservatism. principles, Jaffa now concluded.
“The fate of the West depends on the fate of America,” he liked to say.
His first book, Thomism and Aristotelianism (“T & A,” as he liked to
“The fate of America depends on the fate of the Republican Party. And refer to it, archly), published in 1952, devoted careful attention to three
the fate of the Republican Party depends on the fate of the conservative moral virtues—courage, justice, and magnanimity—the ones closest to
movement.” Which in turn depended on him.
Harry’s own heart. His purpose was to disentangle reason from revelaThat was a boast, but not an empty one. Among other things, he tion, to separate Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics from Thomas Aquinas’s
helped to inspire the creation of the Claremont Institute, which gave commentary on it. Late in life, asked if he would write the book the
birth to this magazine, as well as to the Publius, Lincoln, and John same way again, Harry said he wouldn’t. Then, he explained, he’d unMarshall fellowship programs, educating the brightest young conser- derstood Aquinas to be trying to make Aristotle safe for Christianity.
vatives for almost 40 years.
Now, he realized, Thomas had been trying to make Christianity safe for,
His parents gave him the middle name “Victor” in anticipatory celebra- i.e., compatible with, Aristotle.
tion (he was born on October 7, 1918) of the Allies’ victory in World War
In many ways, Jaffa himself remained a kind of medieval, working
I. Jaffa would have little patience for today’s worries over micro-aggressions, within the revealed law of his faith or dispensation rather than chalwith their attendant, coddling calls for trigger warnings. His aggressions lenging it from outside. What the Torah was to Maimonides, or the
were decidedly macro. He fought over large issues and high principles, at Old and New Testament to Aquinas, the Declaration of Independence
least most of the time, though he occasionally reminded me of the Irish- was, mutatis mutandis, to Jaffa: an authoritative framework of divine and
man in the joke—consider that your trigger warning—who wandered natural law by which human beings could take guidance. He worked
into a bar where a bloody good brawl was going on. Eagerly the Irishman within that dispensation to articulate and accentuate its inherent jusasked the bartender, “Is this a private fight, or may anyone join in?”
tice, moderation, and wisdom.
Harry got into more fights than he needed to, strictly speaking, though
Anyone who seeks to honor this great American on the hundredth
it was rare not to learn something important from them. The tone of the anniversary of his birth should keep in mind, however, Bill Buckley’s
later ones often disappointed, as for example in the exchanges with Rob- famous admonition: “If you think it’s hard to argue with Harry Jaffa,
ert Bork or with his old friend Walter Berns, analyzed by Steve Hayward try agreeing with him.”
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CORRESPONDENCE
Is Trump
a Tyrant?

news in the United States today is
the president himself.
As for Mr. Anton, I agree with
one of his premises: many books
published today on the dangers
of authoritarianism are often misguided. This is not because, as
he alleges, the critics of the current president are projecting their
authoritarian tendencies onto
him. That is a form of “gaslighting,” treating his critics as if they
were somehow deranged, when in
fact many are sickened by separating immigrant families, casual
calls to violence against political
opponents, undermining American norms and institutions, and
much else. Instead, the reason authoritarianism does not capture
the “crisis of our time” is because
there is a better, old-fashioned
term—tyranny—whether from
the one, the few, or the many. Anton knows, or ought to know, that
demagogues often end as tyrants.
Like Thucydides’ Cleon, they begin by slandering their opponents,
thus intimidating any from challenging them. These were the sorts
of leaders James Madison warned
us against in The Federalist, men of
“factious tempers, of local prejudices, or of sinister designs” adverse
to the rights of the minority and
the permanent and aggregate interests of the community.
The so-called Madisonian system is not perfect; Madison never
claimed it was. Ultimately, as both
Jefferson and Hamilton knew, it
depends on vigilant citizens willing to call potential tyrants to account. In lending their significant
learning to defend the current
president, Messrs. Kesler and Anton have done a great disservice to
their country and its founders.

As a former Publius Fellow of
the Claremont Institute, I read
with great dismay in the Summer
2018 Claremont Review of Books
both Charles Kesler’s editorial,
“Fake News,” and Michael Anton’s
review essay, “Will the Real Authoritarian Please Stand Up?”
I once had great respect for Mr.
Kesler, but his discussion of fake
news is appalling. Why? Well, he
moves from addressing the highminded Thomas Jefferson who, in
a characteristic bout of enthusiasm, preferred newspapers without government to government
without newspapers, to Jefferson
in power as president complaining
about lies and slanders against his
administration. Problem: one of
the alleged lies has now been confirmed—his long-time affair with
his slave, who had no choice, Sally
Hemings. Small wonder Jefferson
warned so often against tyrants:
he was one himself! And he knew
it, which perhaps explains why
he thought slavery corrupts both
master and slave. We should listen
to Jefferson’s arch-rival, Alexander
Hamilton, who—while defending
in court a Federalist Party editor the president had encouraged
his allies to try for libel—said, “I
never can think that a free man
may not speak the truth!” Allegations that our current president,
contrary to George Washington’s
warning against inviting or tolerating foreign meddling in American
politics, has in fact done just that
have been confirmed from numerous sources. The only serious
question is whether such collusion
amounts to criminal conspiracy—
an impeachable offense—though
Karl Walling
by calling his critics “enemies of
Naval War College
the people,” our demagogue-inMonterey Program
chief hopes to preserve his power.
Monterey, CA
And, to be clear, fact-checkers
count the current president’s lies,
Michael Anton fails to provide
misrepresentations, and slanders a convincing analysis of Trump’s
since he took office in the thou- authoritarian tendencies. He subsands. The major source of fake stitutes a critical examination of

this question with a blame game
between Left and Right over the
real responsibility for the weakening of American democracy—an
interesting question, but ultimately an irrelevant red herring.
The cardinal sin of the Resistance has been to conflate unjustly
Trump’s personal tendencies with
his policies. But Anton’s cardinal
sin is to convince himself that the
president’s transgressions of liberal
governance can be ignored because
(Anton believes) he ultimately has
the right policy objectives in mind.
Anton would do more benefit
to his own favored objectives by
working to strictly dissociate them
from some of Trump’s tendencies.
There are significant segments of
opposition among moderates and
principled conservatives more
likely to support Trumpian policies if they weren’t accompanied
by Trumpian narcissism (another
Freudian term to which the author
should give some attention).
Grant Kettering
New York, NY
Michael Anton replies:
Neither Karl Walling nor
Grant Kettering addresses the
central contention of my article,
namely, that for 125 years the Left
has mounted a successful project
to circumvent and undo the constitutional design of the American regime. Either correspondent
could have denied that claim if he
believes it false, but neither did.
Walling objects to the term
“authoritarian,” preferring instead
“tyranny.” I thought I made clear
my own disdain for the amorphous former term in my discussion of its origins. In any case, this
is a trivial point. I used “authoritarian” at times for the simple reason that the books I reviewed use
it throughout. Call it what you will,
the underlying phenomenon is the
same: the concentration of power
in unelected, unaccountable hands.
Walling accuses me of “gaslighting” but three examples of
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objectionable policy he cites suggest that this, too, is more projection. “Separating immigrant families”? You mean when the Clinton,
Bush, and Obama Administrations separated (illegal) immigrant
children from their parents so as
to stay on the right side of a Ninth
Circuit ruling from 1997? No?
Then you must mean the extraordinary recklessness of parents
who encourage their minor children to enter the United States
illegally, alone. Wait—not that either? Oh, right. It’s only bad when
the Trump Administration does
it—even when it does in order to
comply with a foolish ruling from
the country’s silliest court. Hardly
“authoritarian.”
“[C]asual calls to violence against
political opponents” cannot possibly be a reference to Antifa, which
goes much further than merely
calling for violence but commits
it on a nearly weekly basis. As for
“undermining American norms
and institutions,” I refer Professor Walling to the excellent work
on this topic by Charles Kesler, for
whom he “once had great respect.”
Perhaps that respect can be rekindled by paying closer attention to
Kesler’s arguments.
Grant Kettering charges me
with “fail[ing] to provide a convincing analysis of Trump’s authoritarian tendencies,” which is
a relief, since I intended to provide no such thing. He alleges
the president’s “transgressions
of liberal governance” without
citing any examples. The only
Trump sin he can name is “narcissism,” a vice not altogether unknown among politicians and of
questionable danger to republics.
Even were we to grant the charge,
we must immediately note that,
while perhaps all tyrants are narcissists, few narcissists are (or become) tyrants.
Those who insist on continuing
to assert that President Trump is
some kind of actual or proto- or
wannabe tyrant would be more
convincing if they could cite some
evidence—any at all.

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Charles R. Kesler replies:
I continue to respect Mr.
Walling, who is a fine scholar
of Alexander Hamilton, despite
this intemperate letter. Hamilton
raved on like this in several letters
(against John Adams, notably), so
perhaps Karl is simply demonstrating his Hamiltonian bona
fides. At any rate, after reducing
the “high-minded” Thomas Jefferson to a tyrant, he moves on to
his real subject, Donald Trump,
who is conveniently also a tyrant,
or a demagogue on his way to
being a tyrant, according to Mr.
Walling. We don’t really know
the exact nature of Jefferson’s relation to Sally Hemings, though
that doesn’t stop Karl from jumping to the same conclusion many
liberal scholars have. His case
against Trump is weaker still.
He says the president is guilty
of “inviting or tolerating foreign
meddling in American politics,”
a “fact” confirmed by “numerous sources” he doesn’t bother to
name. Why spread anonymous
calumnies designed to stir up fear
of “criminal conspiracy” and hope
of impeachment? Sounds like
plain old demagogy to me. Or to
be charitable, fake news.

Persuasive
Conservatism
In “The Jordan Peterson Phenomenon,” Glenn Ellmers attributes some of Mr. Peterson’s
persuasiveness against social
construction arguments to his
full-throated embrace of science
(Summer 2018). I would second
Ellmers’s motion that conservatives ought to cite truths from
science whenever available—as
Aristotle taught. When it comes
to the moral sciences, however,
so-called “Darwinian Conservativism” leaves much to be desired.
That school of thought affirms
conservative values for merely
utilitarian reasons, at the same
time eliminating through its reductive methodology the possibility that they are actually true.
Following Alexis de Tocqueville

(and the late Peter Lawler’s reading of Tocqueville), I’d argue that
human beings with their special
attribute of reason are capable of
thoughts and longings of a different order than the evolutionarily
determined instincts of animals.
Human reason can channel feelings toward their proper objects.
To be most persuasive, we conservatives ought to offer a picture of
human flourishing based both on
the bedrock truths of physical science and the more transcendent
truths of a philosophy of virtue.
It’s persuasive because it’s true.
C.J. Wolfe
Houston, TX
Glenn Ellmers replies:
I thank C.J. Wolfe for the letter, and note that I too was an
admirer of the late Peter Lawler,
though I did not agree with his
views on Darwin. Wolfe does not
indicate whether or not he himself believes evolution to be true.
The evidence however—in anatomy, molecular biology, comparative zoology, and archeology—is
overwhelming. So how do we deal
with this fact? I think that Larry
Arnhart and the other Darwinian
Straussians have done as persuasive a job as might reasonably be
expected in showing that gradual
changes in organisms, in response
to environmental pressures over
long periods of time, can be compatible with Aristotle’s approach
to forms and species, or at least
his claims about moral virtue.
(In the non-Straussian camp I
would also recommend the excellent scholarship of the Aristotelian biologist David Depew.)
Mr. Wolfe refers to “the bedrock
truths of physical science,” but
both ancient and quantum physics are quite tentative in making
any absolute claims about matter and motion. Even Newtonian
mechanics are true only within a
limited domain of relevance. As I
mentioned in my review, I agree
with Leo Strauss’s suggestion
that, if anything, it is Aristotle’s
biology—more than his physics—that still provides a ground
for classical natural right. I think,

and I believe Aristotle would have
thought, that courage for a prehistoric Australopithecus was not
essentially different from courage
for a modern Australian.

Churchill’s Army
In his skillful review of my book,
Racing Against History: The 1940
Campaign for a Jewish Army to
Fight Hitler, Michael Rosen writes
that the Allies had little enthusiasm “to field a ramshackle force
of Jews cobbled together from
multiple countries under siege”
(“The Jewish Army that Wasn’t,”
Summer 2018). When Winston
Churchill assumed office in 1940,
however—with Europe effectively
gone, America not ready to enter
the war, and Britain’s military severely depleted at Dunkirk—he
considered a Jewish force not only
a realistic option but an urgent one.
Two weeks after becoming
prime minister, Churchill wrote
to his secretary of state for the
colonies, encouraging him to permit the Jews in Palestine to form
a military force “as soon as possible.” He told the secretary that
“[t]he cruel penalties imposed by
your predecessor upon the Jews in
Palestine for arming have made it
necessary to tie up needless forces
for their protection.” Those British forces were urgently needed
elsewhere. That same week, Britain’s U.S. ambassador met with
Ze’ev Jabotinsky’s representative
in Washington and received a
presentation on plans for a Jewish
army to support the British.
Churchill faced pro-Arab personnel both within his cabinet
and in the bureaucracy, and the
Jewish force in Palestine did not
get formed, much less the broader
army. But the efforts by Jabotinsky, Chaim Weizmann, and David Ben-Gurion in 1940 were neither quixotic nor impractical, and
the Jewish army they envisioned
would have been neither “ramshackle” nor “cobbled together.”
Particularly in 1940, it could have
made a difference.
Rick Richman
Los Angeles, CA
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Essay by Christopher Caldwell

What Is Populism?

L

e monde, the french newspaper
of record, admitted last summer that
readers had been complaining about
the indiscriminate way its journalists flung
around the word “populist.” It seemed to describe dozens of European and American political actors with nothing in common except
the contempt in which Le Monde held them.
The meaning of “populist” was nonetheless
easy to decode. A dispatch in that same
edition of Le Monde, about a new political
alliance between populist governments in
Italy, Austria, and Hungary, was titled: “Europe’s hard right lays down the law against
migrants.” To call someone a populist is to
insinuate that he is a fascist, but tentatively
enough to spare the accuser the responsibility of supplying proof. If one sees things as
Le Monde does, this is a good thing: populism is an extremism-in-embryo that needs
to be named in order that it might better be
fought. Others, though, will see populism as
an invention of the very establishmentarians
who claim to be fighting it, an empty word
that allows them to shut down with taboos
any political idea that they cannot defeat
with arguments. In Europe, populism is
becoming the great which-side-are-you-on
question of our time.

This summer in the German city of Chemnitz, a young carpenter named Daniel Hillig
was stabbed to death, and two of his companions were wounded, by two recent Kurdish
immigrants, one from Syria and the other
from Iraq. The word “populist” was used to
describe nearly everything that followed. Day
after day, crowds of hundreds, even thousands, massed around the giant statuary head
of Karl Marx in the center of Chemnitz. They
chanted denunciations of Chancellor Angela
Merkel, who in September 2015 had opened
Germany’s borders to refugees from war-torn
Syria. Merkel’s invitation brought to Europe
almost 2 million migrants from across the
Muslim world. Not all were refugees, and
most of them were military-age men. Six
thousand have settled in Chemnitz. Public
opinion is divided on whether Merkel’s invitation was typical German hospitality or typical
German megalomania.
The marchers in Chemnitz leaned towards the latter view. The Alternative for
Germany (AfD) Party, which won 13%
in last fall’s national elections for an antimigration platform often called populist,
marched alongside the rabble-rousing Patriotic Europeans Against the Islamization
of the West (Pegida). There were people in
Claremont Review of Books w Fall 2018
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the crowd yelling “Foreigners out!” and a few
were photographed making stretched-arm
Hitler salutes. There were cell-phone videos of locals chasing foreign-looking people.
But the marches also drew ordinary residents who had “had it up to here,” as a few
of their hand-scrawled placards put it, with
the disorder the sudden influx of migrants
had brought. Hillig, the beloved victim in
whose name the demonstrations were being
held, had been a dark-skinned man of Cuban
ancestry who had been born in Chemnitz
back in the Cold War, when it was called
Karl-Marx-Stadt. If this populism had elements of right-wing radicalism, it had more
mainstream elements, too.
Whatever populism is, it is prospering
across Europe. By late September, in the
wake of Chemnitz, support for the AfD
had risen to 18% nationwide, placing the
party level with the once-colossal Social
Democrats as the country’s second largest, behind Merkel’s Christian Democratic
Union (CDU). In Hungary, Viktor Orbán’s
Fidesz Party has held roughly two thirds of
the seats in the country’s national assembly
since regaining control in 2010. Italy’s two
populist parties—the Five Star Movement
and the League—were mocked when they

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
came together to form a coalition last May.
After four months of pursuing a hard line on
migration, their government has become one
of the most popular in Italy since the Second
World War. Between the two of them, the
parties had the support of 64% of the public
by early October.
Populist movements, however, even when
strong, can be checked by social convention
and threats of ostracism. Few call themselves
populist. In Sweden, the anti-immigration
Sweden Democrats took 18% of the vote
at elections in September but at their own
demonstrations their supporters are sometimes outnumbered, and always outshouted,
by activists massing in the name of antiracism or anti-fascism. That populists have
a hard time seizing and holding public platforms is a problem for the movement. It may
mean, though, that sympathy for populism
runs deeper than it appears to. The decision of Britain’s voters to withdraw from the
European Union in a 2016 referendum won
only narrowly, with a 52-48 margin in favor
of the Leave option. But when London’s Independent asked Britons days before the vote
how the results would make them feel, 44%
said they would be “delighted” with a Leave
vote, while only 28% said that about Remain.
There seems to be more support for populism in citizens’ inmost hearts than on the
Letters to the Editor page.
Migration and Merkel

E

urope has entered a period of demographic, institutional, and ideological convulsion. Mass migration is the
focus of populist concern. After World War
II, Europe’s countries, while not ethnically homogeneous, all had stable populations of European descent. The need to rebuild spurred
many countries in wrecked northern Europe
to import workers—primarily from southern
Italy, Portugal, and what was then Yugoslavia.
A boom ensued that intensified the short-term
need for labor, and brought new workers from
further afield. Turks and Moroccans came.
Decolonization and war untethered vast
populations from their Pakistani, Algerian,
and Indonesian homelands. Soon storefronts
were being converted into mosques. Europeans learned words like “couscous,” “Ramadan,”
and “ jihad.”
Europeans assumed migration would
end when their own need for migrant labor
did. That was naïve. Middle Easterners and
North Africans simply liked Europe better.
What is more, at roughly this time European women stopped bearing babies, to the
point where the population of native Italians

was projected to fall by a quarter, from 60
million to 45, before the middle of the 21st
century. This had society-transforming consequences. By the beginning of this century
there were tens of millions of Muslims living in western European lands where there
had never been any. Now minarets towered
over the urban neighborhoods where those
storefront mosques had been, cities (including London) came under the control of ethnic political machines, and Islam replaced
Christianity as the main source of religious
zeal, if not yet as the professed belief of the
largest number of residents.
The change riled Europeans. In virtually
every western European land, when pollsters
ask members of the public to list their country’s most pressing problems, immigration
ranks either first or second. But it seemed
no one could do anything about it. The values that European elites proclaimed—a mix
of post-Holocaust repentance and emulation
of American civil-rights institutions—made
it seem hypocritical and xenophobic to regulate the country’s frontiers in any way at all.
Europe no longer had the conviction to say
“no” to anyone making a reasonable case for
political asylum, and no longer had the will
to deport even those whose petitions were
deemed unreasonable. One of these was Daniel Hillig’s alleged murderer Yousif Abdullah,
who had accumulated a long criminal record
in his three years in Europe. Abdullah’s own
asylum application had been rejected, and
then reopened on a technicality.
Episodes of terrorism and crime do shift
thinking in a populist direction. If there was
a moment when public sentiment about mass
migration began to swing, as if on a hinge, it
came in the days after New Years’ Eve 201516. Hundreds of women reported having been
sexually assaulted by gangs of immigrants in
the center of Cologne that night, but police
took such pains to play down the attacks that
news of the disorder did not reach newspapers
for days. Notoriously, the city’s mayor advised
women to avoid such unpleasantness in the
future by keeping suspicious-looking men “at
arm’s length.”
Still, the ultimate impetus for populism
among native Europeans probably lies not in
any individual incident but in the prospect,
more vivid with every passing year, of demographic decline and even extinction. By this
decade, several countries had lost control
of their borders—above all, Sweden, where
almost a third of babies are born to foreign
mothers. The Pew Research Center recently
projected that Sweden will be 30% Muslim
by mid-century if refugee flows continue and
21% Muslim even if they stop altogether.
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The wave of migration from the Arab and
Muslim world may be as nothing compared
to what awaits. Sub-Saharan Africa is now
seeing the largest population explosion any
region has undergone in the history of the
planet. By 2050, Africa is expected to double
its population to 2.5 billion. That increment
of 1.25 billion young people is roughly twice
the present population of Europe. At mid-century, Africa will still be the poorest place on
earth, but it will be the richest in young men
of military age. Until 2017 charitable rescue
ships were transporting hundreds, sometimes
thousands, of African migrants across the
Mediterranean to Italy daily. These provide
the merest foretaste of the population pressures that await.
Merkel’s invitation to Syrian migrants in
2015 was a detonator. Suddenly Germany
had a million-odd Syrians, Pakistanis, Iraqis,
and Afghanis on its soil—culturally alien,
hard to employ, and making claims for the admission of millions more wives, children, and
siblings. Germans were thus forced to choose
between (a) welcoming an even larger second
wave of dependent family members, and (b)
damage control. This would mean stepping
up expulsions, revoking longstanding rules on
family reunification, and overturning various
longstanding taboos against discussing Germany’s national interest and ethnic identity.
Germans have opted for (b). They have shifted their votes from establishment parties (not
just Merkel’s Christian Democrats but also
the Social Democrats) to radical ones (not
just the AfD but also the post-Communist
Left party).
New Problems, New Solutions

I

n italy, interior minister matteo
Salvini has become one of the most popular politicians in Europe by turning his
party, the League, from a regional separatist group into a nationwide anti-immigration
force. For years now, foreign non-governmental organizations (NGOs) have been
chartering boats to mount extensive rescue
operations of African migrants adrift in the
Mediterranean. Salvini derided these efforts
as taxi services to deliver migrants from the
North African coast. Extraordinary maps
published by the New York Times in June
2017, which showed rescue operations moving steadily closer to the port of Tripoli as
humanitarian operations increased, provide
considerable justification for Salvini’s view.
But he went further. Salvini accused humanitarians of acting as go-betweens for two
mafias: one that trafficked humans in Africa,
and another that scammed Italy’s social-wel-
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fare system in Europe. He then closed Italy’s
ports to such rescue vessels—first foreign-registered ones, then Italian ones. The result is that
Salvini, called an “extremist” in many newspapers in the run-up to elections last March, now
commands the support of 60% of Italians.
European leaders have assailed Salvini in
the name of their values, none more volubly
than French President Emmanuel Macron.
In early June, when Salvini refused landing
rights to 629 migrants aboard the German
rescue ship Aquarius, Macron denounced
him as irresponsible, cynical, and extremist. Salvini replied that, if Macron cared so
much about European values, perhaps he
could take some of the migrants himself.
Macron did not. Indeed, when the same ship,
the Aquarius, made for the French port of
Marseille in late September with only 58 migrants aboard, Macron’s government denied
it authorization to dock. In mid-October,
newspapers across Europe reported that
French authorities had apprehended African illegal migrants in the Hautes-Alpes region, driven them across the Italian border
in a police van, and dropped them off in the
woods.
The debate between Salvini and Macron revealed something formulaic and flawed in the
latter’s way of thinking. Macron and his globalist allies sometimes acted as if the problems of
human conflict had been solved by the Western
“values,” and as if history were done presenting
contingencies and surprises. That made it easy
to “build a legacy” or win an honorable “place
in history.” All one had to do was consult these
values and order correctly from a menu of historical roles. With the rise of Salvini, the European Union’s economic commissioner Pierre
Moscovici warned of “little Mussolinis” in the
continent’s politics, and Luxembourg’s Minister of Foreign Affairs Jean Asselborn accused
Salvini of using “fascist methods and tones”—
which presumably made Moscovici and Asselborn the Winston Churchill and Franklin
Roosevelt of our times.
Populists, by contrast, argued that today’s
events are not a replay of the 1930s—they
are today’s events. “What people call ‘rightwing populism,’ ‘the new right,’ or ‘a return
to nationalism,’” wrote Frank Böckelmann,
editor of the contrarian German quarterly
Tumult, “is only a reaction to specific new
conditions.” That is the way Salvini saw it: he
was just reacting pragmatically to problems
as they came up. He wanted Italy to include
in every trade deal it signs with a developingworld country a “repatriation clause” linking
economic ties to a willingness to take back
migrants. “I think I am paid by my citizens
to help our youth to have the babies they used
Claremont Review of Books w Fall 2018
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to have a few years ago,” Salvini said, “and not
import the best of African youth to replace
the Europeans who, for economic reasons,
don’t have many children.”
Was this reasonable or was it racist? In
matters of identity politics, the two adjectives
can describe the same action. National identity is maintained by preferring one’s own
people to others. This proposition sounds
obvious and uncontroversial when you are
saying, for example, that Italy’s destiny is a
matter for Italians alone to decide—and not
for Frenchmen to meddle in, even Frenchmen as powerful as Macron. It is perfectly
innocent to prefer Italians to French people
in that case. But is it okay to prefer Italians
to Africans? Europeans are less comfortable
answering “yes” to that question. When a
boatload of migrants steams into a Sicilian
harbor, and the law calls for them to be sent
back to Libya, and thence to Chad or Niger,
and they sue to stay, politicians who assert
European values begin to hem and haw. But
if one cannot argue against interlopers on behalf of fellow citizens, then the long history
of Italy will soon come to an end. At least
that is how the populists see it.
Class and Competition

T

he establishment view reflects a
difference not just of ideology but also
of class. Perhaps because he is yet a political novice, Macron has been vocal on the
subject of human inequality. He is in favor of
it. The president’s role in French life should be
“Jupiterian,” he argued, while describing those
who collected welfare as “illiterates” (illettrés)
and “freeloaders” (fainéants). Like Matteo
Renzi, the pro-business former prime minister whose center-left party was ousted by
Italy’s populist coalition, Macron has behaved
as if business were all: entrepreneurs and
captains of industry are the only modern heroes. Cutting taxes, delaying retirements, and
permitting Sunday shopping are the highest
achievements to which a sensible politician
could aspire. At the opening of Station F, a
clearinghouse for high-tech start-ups, Macron
found the name appropriate, because this
would be the place that determined the entrepreneurs’ worth. “A station,” he said, meaning
a railway station, “is a place where you run
into people who succeed and people who are
nothing.”
It was in this vein that historian Anne Applebaum, writing in the Atlantic, lamented the
rise of two populist parties in Central Europe:
Orbán’s Fidesz in Hungary, and Jaroslaw
Kaczyński’s Law and Justice party (PiS) in
Poland. Applebaum, attentive and logical in
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all her books about Eastern Europe, showed
little perspective or sense of context in writing
about contemporary political clashes. She denounced the Polish and Hungarian upstarts
as a threat to democracy, comparing them to
Lenin’s Bolsheviks, Hitler’s Germany, and
Apartheid South Africa.
The anti-immigration bent of Poland’s ruling party she described as a sort of collective
delusion: “The refugee wave that has hit other
European countries has not been felt here at
all,” she wrote. But this is wrong. The refugee
wave was felt in September 2015 when a government led by Ewa Kopacz of Poland’s Civic
Platform (P.O.) party broke from the common
position it had agreed with Hungary, Slovakia,
and the Czech Republic, and cast the deciding
vote to approve a European Union plan to distribute Merkel’s refugees Europe-wide, including into Poland. A headline in the weekly magazine wSieci showed Kopacz dressed in a burqa,
alongside a headline reading: “Ewa Kopacz will
follow Germany’s orders and ensure we live in
hell.” At elections a month later, P.O. lost a
third of its seats. Its despised rivals, the PiS,
were given an absolute majority on the strength
of a promise (thus far kept) to resist plans for
the importation of Germany’s migrants into
Poland. Orbán, similarly, holds great power in
Hungary not because he “respects no restraints
of any kind,” as Applebaum would have it, but
because he has won three consecutive democratic elections by wide margins, including a
historic rout in 2010 that provided him with a
legislative majority large enough to rewrite the
constitution. If the rise of the PiS and of Fidesz
is a problem, it is a problem of democracy, not
for democracy.
Those who succeed in the freewheeling,
global-capitalist economy are understandably
eager to import its rules into republican politics, where they can be illogical and corrosive.
Applebaum’s mistake was to misapply the
word “democracy” to a set of capitalist virtues
that relate to democracy only incidentally:
“In modern Western democracies,” she wrote,
“the right to rule is granted, at least in theory,
by different forms of competition: campaigning and voting, meritocratic tests that determine access to higher education and the civil
service, free markets.” She is right about the
voting. But the rest of her description, while
it describes a variety of successful and unsuccessful regimes, has little to do with democracy. Neither success in the free market
nor good exam results grants one the “right
to rule.” But it was easy to wish they did, because if they did, then the crude, uncredentialed people walking the halls of power in
Warsaw and Budapest were not just unedifying but illegitimate.

Ceding Authority

A

ll across the west, the intelligent, credentialed people who held
the commanding heights of the
economy were making the same mistake.
They viewed the rise of populism as a misunderstanding or a glitch. Ashoka Mody, a
gifted macroeconomist at the International
Monetary Fund, cautioned against reading too much into the 2016 referendum on
which Renzi had staked his political career:
“Italians rejected the changes to the electoral
system,” Mody wrote, “not because they had
thought very deeply about the changes proposed but, rather, because the referendum
gave them an opportunity to vent their economic and political frustrations.”
If such votes are only a “venting of frustrations,” then they don’t mean anything, and
they certainly contain no specific instructions that deserve to be heeded. Last June,
when Salvini began to change Italy’s immigration policies, Carlotta Sami, spokeswoman for the United Nations High Commission on Refugees, voiced her objections:

When conservative
governments come
to power, the judiciary
joins the opposition.
“Using migration in an instrumental way for
a political objective is irresponsible,” she said
in an interview, “because this reflects immediately not only on the lives of migrant and
refugees, but also on the lives of the hosting
communities of the Italians, pitting the one
against the others.”
The verb “instrumentalize,” meaning “to
make a political issue of,” is multinational
shop talk. It is used to mark off an area of policy where public opinion has no legitimate role,
and is therefore unwelcome. The duly elected
constitutional government of Italy should
step aside from making policy for Italy—Mrs.
Sami will handle it! One might predict that
no one would put up with such effrontery. In
fact most people are willing to cede authority
to judges and multinational bodies for as long
as things are going well.
Where does this willingness to cede authority come from? Its sources run deep. Sociologist Norbert Elias, in his 1965 study The
Established and the Outsiders, described the
“monopoly on the means of orientation” that
Brahmins in India held, just by virtue of beClaremont Review of Books w Fall 2018
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ing Brahmins. Most elitism is like this. To say
that progressive elites control things is not a
conspiracy theory, it is a tautology—they control the culture by definition.
Similarly, populists are wrong by definition. They usually internalize the idea of their
inferiority and immorality. An establishment, as Elias sees it, always offers an alternative that the public can passively fall back
on. Outsiders and populists do not. They
will be subject to a “paralyzing apathy” unless
a leader is there to light a fire under them.
The challenge is keeping it lit. Hence the importance of Salvini’s social media videos and
Donald Trump’s tweets. Constant motion
is of the essence. One can see the difference
between successful populist governments
(such as Salvini’s) that act quickly, bringing
rapid change; and unsuccessful ones (such as
Trump’s over his first year-and-a-half) that
do not, permitting all the playing pieces to
roll back down the unlevel board into their
pre-election positions.
A Democracy Movement

M

argaret canovan, one of the
most sensitive academic analysts
of populism, has described it as
something that “haunts even the most firmly
established democracies.” It would be more
accurate to say that populism haunts especially the most firmly established democracies. It
arises in democracies that are so built-out and
specialized that a class of sophisticated political initiates is required to run them effectively.
Any such class will be tempted to nudge the
system to produce results more in line with
what it sees as society’s needs. These “needs”
may grow hard to distinguish from that class’s
“values.”
Americans, living in the home of modern
judicial review, will understand that judges are
often guilty of trying to correct electoral results that don’t correspond to insider thinking.
The civil rights laws of the 1960s, for example,
have been interpreted to require transgender
bathrooms, regardless of how democratic majorities might feel about them. Certain western
European democracies work under analogous
constraints. In Italy, both investigative magistrates (the equivalent of federal prosecutors)
and adjudicative magistrates (the equivalent
of federal judges) are members of the judiciary
branch, and the bench, for the most part, operates as a self-perpetuating guild. Judges, not
legislators or executives, appoint and approve
judicial hires. Like Americans, Italians had
plausible 20th-century reasons for enhancing
the prerogatives of judges. Americans wanted
to smash segregation. Italians wanted to en-
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sure—in the wake of Mussolini, fascism, and
defeat—that no prosecutor working on behalf
of a strongman would use his office to throw
political opponents in jail.
As it turned out, allowing the judiciary to
be “independent” in this way was an even bigger risk. For, in Italy as in the United States,
the judiciary is both a powerful regulatory
body and a subset of what we now call the
One Percent. Italian lawyers and judges, like
our own, have a cultural affinity with intellectuals and progressive politicians. The result is
that, when conservative governments come to
power, the judiciary joins the opposition. Silvio
Berlusconi, the madcap media billionaire who
after 1994 became the longest-serving postwar
Italian prime minister, was in and out of courtrooms for long-ago business irregularities for
the whole two decades he was in or near power. He was convicted of tax fraud in 2013 and
banned from politics for six years, until 2019.
Since the new League-Five Star coalition
took power in mid-2018, Italy’s situation has
paralleled that of the United States even more
closely, with judges seeking ingenious ways to
thwart a government they oppose on ideological grounds. A Genovese judge threatened to
seize the League’s entire €49-million treasury, for an embezzlement case that antedates
Salvini’s takeover of the party. After Salvini
delayed the disembarkation of 177 Eritreans

who had arrived aboard the Italian Coast
Guard boat Diciotti, a prosecutor in Agrigento indicted him for kidnapping.
Where the United States is unloved among
European populists, it is sometimes as the
source of such judicial chicanery. American
forces wrote or inspired a number of postwar
constitutions, including the German Grundgesetz, which contains guarantees that many
blame for the country’s impending “dissolution” by migration. “It is high time,” writes
Frank Böckelmann, “for a constitution that
is of the German people and for the German people.” For another thing, the United
States tax code provides the model for various activist foundations that have left governments feeling surveilled and threatened in
their sovereignty. That has been particularly
so in Hungary, which in recent months has
moved to close the Hungarian-born billionaire George Soros’s charities and to shutter a
university he founded.
Orbán’s philosophy has been described in
Western headlines as an attack on democracy.
It is more accurately described as a passionate defense of his own vision of democracy.
Orbán’s vision is different from the one that
prevails in the West today. It is closer to the
understanding of democracy that prevailed
in the United States 60 years ago. For Orbán,
democracy is when a sovereign people votes
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and chooses its destiny. Period. A democratic
republic need not be liberal, or neutral as to
values. It can favor Christianity or patriotism,
if it so chooses, and it can even proudly call
such choices “illiberal,” as Orbán did in a
2014 speech.
The detractors of Orbán-style democracy
consider democracy a set of progressive outcomes that democracies tend to choose, and
may even have chosen at some time in the past.
If a progressive law or judicial ruling or executive order coincides with the “values” of experts,
a kind of mystical ratification results, and the
outcome is what the builders of the European
Union call an acquis—something permanent,
unassailable, and constitutional-seeming. If a
democratic majority were to overturn, say, a
country’s membership in the European Union,
or a state’s laws establishing gay marriage, that
outcome would be called “undemocratic.” Of
course it would be no such thing. What would
be threatened in this case would be somebody’s
values, not everyone’s democracy.
That is our problem. Liberalism and democracy have come into conflict. “Populist” is
what those loyal to the former call those loyal
to the latter.
Christopher Caldwell, a national correspondent at
the Weekly Standard, is at work on a book about
the rise and fall of the post-1960s political order.
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Book Review by Andrew C. McCarthy
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C

ollusion! obstruction! and what
about the Emoluments Clause!
Donald J. Trump’s antagonists
began talking about impeaching him within
days of his 2016 election victory. But on what
grounds? Since “collusion with Russia” is not
a crime, can the president “obstruct justice” by
carrying out an undeniably constitutional act,
such as firing the director of the FBI—the
agency investigating the, er, collusion? Even if
we assume, for argument’s sake, that the president could be criminally charged for such an

act, isn’t there some Justice Department rule
against indicting a sitting president? If he may
not be indicted at all, why is a special prosecutor investigating him? And if he may not be
indicted for lawful exercises of his Article II
prerogatives—dismissing subordinates, criticizing investigations’ merits and investigators’
motives, pardoning political allies—could he
still be impeached over them?
These are difficult, important questions. In
deliberating over the Constitution, nothing
bedeviled the framers more than the new ofClaremont Review of Books w Fall 2018
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fice they were creating, the presidency of the
United States. If the nation were to survive
and thrive, the chief executive would have
to possess powers so awesome they could, if
abused, destroy the nation, eviscerating its
founding ideals of liberty and self-determination. With Americans having just thrown
off one monarch, an essential objective of the
Constitution was to forestall the rise of another. The president would have to be checked by
powers commensurate with his own. Today,
we metaphorically refer to the ultimate check,
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impeachment, as a “nuclear option.” To James
Madison it was, in a word, “indispensable.”

N

o american president has ever
been removed from office by the
Constitution’s impeachment process,
though Richard Nixon surely would have been
convicted by the Senate and evicted from the
White House had he not resigned. Andrew
Johnson and Bill Clinton were impeached by
the House, but the Senate could not muster
the two-thirds supermajority to convict and
remove them. Since Clinton kept his job in
1998, the prospect of impeaching presidents
hangs more heavily than before in a coarsened
culture, a fractious body politic, and a 24/7
media age that conflates news reporting with
opinion journalism and fiery partisanship.
Yet, like fascism and the infield-fly rule,
impeachment is a concept often invoked
but poorly understood. There is excellent
scholarship on the subject, Raoul Berger’s
Impeachment: The Constitutional Problems
(1973) being the modern standard. Still,
there remains enough misinformation that
a popular guide, attuned to modern conditions, would be welcome.
My own modest effort, Faithless Execution, was published in 2014. Alas, if the year
does not explain why I was too early to the
party, the subtitle will: Building the Political
Case for Obama’s Impeachment. It was verboten to speak of impeaching President Barack
Obama—which is why a political case for doing so was needed. (I’ll come back to that.) In
today’s terrain, of course, even a well-reasoned
polemical book is destined to be rejected out
of hand by at least half the intended audience.
We still need that popular guide in the
contentious circumstances of 2018. Some eminent scholars have produced a pair of books
that attempt to answer the call: Impeachment:
A Citizen’s Guide by Cass R. Sunstein, and To
End a Presidency: The Power of Impeachment,
a collaboration by Laurence Tribe and Joshua
Matz.
Now at Harvard Law School after a stint
running Obama’s Office of Information and
Regulatory Affairs, Sunstein hits the sweet
spot, supplementing his formidable gifts with
salient experience. He recounts having been
an “active participant” in impeachment proceedings, consulting closely with President
Clinton’s legal team and testifying before
Congress. Years earlier, after joining the Justice Department’s Office of Legal Counsel
late in Jimmy Carter’s term in office, he stuck
around for the Reagan transition. In the
course of it, his prescient new boss, Theodore
Olson, assigned Sunstein to write a guidance
memo on the 25th Amendment, which lays

out the process for sidelining an incapacitated
president. Within weeks, President Reagan
had been shot by John Hinckley, Jr.
Fortunately, Reagan recovered well enough
that there was no need to invoke the amendment, which may be done by the president if he
is able, or by the vice president and the cabinet
if he is not. Today, some of Trump’s enemies
are discussing the 25th Amendment again, on
the theory that advocating policies opposed
by the Left, or a certain gauche disregard for
time-honored presidential norms, might be
spun as a mental breakdown justifying a declaration of incapacity. Sunstein refreshingly
swats down this notion of the amendment as
an alternative removal path that could sidestep impeachment’s steep hurdles. (Tribe and
Matz seem to concur, albeit grudgingly.)

T

he best thing about sunstein’s
engaging treatment is its rigor. While
accessible, this book attempts a clinical
rather than partisan explanation of impeachment, one based on America’s deep republican
roots. The author examines why the framers
included it, how it fits logically in the constitutional framework, what degree of misconduct triggers it, and how its errant invocation
can damage the nation. He grapples with
challenging constitutional issues that plainly
bear on misconduct claims currently under
investigation by special counsel Robert Mueller, but the book’s subject is impeachment, not
the incumbent president. The word “trump”
appears once. As a verb.
By Sunstein’s lights, impeachment is the
process by which “We the People,” through
our elected representatives in Congress, assert
sovereignty by removing the chief executive,
as well as other executive or judicial officers,
who egregiously abuse their official authority.
(Legislators are subject to expulsion by their
fellow legislators, not impeachment.) Notwithstanding that this divestiture of political
power is carried out by the Article I political branch without the possibility of judicial
review, the author maintains that there are
binding legal strictures.
The most essential of these is “high crimes
and misdemeanors.” Though treason and
bribery are also grounds for impeachment
and removal, their meaning is more apodictic.
Moreover, after some debate about whether
it was necessary or appropriate to include an
impeachment remedy at all, the framers concluded that the ballot box was an insufficient
check. They settled on “high crimes and misdemeanors” to capture the misconduct that
was most likely and most perilous.
The fact that “high crimes and misdemeanors” is a more elastic term than the ConstiClaremont Review of Books w Fall 2018
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tution’s other impeachment grounds does
not, Sunstein maintains, render it uncertain,
limitless, or the instrument of inevitable political caprice. In connection with a failed effort to cashier Justice William O. Douglas in
1970, Representative Gerald Ford asserted
that an impeachable offense is “whatever a
majority of the House” believes it “to be at
a given moment in history.” Ironically, Ford
ascended to the presidency because the specter of impeachment forced the resignation of
Richard Nixon. (He had previously ascended
to the vice-presidency because the specter of
impeachment forced the resignation of Spiro
Agnew.) He then courted impeachment himself by pardoning Nixon for the grievous offenses outlined in the articles of impeachment
voted by the House of Representatives.

S

unstein finds in ford’s claim of
congressional omnipotence a defiance
of the framers’ rationale in adopting
“high crimes and misdemeanors” as the standard. The term had a rich British pedigree.
Plus, decades of colonial practice had given
impeachment a distinctly American cast—
a weapon against imperial affronts. “High
crimes and misdemeanors” was adopted in
favor of the more ambiguous “maladministration” to underscore its focus on true outrages,
not trifling misfeasance.
Sunstein is sympathetic to the progressive
view that our fundamental law evolves with
the times, but his “living Constitution” is a
disciplined one. He gives respectful consideration to originalism, the theory that constitutional provisions should be interpreted
in accordance with their publicly understood
meaning at the time of their adoption, without treating it as dispositive, in the manner of
Justice Antonin Scalia. Sunstein nods as well
to Justice Felix Frankfurter’s construction of
the document in light of American traditions
as they unfold over time; to Justice Stephen
Breyer’s theory of “active liberty,” which imbues constitutional provisions with the jurist’s
(supposedly objective) deduction of democratic ideals; and to legal ethics expert Ronald Dworkin’s argument for a “moral reading”
of the Constitution. For Sunstein, however,
there is an overarching legitimacy principle:
We are bound by the Constitution’s terms—the
text may be supple, but evolution must take
place within the Constitution’s stated provisions, not supersede them.
This leads the author to conclude that high
crimes and misdemeanors involve, as Alexander Hamilton observed in The Federalist,
the abuse or violation of some public
trust. They are of a nature which may
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with peculiar propriety be denominated
political, as they relate chiefly to injuries done immediately to the society
itself.

Sunstein’s admirable enterprise puts the cart
before the horse. Fundamentally, impeachment is a political process, not a legal one. One
need not endorse Gerald Ford’s “anything
goes” depiction of congressional supremacy
to grasp that politics drives the impeachment
train. Yes, it is profoundly influenced by the legal standard. Congress needs to demonstrate
that fidelity to the Constitution’s conception
of high crimes and misdemeanors determines
which impeachments are possible. But it does
not control which impeachments will be pursued. That, inexorably, is a political calculation.

With respect to impeachment, as opposed to individual liberties, Sunstein sees
originalism as the soundest course. Since we
have paltry history and tradition with impeachment, democratizing the meaning of
high crimes and misdemeanors would lead to
impeachment over intense political disagreements—exactly what the framers were seeking to avoid. Moreover, a sprawling, diverse,
dynamic nation’s moral consensus is apt to
n that score, laurence tribe and
be so weak and tentative that the quest for a
Joshua Matz posit the more practimoral component of impeachment would incal thesis. Unfortunately, they presevitably devolve into disagreements about the ent it in a way so unappealing that it is highly
president’s character, not his conduct.
doubtful anyone not sharing their loathing of
Donald Trump will be convinced.
mpeachment, then, must be reserved
Like Sunstein, Tribe is a professor at the
chiefly for appalling abuses of official au- Harvard Law School, and Matz, a graduate
thority. It also reaches misconduct commit- of the law school, is a constitutional lawyer.
ted in seeking office, and is especially watchful The dystopia into which Tribe and Matz say
against foreign intrigue, two of the framers’ the country is sinking under the president
chief concerns. It is not hard to see the Clin- will be unrecognizable to most. No one, howton fact pattern, or the fanciful but uncorrobo- ever, will be surprised at the authors’ boast
rated suspicions about Trump. Sunstein gives that they are suing Trump for violating the
the former a pass because Clinton’s conduct, Emoluments Clause, which bars presidents
however reprehensible, was remote from his of- from taking benefits from foreign states, as
ficial duties. For Sunstein, even obstructing the they allege Trump is doing through his busiinvestigation of such “private” transgressions is ness conglomerate. By design, however, no
not impeachable. By contrast, a president who American president will ever be removed from
conspired with a foreign power against Ameri- power absent a popular consensus that cuts
can interests, or who abused his powers to con- across partisan, ideological, and sociological
ceal wrongful exercises of presidential author- fault lines. Only reasoned polemic will forge
ity, should be ousted.
such a consensus.
Notice I said should be ousted, not could
In the end, because such a popular consenbe. Sunstein posits that because high crimes sus cannot be formed, Tribe and Matz stop
and misdemeanors is a concrete, readily ap- short of advocating Trump’s impeachment,
plicable legal standard, Congress is obliged to though there is no doubt that they deem it
enforce it. Otherwise, We the People would utterly justified. For the same reason, they
effectively submit to an imperial ruler.
peremptorily dismiss my aforementioned
Though impeachment cannot work as in- book, Faithless Execution, for concluding that
tended without a solid standard, Professor “Obama could be impeached for nearly every-
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thing he had said or done since taking office.”
In reality, I contended that Obama was exactly the president the framers feared because he
was governing outside the Constitution’s restraints, usurping the other branches’ powers,
running roughshod over presidential norms,
lying to the public about such crucial matters
as Obamacare and Benghazi, and compromising American interests in clandestine dealings
with such hostile foreign powers as Iran and
the Taliban.
Yet, like Tribe and Matz, and pace Sunstein, I argued that Obama could commit a
thousand high crimes and misdemeanors,
but the question of whether to impeach him
would still be a political judgment for Congress to make, based on such considerations
as the likelihood of convicting and removing
him, the certainty that the effort would tear
the country apart, and the prospect that an
unsuccessful attempt would encourage more
executive excess. Furthermore, impeachment
makes sense only after having made a sustained political case for removal.
Tribe and Matz demand that “when faced
with an aspiring tyrant, it is essential to call
evil by its name.” Although it is unlikely that
they and I would ever agree on who the real
tyrants are, it is incontestable that no president can be impeached and removed unless
the hard work of persuasion is done. Tribe
and Matz conclude:
Ending a presidency requires months or
years of concerted political and investigative activity. It also requires substantial public deliberation over the legal,
factual, and political case against the
chief executive.
Just so.
Andrew C. McCarthy is a senior fellow at the
National Review Institute and a contributing
editor of National Review.
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Book Review by Andrew E. Busch

Why Trump Won
The Great Alignment: Race, Party Transformation, and the Rise of Donald Trump, by Alan I. Abramowitz.
Yale University Press, 216 pages, $35
The Great Revolt: Inside the Populist Coalition Reshaping American Politics, by Salena Zito and Brad Todd.
Crown Forum, 320 pages, $28

D

onald trump’s unexpected victory in 2016 left most pundits
scrambling to answer “why.” Political scientist Alan Abramowitz’s The Great
Alignment and journalist Salena Zito and
Republican political consultant Brad Todd’s
The Great Revolt offer distinct approaches to
that question.
Abramowitz provides a long-term portrait
of the American electorate’s evolution from
the New Deal to the present, relying heavily
on survey data (mostly from the American
National Election Studies [ANES] series
from 1952 through 2016). “[T]he central underlying reality of American electoral politics,”
he posits, is that “today’s electorate is strongly
partisan because it is deeply divided along

racial, ideological, and cultural lines.” These
cleavages are mostly reinforcing, leading to
much stronger levels of partisanship—both in
the electorate and in governing institutions—
than existed 50 years ago. Starker demographic division has led to starker geographic
division as voter ticket-splitting has declined,
causing states and counties to be more likely,
and repeatedly, won by the same party, and by
lopsided margins.

T

he differences between republicans and Democrats have intensified in
each of the three dimensions. Racially,
while the percentage of nonwhite Republicans increased slightly from 1976 to 2012,
the percentage of nonwhite Democrats grew
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from 15% to 45%. Ideologically, the average
Republican voter has become significantly
more conservative, and the average Democratic voter significantly more liberal, since
1972. Self-described liberals comprised 29%
of self-described Democrats in 1972 and 47%
in 2012; self-described conservatives were
46% of Republicans in 1972 and 76% in 2012.
Culturally, there was virtually no difference
in Republicans’ and Democrats’ church-going
habits in 1972; by 2012, Republicans were
nearly three times more likely to be religiously
observant than Democrats.
Abramowitz believes this multifaceted increase in political division has led to “affective
polarization” and “negative partisanship.” Voters today are more likely to dislike the other
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party intensely than they are to like their own
party or party’s candidates intensely. The nationalization of elections has been both cause
and effect of this polarization.
At its best, The Great Alignment provides a
concise historical review of how we got to this
moment in American political development.
Abramowitz shows how presidential, congressional, and even state elections have become
closely intertwined, after being quite separate for decades. He also argues cogently that
in 2016 Trump particularly benefitted from
negative partisanship, insofar as “Republican
elites, during and after the primaries, were far
more divided than Democratic elites about
their party’s eventual nominee.” The party’s
voters stuck with Trump out of deep antipathy toward Hillary Clinton, despite receiving
mixed signals about him from other Republican leaders.
Abramowitz disagrees with Stanford political scientist Morris Fiorina that polarization is an elite phenomenon without mass
resonance. Marshalling data showing the increasing ideological polarization of ordinary
voters, Abramowitz concludes that “[t]here
is no ‘disconnect’ between political elites and
the American public: America is a polarized
country whose leaders reflect the diverging
priorities and values of the constituents who

elected them.” Overall, The Great Alignment
offers a portrait of political continuity. The
coalition that elected Donald Trump was not
radically different from the one that nearly
elected Mitt Romney in 2012. Today’s conflicts are a predictable extension of trends that
had their origins several decades ago.

T

he great alignment’s analysis
suffers from some weaknesses. The
author accepts too uncritically Brookings Institution scholar Thomas Mann’s
argument that ideological polarization is
disproportionately found among Republicans. This analysis is based entirely on selfreported ideological identification scores,
which depend powerfully on context. A gay
marriage opponent in 1996 could easily have
seen herself as moderate on the issue; in 2016,
with a completely unchanged position on the
issue, she might describe herself as conservative, because the environment had shifted
so far to the left. A quick look at other domestic issues over that time period makes
it difficult to argue that Republicans have
actually changed more ideologically. Democrats, after all, went from welfare reform
as a presidential imperative to “democratic
socialism” as a popular approach, from the
Defense of Marriage Act to forcing bakers to

make cakes for gay weddings, from abortion
as “safe, legal, and rare” to merely “safe and
legal,” and from bolstering the death penalty
to embracing Black Lives Matter. From 1996
to 2016, Republicans went from opposing
government health care to opposing government health care, from shutting down the
government to force spending cuts to shutting down the government to force spending
cuts, and from opposing abortion and gay
marriage to opposing abortion and gay marriage. Given that reality, it is reasonable to
wonder whether the survey statistics fail to
capture something important.
Another place Abramowitz’s analysis
is weak is in its treatment of race, which he
holds to be the key to understanding Trump’s
victory. There were indeed instances during
the 2016 campaign when Trump seemed to
engage in forging a kind of white identity politics to counter the nonwhite identity politics
long practiced by Democrats. But unsavory
as this aspect of his rhetoric was, it is difficult
to demonstrate that a decisive segment of voters was actually moved by it. Abramowitz has
to stretch hard to do so, claiming as evidence
things that do not prove what he says they do.
For example, he touts Republican voters’
support for Trump’s proposed deportation of
illegal immigrants and ban on Muslim immi-
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gration as evidence of the importance of race.
Islam, of course, is not a race but a religion
and, for some, an ideology that dictates political attitudes and actions. And many voters
oppose illegal immigration because it is, well,
illegal. Elsewhere, Abramowitz argues that
Trump voters were driven by “racial resentment,” though the battery of ANES questions
used to define “resentment” may not indicate
anything more than a refusal to accept the
Left’s preferred race narrative. (One of the
questions asks whether the respondent agrees
with the statement “Irish, Italian, Jewish, and
many other minorities overcame prejudice and
worked their way up. Blacks should do the
same without any special favors.” Agreement is
defined as evidence of “racial resentment.”) The
results Abramowitz cites may indicate merely
that Trump rallied voters who were reacting
against political correctness and racial double
standards. Ultimately, there is one enormous
difficulty with the racial interpretation of the
2016 election, unacknowledged by Abramowitz: Trump won the election largely because
he won over a crucial subset of white workingclass voters in Rust Belt states who had voted
for Barack Obama in 2008 and 2012.

T

rump voters in several key states
that switched from Democrat to Republican in 2016 are the subject of The
Great Revolt. A survey of 2,000 Rust Belt
Trump voters serves as the book’s foundation, but its heart is interviews with 21 voters
from ten counties that swung from Obama to
Trump in Iowa, Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin. The interviews identify
several Trump voter archetypes.
“Red Blooded and Blue Collared” had suffered economic loss since 2009 and were attracted to Trump’s promise to restore manufacturing. “Perot-istas” were non-ideological
independents who closely mirrored Ross Perot’s supporters from the 1990s. The “Rough
Rebounders” were voters “who had experienced a setback in life and saw the same kind
of vulnerability and recovery in Trump as
they had experienced.” Women who supported Trump’s Second Amendment defense—a
key, in their view, to self-defense and empowerment—represented “Girl Gun Power.” The
“Rotary Reliables” were small businessmen
and women—pillars of their communities—
who somewhat reluctantly came to see Trump
as the only logical choice in the general election. Similarly, the “King Cyrus Christians”

typically supported other candidates in the
GOP primaries, but concluded Trump was
the best hope for preserving religious liberty
against the progressive onslaught. Finally, “Silent Suburban Moms,” though distraught by
Trump’s reported (and self-reported) sexual
hijinks, decided to take a chance on him—
usually without telling their friends. This
disparate coalition of enthusiasts and hesitant
supporters allowed Trump to win in places
like Macomb County, Michigan, Luzerne
County, Pennsylvania, and Ashtabula County, Ohio, the latter of which went from giving Obama 55% of its vote in 2012 to giving
Trump 57% in 2016.

Z

ito and todd move beyond the
data to ask Trump voters what was
on their minds. Neither approach—
the quantitative nor the qualitative—offers
a complete picture. And despite their methodological differences, Zito and Todd share
some of Abramowitz’s analytical framework.
Like Abramowitz, they appreciate that 2016
did not come from nowhere. The two studies
also tend to agree that Trump voters represented, in the words of Zito and Todd, “a culture craving respect.”
Nonetheless, Zito and Todd’s interviews
reveal some very different currents than those
highlighted by Abramowitz. For one, they
show a widespread appreciation for Trump’s
relatively non-ideological approach, offering
a counterpoint to Abramowitz’s description
of American politics as increasingly ideological. Indeed, whereas the Tea Party and candidates like Ted Cruz incorporated outsiderism
as part of their conservatism, Trump turned
outsiderism into an alternative to ideology.
Perhaps the rise of ideology described by
Abramowitz created a demand for someone
like Trump who—like Perot—promised results rather than ideology.
Zito and Todd’s interviews also provide
little evidence that race was a driving factor, and much that Democratic extremism
was. Several interviewees had voted twice for
Obama, and they described their gradual disillusionment as economic troubles persisted
and Obama proved wedded to extremely liberal social positions, an entitlement mentality, and an apologetic foreign policy. (In the
survey of Rust Belt Trump voters, one in five
voted for Obama at least once.) More generally, former Democrats among them detailed their shift as they came to believe that
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the Democratic Party had abandoned their
values of hard work and faith. Even if one
wrongly assumes that support for a border
wall invariably indicated racism, only 7% of
survey respondents saw the wall as Trump’s
most important campaign promise—far
behind bringing back manufacturing jobs
(34%), protecting Medicare and Social Security (30%), and putting conservative justices
on the U.S. Supreme Court (28%).

P

erhaps most significantly, whereas Abramowitz thinks Trump’s message divisive and dark, many of the
interview respondents saw an element of optimism in their vote for Trump. As one put it,
“Yes, we were angry, but we were and are hopeful, aspiring for a better life, a better town, a
better country.” Even among those suffering
the “Blue Collar Blues,” 84% said they were
optimistic about their own career path or financial situation.
Many respondents recognized that coastal
elites were puzzled by the 2016 results:
[W]e voted for ourselves and that is the
thing they missed. That is the thing
they still miss. I turn on the television and they talk about how [Trump]
brags, or this or that about him, and
they still don’t talk to us. They still
don’t hear us. They still don’t get us.
We are a part of America, too, and we
are a part of America that wants to be
part of something that takes everyone
forward. Takes us all together.
Nearly all those interviewed in The Great
Revolt maintain that the 2016 election was no
fluke, and was about much more than Trump,
whom many see as an imperfect vehicle. In
their view, a broad movement is afoot—one
called it an “awakening”—that will not be going away anytime soon, whatever the results in
the 2018 or 2020 elections. That we are in a
moment of conflict that seems fated to continue for the foreseeable future is something on
which The Great Revolt and The Great Alignment can agree.
Andrew E. Busch is Crown Professor of Government at Claremont McKenna College, and
the co-author (with James W. Ceaser and John
J. Pitney, Jr.) of Defying the Odds: The 2016
Elections and American Politics (Rowman &
Littlefield).
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Book Review by Naomi Schaefer Riley

Black Lives Matter
Liberal Child Welfare Policy and Its Destruction of Black Lives, by James G. Dwyer.
Routledge, 272 pages, $160 (cloth), $48.95 (paper)

T

here are over 435,000 kids in foster care in the United States and, after
a period of several years in which that
number seemed to be stable, it has started
to rise again. This increase, many speculate,
is the result of the opioid epidemic. There is
clear evidence now (perhaps not surprisingly)
that areas with higher rates of overdoses are
seeing a rise in the number of kids taken into
care.
The response to this crisis from child welfare workers (both government and nonprofit),
academics, and the media has been almost
uniform. As JooYeun Chang, the managing
director of public policy at Casey Family Programs (the largest philanthropy working in
this field), told an audience at the Brookings
Institution recently, we “traumatized kids by

removing them from the only families and
communities, schools that they have known…
place them, at best, in family settings, far too
often we place them in multiple family settings, and at worst we place them in congregate care settings that…are no better than
some of the jails and prisons that their uncles,
and fathers, and mothers are in.” And the reason we remove so many kids, particularly minority kids, she continued, is that “our system
has been built on centuries of racism, classism,
and xenophobia.” We rely on this idea of “rescuing children from what we consider to be
bad people…instead of treating the underlying poverty, addiction, or mental illness.”
From the New York Times, which has referred to the policy of removing black kids
from their homes as “Jane Crow,” to a Bronx
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public defender who told the New Yorker last
year, “We are members of this system which
we all strongly believe is racist and classist and
doing harm to the families it claims to serve,”
it’s not hard to see where all this is going.

I

n his new book, liberal child welfare Policy and Its Destruction of Black
Lives, William and Mary law professor
James Dwyer takes on both the diagnosis that
our foster care system is racist, as well as the
prescription that to help these kids we need to
leave them in their homes and focus on fixing
their parents.
Liberals, he argues, feel guilty about the
ways that the state has worked to tear apart
the black family, from slavery onward. But
Dwyer, a self-described liberal, believes it is
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time to stop excusing the antisocial behavior
of poor black adults and waiting for an influx
of money to be spent on anti-poverty programs, and instead save the children who are
there now. (He is not unlike school voucher
proponents who would be happy to see innercity public schools improve, but would like to
find some way to help kids who are stuck in
them today.)
Dwyer says it is time to focus our attention on the one in five black Americans who
“are not only poor themselves but also living
in neighborhoods where they are surrounded
by other poor people.” From high rates of incarceration, single motherhood, and evictions
to mental illness and drug use, the deck is
stacked against the children in these neighborhoods and that there are no policies in the
pipeline, suggests Dwyer, likely to fix these
problems anytime soon.

T

o begin with, infant mortality
rates among blacks are twice as high as
among whites. And the risks continue
throughout childhood. Research shows that
“one fifth of all black children becom[e] victims
of substantiated maltreatment at some point in
their childhood.” And that this “is likely only
half or one third of the black children who actually suffer maltreatment.” Dwyer quotes one
observer who says “black children are about as
likely to have a confirmed report of maltreatment during childhood as they are to complete
college.” And “maltreatment” means abuse or
severe neglect—not that a home hadn’t been
vacuumed recently.
It is neglect not abuse that is more closely
correlated with child fatalities. Small children
who are not being watched drown in bathtubs
or play with stoves. They may be malnourished, or suffer from illnesses that parents
don’t have treated by doctors. Parents who
repeatedly have electricity and heat turned off
in their homes despite offers of help from social services demonstrate a kind of mental instability that makes leaving kids in their care
potentially dangerous.
Dwyer adds: “[T]he great majority of parents in unsafe neighborhoods (76 percent)
say neighbors do not help each other, and
that they feel socially isolated, so families or
unsupervised children are on their own in
trying to avoid the dangers present in their
buildings and on the streets. Struggling parents find little assistance or support within
the community, because everyone else is also
struggling to survive, and there is also little
help from outsiders.” In a previous era or another community, children who were being
neglected by their own parents might have
found a stable loving home with relatives or

friends. But for these children those options
are not available.

months. In other instances parents claim that
they have not gotten adequate services to help
them prepare to take their children back and,
wyer makes clear that this is as a result, they should be given more time.
not a book about all black children
but about those at the very bottom.
wyer acknowledges that in
The “children born into these communities are
many cases we have not provided
irremediably damaged in the first few years
adults with all the tools they need to
of life and, as a more or less inevitable con- get their children back. They are not placed
sequence, become dysfunctional adolescents into addiction treatment programs or parentand adults whom we cannot fix no matter ing classes quickly or efficiently. But he obhow much we spend, and who in turn damage serves that “even the best treatment programs,
the next generation…. [T]his happens now with all the facilities and services and encourbecause of laws and policies that liberals pro- agement experts typically recommend, have a
mote and defend.”
success rate less than 20 percent.”
Children growing up in homes where ad“CPS directors and case workers often exdiction and abuse are present rarely come press what I call the ‘One Percent Philosofrom extended families where these are not phy,’” Dwyer laments, “that unless they can
also issues. This does not mean that multi- say with certainty parent X will not reunify,
generational dysfunction affects everyone then they should continue to try to rehabilibut it certainly is hard to escape. When black tate that parent, provide more services, give
children are found to be the victims of abuse more time, for as long as the law permits. If
or severe neglect (usually reported by teach- there is any chance, even one percent, they
ers, doctors, or neighbors, and investigated will persist.” Having spent years researching
by child welfare workers who are, more likely and interacting with these CPS workers, he
than not, racial minorities) the plan first is to believes “[t]he mentality arises partly from sooffer “services” to keep them with their par- cial work training, partly from blind faith in
ents. Then it is to find relatives who might be the power of human redemption, and partly
able to take them in. And only as a last des- from aversion to passing judgment on people.”
perate resort are they taken into state custody
But this desire to give adults in certain
and placed with a foster family or in a group communities the benefit of the doubt, to exhome.
plain the way they treat their children as the
Over the years, we have passed laws that result of poverty, systemic racism, or a history
attempt to protect these most vulnerable of discrimination makes things worse for the
children from poor treatment at the hands of kids. Dwyer observes that “children’s rights,
their parents and family. For example, there is and indeed children themselves, fade from
a federal statute requiring that babies who are view in liberal social policy. Liberals (and conborn drug-exposed be reported to Child Pro- servatives) need to confront the gross dispartective Services (CPS). This statute is more ity between the robust rights they defend for
often than not ignored by hospitals around adults and the cramped rights they begrudgthe country, perhaps because doctors are con- ingly allow children.” The notion of “children’s
cerned that mothers won’t seek prenatal care rights” is often associated (at least among conif they think their children may be taken away, servatives) with the idea that children should
or because doctors think CPS is unneces- be treated like adults, entitled to make decisarily snatching children from mothers who sions about sexual matters for themselves, say
don’t deserve to lose their children and don’t whatever they like in high school, etc. But in
want to give the social workers a heads up. Ei- this context, children’s rights mean the right
ther way, a mother who is high when she gives to live in safe conditions, cared for by responbirth can go home with her baby a few days sible adults.
later.
One reason why liberals worry about exAnother law passed to help children in panding children’s rights—especially with
these situations was the Adoptions and Safe regard to infants—is that it might imply
Families Act (1997), which attempted to re- something about the rights of unborn childuce the amount of time that children could dren. Does a woman using heroin while pregspend in foster care. If a child has been in state nant tell us something about her fitness as a
custody for 15 of the past 22 months, parental mother? Should we do more to monitor the
rights are supposed to be terminated in order way that pregnant women treat their unborn
to make the child available for adoption. But children? Such rhetoric raises flags among
this is another law that is flagrantly ignored. abortion-rights proponents.
Some judges decide it doesn’t count if the
Dwyer offers some solutions to the current
child was with family members during those crisis. First, he believes that many children—
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especially children up to three years old—
should be removed from their families sooner
rather than later. In fact, he rightly notes that
the longer a child remains with parents who
are incapable of caring for him, the worse
things become. Not only are the early years of
a child’s life the most important for developing attachments and forming normal relationships and behaviors, but after those years are
over it becomes less likely that other families
would choose to adopt him. He advocates
shorter timelines for removal and severing parental rights. He also suggests that things like
using drugs during pregnancy be counted as
proof of a parent’s unfitness. He wants to expand a program by which states would be able
to tell if a parent had been charged with abuse
or neglect in another state and use that to determine whether he or she could keep custody.
Finally, he suggests that the most dangerous
neighborhoods in America be labeled “childfree zones” and residents instructed to, and
given the means to, move elsewhere when they
have children.

D

wyer recognizes that these suggestions—especially the last one—
will be controversial. Isn’t this an infringement on the rights of parents to choose
what they want for their own children? If he
thought there were enough money to solve the
problems of inner-city poverty and dysfunction he would be happy to do it tomorrow. But
because there isn’t, he says it is time to come
up with a Plan B. “The only way for a liberal
to stomach that, I think, is to keep the eye focused on the newborn child and never forget
that we are responsible for what happens next
to him or her, in the world as it is.”
Given Dwyer’s no-nonsense attitude
about white guilt, disparate impact, and the
ability of dysfunctional parents to change
their ways, it is not surprising that he has
made some enemies among liberals. But
maybe it is less obvious why he also rankles
some conservatives.
For anyone who has been paying attention
to debates recently about “mass incarceration”
or (relatedly) drug legalization, the new liberal-libertarian alliance will not come as a surprise. At least on these issues, the two sides
agree that the government is too involved in

our lives and its actions are unfairly affecting
racial minorities and those on the lower end
of the economic spectrum. Lost, generally, is
any notion that racial disparities can result
from anything other than “systemic racism.”
Now this narrative has moved to the realm
of child welfare and it has picked up any number of other supporters. Liberal academics,
who are normally big believers in the idea that
government intervention will improve the
lives of families—isn’t that what the Great
Society was built on?—now believe the government needs to take a more hands off approach. So, too, government-employed social
workers, who have been trained to think they
are only part of a racially biased system and
have little or no power to stop its dreadful
march.
There is also a certain population of religious folks, many of whom choose to homeschool their children, who have been ringing
the alarm about government overreach for
years when it comes to education and now
worry about the government nosing around
too much in children’s health and well-being.
The case of Alfie Evans (and before that, Charlie Gard), the terminally ill boy in London
whose parents were prevented by the British
government from seeking medical care for
him elsewhere, has heightened such fears. If
the government is the ultimate guarantor of a
child’s well-being, where does that leave parents who want to save their son’s life?
And then there is an army of upper-class
mothers who have become activists. From the
more sensible “free-rangers,” who think that
child protective services regularly snatches
kids away from parents for letting them walk
to school alone, to the lunatic anti-vaxxers,
who worry that CPS is part of a conspiracy to
give their children autism and is going to take
their kids away if their measles vaccine is delayed, there is a complete lack of awareness of
exactly who is caught up in the child welfare
system and why.

learned from their experience with inner-city
education. All of the high-performing charter schools conservatives have embraced are
built on the philosophy that certain kids need
to have as much of their time micromanaged
and monitored as possible if they are to escape
the poverty and dysfunction that characterize
their existence at home. The more hours and
days they spend in school, the more structured their lives will be, the more likely they
will be to complete high school, go to college,
and become productive members of society.
Programs like the Harlem Children’s Zone
are in fact all-encompassing experience meant
to surround children with every possible service and program in order to make sure that
they stay on the right track.
Indeed, David Whitman’s Sweating the
Small Stuff: Inner-city Schools and the New
Paternalism (2008) makes exactly this case.
More broadly, Lawrence Mead’s The New Paternalism: Supervisory Approaches to Poverty
(1997) suggests that the government needs to
get much more involved in the lives of both
children and adults from poor and dysfunctional homes.
But the kids who are being educated by
Success Academies and KIPP (Knowledge
is Power Program) schools at least have the
benefit of having parents who know they want
something better for their kids. The kids who
are in the foster care system have no such advantage. Dwyer’s reforms may be extreme but
they are worth considering. If the government
is not going to do anything about the lives of
these children, exactly who is?
If you spend some time with mothers in
Appalachia who used heroin while they were
pregnant or teachers on Indian reservations
who have seen widespread physical and sexual
abuse among their students, or parents (both
white and black) who have adopted poor black
kids abused by their biological relatives, you
would start to understand why James Dwyer
has taken the radical approach he has. And
you might wonder whether the rest of us
onservatives will bristle at the should do the same.
kind of paternalism that Dwyer is
recommending. And reasonably so. Naomi Schaefer Riley is a resident fellow at the
But when it comes to handling the problems American Enterprise Institute, focusing on issues
of society’s most vulnerable children, conser- regarding child welfare, and a senior fellow at the
vatives should consider what they have already Independent Women’s Forum.
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Essay by William Voegeli

Racism, Revised

U

pon being named a member of the
no culture.” (Jeong was born in South
New York Times editorial board earliKorea in 1998 and emigrated at the age
er this year, Sarah Jeong immediately
of three when her parents came to the
became that greatest of rarities, a famous ediUnited States to study. She became a
torialist. The experience almost certainly left
U.S. citizen in 2017.)
her nostalgic for obscurity. It turned out that • “Are white people genetically predisJeong—who attended the University of Caliposed to burn faster in the sun, thus
fornia, Berkeley, and Harvard Law School
logically only being fit to live underbefore becoming a journalist specializing in
ground like groveling bilious goblins?”
technology and the internet—had an active • Those who attacked Rolling Stone’s
Twitter account, with over 97,000 followers.
(subsequently discredited) story about
Readers who examined its archives brought to
a sexual assault at a University of Virthe public’s attention some of Jeong’s most…
ginia fraternity house did so because
interesting reflections:
they “couldn’t believe nice white college
boys were monsters.” The skeptics sim• “Dumbass f***ing white people marking
ply “channeled established rape culture
up the internet with their opinions like
responses.”
dogs pissing on fire hydrants.”
• “Have you ever tried to figure out all the
• It’s “kind of sick how much joy I get out
things that white people are allowed to
of being cruel to old white men.”
do that aren’t cultural appropriation?
• I’m “ just imagining being white and
There’s literally nothing.”
waking up every morning with a ter• “The world could get by just fine with
rible existential dread about how I have
zero white people.”
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Journalist Nick Monroe catalogued much,
much more in this vein, written from 2013
to 2017. In response to a sudden uproar over
Jeong’s postings, she and the Times each issued
a statement the day after her appointment
was announced. The new editorial hire didn’t
really mean the harsh things she had written,
both declared. Other people had started it by
goading her. Now older and wiser, she would
express herself less acerbically in the future.
It wasn’t much of an alibi, but at least
the employee and employer got their stories
straight. “As a woman of color on the internet,
I have faced torrents of online hate,” Jeong’s
statement read. “I engaged in what I thought
of at the time as counter-trolling. While it was
intended as satire, I deeply regret that I mimicked the language of my harassers.” She now
understands “how hurtful these posts are out
of context,” and would not write them again.
Monroe’s curation made clear, however,
that Jeong’s flamethrower verbiage, read in
context, rarely satirized or mimicked anyone
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in particular. Nevertheless, the paper’s statement took the same tack: “For a period of
time,” Jeong responded to online harassment
“by imitating the rhetoric of her harassers. She
sees now that this approach only served to
feed the vitriol that we too often see on social
media. She regrets it, and the Times does not
condone it.” Furthermore, “She understands
that this type of rhetoric is not acceptable at
the Times.”
To Name and Shame

T

he tone of disappointed forbearance with a misguided employee
doesn’t allay the suspicion that the
Times kinda does condone and accept Jeong’s
rhetoric. The paper doesn’t equivocate or
hesitate when it really can’t abide one of its
employee’s social media posts. Earlier this
year the Times, upon discovering that she
had previously written racist and homophobic tweets, fired technology journalist Quinn
Norton from its editorial page during her
first day on the payroll. Norton’s claim that
she had simply used the argot of the people
she debated on Twitter—an excuse very similar to Jeong’s—didn’t save her job.
The Times is also unhesitant in calling out
social media writings it doesn’t condone or
accept, even when the perpetrators have no
association with the newspaper. The week before Jeong’s hiring, Times sportswriter Michael Powell denounced Josh Hader, a pitcher
for Major League Baseball’s Milwaukee Brewers, for posting such “hideous thoughts” on
his Twitter account as “White Power” and “I
hate gay people.” The tweets came to light this
summer, even though Hader wrote them six
years ago, when he was in high school.
For Powell, these considerations were not
exculpatory: “A 17-year-old can drive or serve
in the military, and is a year away from voting.
That does not describe a child.” (The tweets
Jeong apologized for had been written in her
late 20s, after she completed law school.) Nor
does Powell adjust his moral calculus for the
fact that athletes rarely express their opinions
as fluently as politicians, journalists, or professors. In any case, their observations have
much less bearing on the nation’s deliberations. Instead, Powell demanded: “From what
sewer line did [Hader’s] sentiments bubble
up?” For good measure, he condemned Brewers fans and Milwaukee sportswriters for their
failure to condemn Hader’s tweets.
Powell’s framework—“We live in an age
of unbridled white id”—had been made
more explicitly political by Lindy West, a
contributing opinion writer for the Times.
She wrote in May 2018 that ABC’s decision

to fire Roseanne Barr from her television series was good and necessary. The dismissal
came after Barr had tweeted that Valerie Jarrett, President Obama’s advisor, struck her
as the offspring of the “Muslim Brotherhood
& Planet of the Apes.” Barr’s tweet, according to West, expressed the worldview of “a
historically rooted yet increasingly emboldened far-right hate movement whose chosen
figurehead, Donald Trump, is the president
of the United States.” In the present crisis,
West continued, “it is our collective responsibility to not let that movement win, to fight

Books discussed in this essay:
Where Do We Go from Here: Chaos or
Community?, by Martin Luther King, Jr.
Beacon Press, 256 pages,
$24.95 (cloth), $16 (paper)
Critical Race Theory: An Introduction,
by Richard Delgado and Jean Stefanic.
NYU Press, 188 pages,
$89 (cloth), $19 (paper)
Developing New Perspectives on Race:
An Innovative Multi-media Social
Studies Curriculum in Racism
Awareness for the Secondary Level,
by Patricia Bidol-Padva.
New Perspective on Race,
79 pages, out-of-print
Portraits of White Racism,
by David T. Wellman.
Cambridge University Press,
276 pages, $57.99 (paper)
White Fragility: Why It’s So Hard for
White People to Talk about Racism,
by Robin DiAngelo. Beacon Press,
192 pages, $16 (paper)

to be a better country, and right now cultural
power is all we have.”
West doesn’t spell out who constitutes her
“our” and “we,” but doesn’t really need to. It
clearly encompasses the like-minded people
who dominate American journalism, education, and culture, both low- and highbrow.
From their various platforms, they have delivered jeremiads every day since November
8, 2016, decrying Trump’s victory as a civilizational catastrophe, not just a political occurrence. The cultural power possessed by
this social stratum, the milieu that nurtured
and elevated Sarah Jeong, is indeed formiClaremont Review of Books w Fall 2018
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dable. It is the power to name and shame,
to demand abject apologies, to obliterate
reputations and careers. It is brought to bear
against people accused of violating rules, often vague but always severe, about what may
or may not be said, and who may or may not
say it.
Cultural power, like power in general,
becomes more dangerous in the absence of
clear principles and goals. Without them,
its exercise adheres to no strictures beyond
the political tactics and evolving moral sensibilities of the powerful people who wield it.
“Pointing out and fighting to eradicate racism,” West contends, “is how we build the
racism-free world that all but racists profess
to want.” That sounds more purposeful than
plenary cultural power, with fewer dangers
of being abused or exercised without limits…
until one ponders the status, in West’s racism-free world, of Jeong’s tweets about white
people. After racism is eradicated, will such
sentiments and expressions be denounced as
hideous? Met with the measured disapproval conveyed by the Times’s gentle reprimand
of her? Or celebrated as exactly the kind of
bold rhetoric needed to overcome centuries
of oppression?
Before dismissing this final possibility, take
note of Sarah Jeong’s most vigorous defenders,
who denounced the Times for conceding that
she had written anything that merited apology
or regret. They called it unfair, absurd even, to
find Jeong’s greatest hits objectionable, or to
criticize them by imagining how they would be
received if the word “black,” for example, were
substituted every time she had used “white.”
Libby Watson of the news and opinion website
Splinter wrote that the tweets “were not racist,”
merely “ jokes about white people.” She went on
to insist that making identically worded jokes
about “any other historically oppressed minority” would be hateful because whites in the U.S.,
unlike other groups targeted for discrimination, “have never been systematically oppressed
on the basis of their race alone.” Similarly, Slate
staff writer Inkoo Kang wrote: “When people
of color rail against white people, that’s often
shorthand for speaking out against the existing racial structure that serves to keep white
people in power.”
The most expansive brief for Jeong was advanced by Vox’s Zach Beauchamp, who found
it “unfathomable” that so many people equated “the expressive way antiracists and minorities talk about ‘white people’ with actual racebased hatred.” He went on to argue that the
discourse of what he calls the “social justice
left” employs the term “white people” to “capture the way that many whites still act in clueless and/or racist ways,” as well as to “point
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out [how] a power structure that favors white
people continues to exist.” (James Taranto of
the Wall Street Journal noted that Beauchamp
was, in effect, calling on readers to take Jeong’s
tweets seriously but not literally.)
Sarah Jeong’s Twitter account not only
made her famous, then, but set off a controversy that introduced a large portion of the
public to the social justice Left’s language
and objectives. Most importantly, it brought
to the public square a particular understanding of the word “racism,” one previously unfamiliar to most people outside academia. As
employed by Jeong and her defenders, “racism” condemns things that most people consider to be untainted by bigotry, while endorsing other things that strike most people
as, well, racist.

In the same spirit, the Washington Post’s
Erik Wemple recently declared that it was
racist for Tucker Carlson of Fox News to
cast doubt on the proposition that diversity
is good—so good that we must not even ask
whether it entails costs that should be weighed
against its benefits. “How, precisely, is diversity our strength?” Carlson asked on air in
September 2018. “Can you think of other institutions, such as marriage or military units,
in which the less people have in common, the
more cohesive they are?”
Wemple might have noted that, around the
world, there are diverse beliefs about diversity:
Japan, for example, is famous for its commitment to ethnic and cultural homogeneity.
As a matter of conviction and circumstance,
America has always placed a higher value on
heterogeneity, but even America emphasized
Defining Racism
the assimilation of immigrants in a “melting
pot.” Instead, Wemple’s indictment boiled
he definitional question is politi- down to the claim that Carlson “sticks up for
cally important. Because social justice white people all the time on his [television]
leftists declare eradicating racism to program, in ways that just so happen to apbe their highest, most urgent aspiration, it’s
imperative to understand that term as they
understand it. Absent such clarity, it will be
“Racist” is one of
impossible to ask rigorous, consequential
questions about the contours of the world the
the most severe
Left wants to build.
accusations made
More immediately, it is impossible to sort
out quotidian political language in 21st-cenagainst a person,
tury America without examining how “racism”
but at the same time
is deployed. As matters stand, “racist” is one
of the most common, most severe accusations
among the vaguest.
made against a person, but is at the same time
among the vaguest terms in our political lexicon. The resulting discourse, confused and arbitrary, is far removed from the public debate peal to racists.” QED, he is himself a racist, or
we need, one that will be frank, fair, clarifying, at least his questioning of diversity is an exand productive.
pression of racism.
To reel in just two examples from an ocean
Such uses of “racist” are not intended to
full of them, Slate’s chief political correspon- shed light, guide the perplexed, or persuade the
dent, Jamelle Bouie, required only one week undecided. They are, rather, allegations meant
after the 2016 election to announce that he to delegitimize political opponents, devices to
had lost patience with anyone who doubted shut down debate rather than efforts to win it.
the racism of Americans who had voted for
And they take us very far from the definiDonald Trump. Any solicitude “in defense tions given in modern dictionaries. Accordof Trump supporters—who voted for a racist ing to the Oxford English Dictionary, “racism”
who promised racist outcomes—is perverse, means: “a belief that one’s own racial or ethnic
bordering on abhorrent.” Bouie doesn’t men- group is superior, or that other such groups
tion, and cannot account for, the fact that represent a threat to one’s cultural identity,
Trump did a bit better with black and His- racial integrity, or economic well-being.” Furpanic voters than other recent Republican thermore, this relatively new word—the first
presidential nominees. Indeed, the mean- example OED offers is from 1903—denotes
ing of 2016 holds no complexities for him at “prejudice, discrimination, or antagonism diall. “Trump campaigned on state repression rected against people of other racial or ethnic
of disfavored minorities,” he wrote. “If you groups.” The first definition offered by the
voted for Trump, you voted for this, regard- Merriam Webster Dictionary stresses the same
less of what you believe about the groups in elements: “a belief that race is the primary dequestion.”
terminant of human traits and capacities and
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that racial differences produce an inherent superiority of a particular race.”
In Where Do We Go From Here: Chaos
or Community? (1967), Martin Luther King,
Jr., described racism by relying on the same
concept of intergroup animosity and disdain.
He favorably cites one book’s definition: “the
dogma that one ethnic group is condemned
by nature to hereditary inferiority and another group is destined to hereditary superiority.”
In his own voice, King was more polemical
than clinical, but described racism similarly,
as “the arrogant assertion that one race is the
center of value and object of devotion, before
which other races must kneel in submission.”
Such characterizations are fully congruent with the idea that the civil rights movement, of which King was the most prominent
leader, was dedicated to purging racism from
Americans’ political and social relations. In
his famous 1963 “I Have a Dream” speech, for
example, King called on America to “make
real the promises of democracy” by granting
blacks their “citizenship rights.” At the same
time, he wanted to replace discord with “a
beautiful symphony of brotherhood,” wherein
“all of God’s children” will be able to “work together, to pray together, to struggle together,
to go to jail together, to work for freedom together, knowing that we will be free one day.”
By these standards, to assert that white
people have no culture, or that the world could
get along fine without them, is an expression
of racism, reflecting antagonism against members of a particular racial group, which is held
to be inferior to one’s own and others. By contrast, to question the proposition that diversity is always a national strength, to point out
the countervailing benefits of mutual understanding, shared assumptions, and cohesion,
is to commit no offense other than offering
a contestable proposition. Doing so is very
different, however, from expressing discrimination or prejudice against a racial or ethnic
group, particularly since Tucker Carlson was
clearly preoccupied with the role cultural and
linguistic unity play in strengthening a society.
Created Unequal?

N

evertheless, in the eyes of social justice leftists, who are coming
to dominate American liberalism’s
thoughts, words, and deeds, Carlson is a racist for questioning diversity, but Sarah Jeong
is not a racist—is, indeed, an anti-racist—for
repeatedly disparaging white people. Despite
the fact that hostile thoughts and sentiments
about other groups are central to dictionaries’ definitions of racism, Jamelle Bouie pronounces the presence or absence of these at-
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titudes irrelevant to the question of whether a
person is a racist.
How to account for this new use of “racism”? The linguistic change tracks political
change. As Black Power advocates rejected
the civil rights movement goals of integration,
brotherhood, and equal citizenship, King
spent the final years of his life on the defensive.
Following his assassination in 1968, the conviction that racial politics needed to be about
other, bigger things—difficult to specify but
morally urgent—came to dominate leftist and
academic analysis.
A related phenomenon was the “persistence
of racial inequality and racial discrimination
in an era of declining overtly racist attitudes,”
in the words of sociologists Matthew Clair
and Jeffrey Denis. If the civil rights movement
had proven less beneficial than previously expected, part of the explanation became that
white racism had proven more virulent and
subtle than previously assumed. Activists and
scholars began to reject the older understanding of racism, “a set of overt individual-level
attitudes,” according to Clair and Denis, in favor of a broader sense encompassing “implicit
biases and processes that are constructed, sustained, and enacted at both micro- and macro-

levels” in ways that “perpetuate racial inequality.” Efforts that took shape in the 1970s, particularly Critical Race Theory, dissolved the
distinction between activism and scholarship,
eagerly embracing this broader understanding
of racism. In its view, as summarized in Critical Race Theory: An Introduction (2001), by
Richard Delgado and Jean Stefancic, “racism
is a means by which society allocates privilege
and status. Racial hierarchies determine who
gets tangible benefits, including the best jobs,
the best schools, and invitations to parties in
people’s homes.”
In Developing New Perspectives on Race
(1970), the academic psychologist Patricia
Bidol-Padva appears to have been the first
to distill these thoughts and sentiments into
the declaration that racism equal prejudice
plus power. This alternative definition, a
sharp departure from the older understanding still employed by most Americans, has
gained wide acceptance within social science
academic disciplines, especially in the more
recently created “victimhood studies” departments. For social justice leftists indoctrinated in this viewpoint, it is now self-evident
that racism has nothing to do with a person’s
attitudes about racial groups, and everything

to do with where one stands on questions
of redistributive justice among such groups.
The words of one blogger reflect the resultant
bullying certitude: “Your first step is to accept that ‘a hatred or intolerance of another
race’ is not the definition of racism. The dictionary is wrong. Get over it.” (“When I use a
word,” said Humpty Dumpty, “it means just
what I choose it to mean—neither more nor
less.”) Sarah Jeong’s advocates accused the
people who attacked her of “bad faith” and
merely “feigned outrage,” in the belief that
those calling her a racist would have to be
“willfully ignorant” of what that term now
connotes.
Some of her defenders drew out broader
implications of these critiques. For journalist
Tiffanie Drayton, writing for the pop culture
website the Daily Dot, the Jeong contretemps
was, as they say, a teachable moment. “In a
system of white supremacy,” she instructed,
“which is what America was founded on and
continues to be, it is impossible to be truly racist against white people.” Americans of European ancestry have the power in this country,
and no one else has enough to threaten them,
meaning that whites are unique in possessing
the capacity to be racist, while non-whites are
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precluded by historical circumstance from
committing that offense. “While it is wholly
possible to brand Jeong’s language inappropriate, disrespectful, and in bad taste,” Drayton
writes, “it is impossible to equate it to white
racism.”
In short, those people belonging to any nonwhite group cannot possibly be racist toward
whites, while white Americans are unique
in their capacity to be guilty of racism. But
there’s more: whites are not only singularly
capable of racism, but people unable, despite
the most earnest, protracted efforts, to be innocent of it. This is the contention of Robin
DiAngelo, author of the new book White
Fragility: Why It’s So Hard for White People
to Talk about Racism. Despite two decades
spent running workshops for corporations
seeking to make themselves more diverse and
inclusive, DiAngelo considers herself a racist.
“As a result of being raised as a white person
in this society, I have a racist worldview,” she
told an interviewer. “I have deep racist biases.
I have developed racist patterns, and I have investments in…the system of racism that has
served me so well.”
Whiteness is not a demographic category
for DiAngelo, but a moral affliction. To be
white in America means “not being held accountable for the pain that you cause people
of color,” while also “being relentlessly rein-

forced in superiority.” For this secular version
of original sin, there is no incarnation, resurrection, and redemption, only life-long selfexamination, atonement, and renunciation.
In the assessment of journalist Cathy
Young, one of Sarah Jeong’s critics, the controversy over her Twitter history shows how
leftist politics is coming to be dominated by
“identitarian dogma — the view that the morality of almost any given situation depends
on the participants’ place in the oppression/
privilege hierarchy.” This view accords with
the holy war against racism declared by DiAngelo, who believes that there is “a profound anti-blackness in this culture. In the
white mind, black people are the ultimate
racial other.” Different minorities, such as
Korean Americans, also have it bad, owing
to the malevolence of white racism, but not
as bad as blacks. The severity of any group’s
oppression depends on the extent to which
it is “white-adjacent.” These views comport
with those of another Jeong defender, the
New Republic’s Sarah Jones, who insisted
that “punching up” is satire, while “punching
down” is bigotry. Because Asian Americans
are less powerful than European Americans,
Jeong’s tweets really were satirical, but her
adversaries on Twitter and during the subsequent New York Times controversy really
were bigots.
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Prejudice Plus Power

A

good place to begin evaluating
the social justice Left’s redefinition of
racism is to point out that power is far
too variegated and complex to align so neatly
with a simple racial hierarchy. By any measure,
a Korean-American journalist with a J.D.
from Harvard, who joins the editorial board
of one of the world’s most influential media
outlets, is a powerful person. The same cannot
be said of the online adversaries who trolled
her, or the white working-class Trump voters
she berated as “literal Nazis.” Jeong, like the
social justice leftists who deride the idea that
her anti-white tweets were racist, wants things
both ways, to exercise power while retaining
the moral authority and expressive latitude
that come from claiming oppression. An unemployed factory worker in the Rust Belt, by
contrast, is obliged by his vast white privilege
to self-censor constantly, lest some unguarded remark betray his bigotry and fortify the
power structure that victimizes non-whites. If
he proves too obtuse to recognize this duty, or
too hateful to discharge it, that’s only further
proof of racism—his and America’s.
More generally, tendentiousness and bad
faith pervade the effort to replace the old
understanding of racism with the new one.
It is a renunciation of intellectual honesty
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Marvin Kalb
180 pages
$21.99 Cloth
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and responsibility to posit that someone’s
words and beliefs should be evaluated, not
according to whether they are factually accurate, logically sound, or morally admirable
but, instead, on the basis of whether the person putting forward the idea is privileged or
oppressed. The illogic of this position leads
the social justice Left to demand that people
ignore plain facts in front of them. It would
seem, for example, that if the Nation of Islam leader Louis Farrakhan is not an antiSemite, then that term is meaningless. His
public remarks, which include “Hitler was
a very great man” and “You [the handful of
Jews who control the United States] are the
synagogue of Satan, and you have wrapped
your tentacles around the U.S. government,
and you are deceiving and sending this nation to hell” amount to game, set, and match
in that particular tournament.
But if racism equals prejudice plus power,
then does the same qualification apply to
anti-Semitism? For activists Melissa HarrisPerry (formerly of MSNBC) and Linda Sarsour (co-chair of the 2017 Women’s March),
it does. They contend that since Farrakhan
has no particular power inimical to Jews, his
attacks on them are, politically, a nothingbagel. “I don’t thought-police people,” is Harris-Perry’s blithely non-judgmental stance on
Farrakhan. And if another Women’s March
leader, Tamika Mallory, wants to praise Farrakhan—“Thank God this man is still alive
and doing well. He is definitely the [Greatest
of All Time]”—well, Harris-Perry isn’t going
to thought-police her, either.
Indeed, the social justice Left’s plus-power
stipulation lends itself not only to neutrality about anti-Semitism, but solicitude for
it. Many bigotries posit that the objects of
their contempt are too intellectually limited
or morally dissolute to flourish in the world.
Anti-Semitism, by contrast, is one of those
hatreds visited upon a group of people held
to be suspiciously, inordinately successful. As
such, the anti-Semite can readily believe himself to be furthering the social justice cause by
bravely, satirically punching up against those
possessing more power than he.
The obvious rebuke would be to tell the
anti-Semite that it is both wicked and stupid
to denigrate individuals for being members of
particular groups defined by race, ethnicity,
or religion. It’s equally bad to ascribe moral
blame or worthlessness to people because of
qualities they have and cannot change, as opposed to choices they’ve made about what to
believe, say, and do. As political scientist Yascha Mounk has written, Jeong’s tweets and
her allies’ unqualified defense of them violate
two of liberalism’s most important principles:

“that individuals should not encounter prejudiced treatment due to the group to which
they happen to belong and that we should try
to alleviate and oppose rather than to inflict
and celebrate harm and cruelty.”
There is another difficulty: the social justice Left’s understanding of racism, augmented by DiAngelo’s concept of white fragility,
is unfalsifiable. That is to say that it, like the
Marxist concept of false consciousness, is intellectually incoherent and functionally useless. As nicely summarized by Sarah Jeong
in a tweet less than three months before she
joined the New York Times, “‘I am not a racist’ is now a surefire confirmation of racism.”
In other words, dumbass f***ing white people
accused of racism can either admit their guilt
or, by denying the charge, confirm it. What
they cannot do, in the Court of Social Justice,
is enter a plea of not guilty and expect even
a perfunctory hearing. Given this repudiation
of the distinction between being accused and
being guilty, a brisk paragraph by Robin DiAngelo, as opposed to an entire book, should
have sufficed to explain why it’s so hard to talk
to white people about racism.
The Racism Treadmill

T

merits. Instead, they attempt gains by stigmatizing its opponents.
Strategic ambiguity about the old and
new understandings of racism is crucial to
this effort. Very few whites care to think of
themselves as having anything important in
common with Bull Connor or Archie Bunker.
The bait-and-switch takes place when, out of a
desire not to be a racist in the dictionary sense
of the term, people are put on the defensive
for being racist in the social justice sense of
the term. Thus intimidated, they are meant to
be made more amenable to the social justice
cause. The problem is that bait-and-switch
scams stop working when customers know in
advance that the merchant is advertising one
thing and selling another. As a result of the
Sarah Jeong saga, many more people realize
that the social justice Left’s accusations about
their racism employ that term in a dishonest
way, one that readily accommodates Jeong’s
own sulfurous postings.
That is not to say that this duplicity was a
well-kept secret before Jeong became famous.
White Americans have been accused of racism for so many decades, by so many people,
for so many different transgressions, that
the accusation’s power to compel regret or
introspection is now severely attenuated. A
precocious Columbia University undergraduate, Coleman Hughes, argues on Quillette
that the result of this rhetorical excess is the
“Racism Treadmill.” Because “no amount of
progress in reducing systemic racism, however large or concrete, will ever look like
progress to progressives,” he writes, the consequence is “a Sisyphean politics.” Hughes
lays out the lamentable consequences of this
forensic malpractice:

he intellectual dishonesty of
the social justice Left’s “racism” manifests itself in other ways. The reconceptualization doesn’t mean that the old, widely
understood sense of the word is simply banished. Rather, it lingers, allowing social justice
activists to pretend that they are merely opposed to bigotry and prejudice, like all people
of good will, rather than in the vanguard of a
movement to effect a radical transformation,
one likely to draw fierce opposition if advocated forthrightly. “The social justice left’s entire
The Treadmill shows itself in the way
modus operandi,” writes Claire Lehmann of
progressives appropriate the tragedies of
the online journal Quillette, “is to implement
history in order to summon rhetorical
extreme positions using the language of modgravitas in the present. Carceral policy
erate positions.”
is not just bad, it’s the “New Jim Crow”;
Massive reparations and expansions of
posting reaction GIFs on social meaffirmative action, for example, are not meadia that portray black people is “digital
sures whose fairness and feasibility can be
blackface”; and, even though three sepadebated by decent, reasonable people. They
rate analyses have found no racial bias in
are, instead, questions that divide racists
police shootings, such shootings are said
from anti-racists, in that opposition to these
to be “reminiscent of the past racial terpolicies reflects “new forms of racism that…
ror of lynching,” as a United Nations restereotype subordinated racial groups as unport put it. It seems as if every reduction
deserving and thereby justify existing racial
in racist behavior is met with a commeninequalities,” according to Clair and Denis’s
surate expansion in our definition of the
summary of other social scientists’ work.
concept. Thus, racism has become a con“Racism,” then, turns out to be opposition to,
served quantity akin to mass or energy:
or merely skepticism about, the entire social
transformable but irreducible.
justice project. Social justice leftists doubt
their ability, for the foreseeable future, to
The new, worsened definition of racism is
win assent to that project by advocating its yet another demonstration that progressivClaremont Review of Books w Fall 2018
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ism’s defining flaw is its confusion and/or dishonesty about what exactly we are supposed
to be progressing toward. “Progress means
getting nearer the place you want to be,” C.S.
Lewis wrote, which means that, “If you are
on the wrong road, progress means doing
an about-turn and walking back to the right
road.” In that circumstance, the reactionary
person is progressive in a way that the progressive one is not.
Rights versus Outcomes

T

hanks to the political and moral
victories of the civil rights movement,
America was on the right road, the one
that led to “colorblind individualism,” in the
words of the American Interest’s Nils Gilman.
The daunting but noble goal was to make
America more equal without making it less
free and democratic. Indeed, Americans were
to become equal in their agency as citizens
and in the exercise of their rights, the clear
point of calling the campaign for racial equality a “civil rights” movement.
The goal had been laid out in 1863 by
Frederick Douglass: “Can the white and colored people of this country be blended into
a common nationality, and enjoy together, in
the same country, under the same flag, the
inestimable blessings of life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness, as neighborly citizens of
a common country?” President John F. Kennedy reiterated it in his national address on
civil rights one century later. “The heart of the
question is whether all Americans are to be
afforded equal rights and equal opportunities.”
To answer in the affirmative, he made clear,
meant to incorporate all American citizens
into one republic, where everyone enjoyed the
same rights and shouldered the same duties:
“We have a right to expect that the Negro
community will be responsible, will uphold
the law, but they have a right to expect that

the law will be fair, that the Constitution will
be color blind.”
It was in keeping with this principle of
one standard for all Americans that the
1964 Civil Rights Act repeatedly stipulates
that its prohibitions of discrimination on
account of race, color, national origin, etc.,
apply to all persons or any individual. That
is, the law pointedly refused to enact gradations of the rights it conferred on the basis of
demographic identity or degree of historical
victimization.
Fifteen years later, the Supreme Court
determined that the law actually meant the
opposite of what it said, which was also the
opposite of what the bill’s advocates had
promised in 1964. In United Steelworkers of
America v. Weber (1979), the Court inferred
the law’s true meaning from what it took to
be Congress’s intended outcome. In the words
of Justice William Brennan’s majority opinion,
a teleological analysis of the Civil Rights Act
revealed that its purpose was to address “the
plight of the Negro in our economy” and to
open “opportunities for Negroes in occupations which have been traditionally closed to
them.” On this basis, the Court determined
that a law making it illegal for an employer
“to discriminate against any individual with
respect to his compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of employment, because
of such individual’s race, color, religion, sex,
or national origin” looked favorably on policies that reserved for black employees half the
openings in a training program, even though
blacks constituted far less than 50% of the
employer’s workforce.
It was clear, long before 1979, that liberals
had wanted to swap out the landmark civil
rights legislation’s focus on process in favor
of an undisguised emphasis on outcomes. In
1965, for example, President Lyndon Johnson declared the beginning of “the next and
the more profound stage of the battle for civil
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rights,” which would seek “not just equality
as a right and a theory but equality as a fact
and…a result.” It is impossible, LBJ said, to
confer equal opportunities on those who have
been historically disadvantaged “and still justly believe that you have been completely fair.”
Johnson never made clear what complete
fairness did require, and no one has done so
since then. As a result, it is important but impossible to know whether the unprincipled
consequentialism of the social justice Left betrays or honors the original civil rights movement. Did some liberals bait before 1965, and
others switch after, which would mean that
the civil rights movement’s inclusive, principled rhetoric was sincere? Or did the same
ones do the baiting and the switching, meaning that the lofty rhetoric about equal rights,
brotherhood, and the content of our character
was, all along, a sham?
The Left’s attitude today toward civic
equality, inalienable rights, and government
by consent of the governed, ranges from indifference to hostility. That Delgado and Stefancic are candid doesn’t make it any less alarming when they state that “critical race theory
questions the very foundations of the liberal
order, including equality theory, legal reasoning, Enlightenment rationalism, and neutral
principles of constitutional law.” Yes, politics
is about who gets what. If that becomes all
it’s about, after we jettison considerations of
justice, rights, consent of the governed, and
national cohesion as quaint relics and pathetic
delusions, then our bitter achievement will be
the reversal of Carl von Clausewitz’s famous
dictum: politics becomes war, carried out by
other means. Even as reactionaries sometimes
make the best progressives, in certain circumstances conservatives find that they are the
best liberals, if not the only ones.
William Voegeli is a senior editor of the Claremont Review of Books.
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Book Review by John M. Ellis

Campus Hysteria
The Diversity Delusion: How Race and Gender Pandering Corrupt the University and Undermine Our Culture, by Heather Mac Donald.
St. Martin’s Press, 278 pages, $28.99

J

ustice lewis powell evidently thought
that his opinion in Regents of the University
of California v. Bakke (1978) struck a compromise that offered something to both sides
in the debate over racial preferences in college
admissions: one side got a ban on quotas and
explicit racial preferences, while the other got
individual admission decisions that could take
into account the desirability of a diverse incoming class. When academia immediately began
to use Powell’s concept of diversity as a cover
for the racial quotas he thought he had banned,
it was clear that he had badly miscalculated.
But it took somewhat longer for a much more
dangerous consequence of his ruling to emerge.
While the argument over college admissions
was conducted using the language of racial
quotas and preferences, the pro-quota side was
at a disadvantage: those words were unpopular and obviously clashed with the language of
the Constitution. But Powell had unwittingly
made it possible to replace those rather squalid
words with an attractive concept that was to
become much more than a convenient euphemism: it came to serve as the proud banner for

what could now be portrayed as a noble crusade. “Diversity” in effect allowed identity politics to seize the moral high ground.
Until about 1980, speeches by university
presidents harped obsessively on “excellence.”
Powell’s concept changed that. “Excellence”
was replaced by “diversity,” now the new guiding light of the academy. The newer concept’s
altruistic aura allowed dissent of any kind to be
stigmatized as moral failure, a mean-spirited refusal to join the great crusade. Meanwhile this
appearance of high moral purpose helpfully deflected attention from the ruthless elimination
of real diversity—diversity of opinion—that
was happening at the same time. Because it was
the means by which identity politics was placed
at the center of the campus agenda, smoothly
and even with aplomb, “diversity” was probably
the single most important factor in the radical
Left’s takeover of academia.

H

eather mac donald’s splendid
new book is the first comprehensive
look at how “diversity” has thoroughly corrupted the campuses since Bakke.
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The first two of the book’s four sections look
at the impact of the two major aspects of identity politics: race and gender. The third deals
with the damage done by the huge diversity
bureaucracies that have developed, and the
last with the corruption of campus curricula
that “diversity” has brought about.
Mac Donald, a fellow at the Manhattan Institute and contributing editor of City Journal,
combines two strengths that don’t often go together: the meticulous, in-depth research of a
hard-headed investigator, and the fluency and
lucidity of a skilled journalist. The effect is one
of a generally engaging and easygoing argument that can suddenly deploy an overwhelming firepower of facts and statistics whenever a
critical juncture is reached where a key point
needs to be settled once and for all. If you wondered whether police target black men more
than whites, Mac Donald removes any doubt:
they don’t. If you wondered whether Proposition 209, a 1996 effort to end affirmative action by amending the California state constitution, stopped the University of California from
admitting minority students with test scores
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hugely below those of white students, she nails
the point down conclusively: no, it didn’t. And
if you thought the question of whether preferentially admitted students are helped or damaged thereby was still unclear, you won’t after
you look at the evidence assembled here: indeed, they are badly damaged.
The heart of the book is its first two sections,
in which Mac Donald shows how the obsession
with race and gender has reduced the academy
to a caricature of what it once was. Some of
this is so bizarre as to be almost unbelievable.
I was recently at a neighborhood watch meeting at which a local sheriff’s deputy gave us the
good news that local crime statistics are way
down. The audience was delighted. Compare
this normal, sane reaction to what Mac Donald tells us of a Yale vice president’s reaction
to the news that Harvard has a higher rate of
sexual assaults than Yale. Good news for Yale?
No, the reverse. The Yale official groused that
Harvard must have been double counting some
incidents. Imagine: Yale jealous because Harvard has a higher rate of sexual assaults. What
explains this insanity? It’s simply that campus
radical orthodoxy has it that our society is racist and sexist to the core. High sexual assault
rates confirm campus orthodoxy, low ones
don’t, so Yale must not be pulling its weight.

B

ut as mac donald reminds us, the
American campus is the most politically
correct place on earth, and thus racism
and sexism are much harder to find there than
anywhere else. Being a campus rape hotline
operator is a lonely and frustrating business because nobody calls. And so rape must be found
in such things as morning-after regrets, or
drunken stupors that neither side remembers
very well. It’s about 30 years since the infamous
“one in five women will be raped” figure was debunked as the product of crude statistical manipulation, but it’s back on the campuses now.
It’s hard to believe that those who use it don’t
know that it has long since been shown to be
false, but they evidently don’t care. Mac Donald has a devastating answer to all of this: when
a real forcible rape takes place on a campus, that
campus instantly goes into “emergency mode,”
showing that it knows perfectly well the difference between its make-believe and reality.
The desperation to prove that there is a rape
culture on campus does real damage: accused
males are often convicted on evidence that
can be quite absurd. The damage done by the
obsession with race is even greater: the educational progress of a whole generation of black
students is disrupted by the “mismatch” effect,
described by Richard Sander and Stuart Taylor, Jr., in their book Mismatch (2012)—that
is, too many black students are being placed
in academic environments for which they are

not ready. And there is broader damage too:
under “diversity” the campus climate has become one of lies and deceit, which damages
everyone, not just minorities.
Mac Donald describes a number of campus incidents that became full-scale (though
fraudulent) racial crises, but their essential
shape doesn’t vary much. They generally start
out with an incident that no fair-minded person could call racist: at Evergreen State College,
Professor Bret Weinstein’s saying that it’s not a
good idea for black students to tell all whites
to stay away from campus for a day; or at Yale,
Erika Christakis saying that, as Mac Donald
puts it, the Yale multicultural bureaucracy
didn’t need to oversee Halloween costumes.
In the next stage, campus radical activists, always desperate to find an opportunity to cry
“racism,” eagerly seize on these non-events and
treat them as if they were nothing less than a
massive KKK march. The campus goes to full
racial hysteria, with much lamenting about the
racial humiliation that minorities must live
through every minute of every day, with even
their very lives in danger. In the next stage,
campus administrators tell them to grow up
and stop being stupid—wait, no, that would
certainly be the only intelligent response but
it never happens. What really happens is that
campus presidents all seem to read from the
same script. They announce their solidarity
with this absurd self-dramatizing; they apologize on behalf of their campuses for the pain
they have inflicted; they praise the students and
tell them how much they have learned from
them; and finally they announce huge expenditures on new diversity offices and other sops
to the student activists. Whether the campus
is a minor one like Evergreen State College, or
a major one like Yale University, the script is
much the same. It’s probably written by the
same high-priced diversity consultant.

M

ac donald punctures all of this
silliness by pointing out how safe and
how privileged these students are to
be on an American campus. Senior administrators seem never to think about the lessons
that students are learning from these incidents,
and the perverse incentives that result. Surely,
it must be great fun for minority students to
have the president of Yale grovel before them
whenever they feel like staging a racial incident.
For mismatched students, classes are probably
depressing: who can blame them if they much
prefer making senior administrators humiliate
themselves? Reliable recent research has shown
that minority students are putting in fewer
hours of study than others, and so the large
gap in test scores that they start with only widens at college instead of narrowing. Yet to save
themselves, cowardly college presidents are reClaremont Review of Books w Fall 2018
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inforcing and rewarding this destructive misdirection of effort. Could the most ill-intentioned
racists have done more damage to minorities?
Mac Donald’s section on the sheer size of
the diversity bureaucracy will astonish her
readers. After noting that in 2012 U.C. San
Diego hired its first vice chancellor for equity,
diversity and inclusion, she gives a long list of
already existing campus diversity offices to
which it adds: “the Chancellor’s Diversity Office; the associate vice chancellor for faculty
equity; the assistant vice chancellor for diversity; the faculty equity advisers; the graduate
diversity coordinators.” This goes on for half
a page—for just one campus. Small wonder
that “From 1998 to 2009, as the [U.C.] student population grew 33% and tenure track
faculty grew 25%, the number of senior administrators grew by 125%.” There were twice
as many professors as senior managers when
this period began, but their numbers were
equal by the end of it—all in one decade!
One has to wonder: as tuition soars well
beyond the rate of inflation and students take
on ever more crippling debt, doesn’t it ever
occur to them (or anyone else) that their skyrocketing tuition and debt pays for all of these
useless diversity bureaucrats that they themselves keep demanding more of?

M

ac donald’s third section looks
at the gutting of the curriculum as
our civilization’s great literature
and thought are replaced by shallow race- and
gender-obsessed nonentities. Here she covers
ground gone over by others before her, but she
states the case with great force and eloquence,
and I must say that you could not find a more
compelling account of the simply enormous
loss to students that results.
Having shown how badly “diversity” has
damaged academia, Mac Donald bluntly recommends “[t]he most necessary reform: axing
the diversity infrastructure….every vice chancellor, assistant dean, and associateprovost for
equity, inclusion, and multicultural awareness
should be fired and his staff sent home. Faculty committees dedicated to ameliorating
the effects of phantom racism, sexism, and
homophobia should be disbanded.” She’s absolutely right about this, but it leads us to the
problem of the faculty, now almost universally
left and mostly radical left at that. The vast diversity infrastructure is safe while they want it
to stay in place. Reform will have to begin by
breaking the radical faculty’s stranglehold on
the campuses.

John M. Ellis is Distinguished Professor Emeritus of German Literature at the University of
California, Santa Cruz, and chairman of the
California Association of Scholars.
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Book Review by Amy L. Wax

Gender Offenders
The Transformation of Title IX, by R. Shep Melnick.
Brookings Institution Press, 336 pages, $35.99 (paper)

E

nacted in 1972, title ix of the
1964 Civil Rights Act banned discrimination on the basis of sex in “any education program or activity receiving Federal
financial assistance.” The statute’s language,
straightforward and seemingly innocuous, extended protections already in place for women
under the Civil Rights Act into the educational realm.
Despite this apparent simplicity, Title IX
has spawned a complex, intrusive regulatory
regime enforced by a massive public and private administrative apparatus, now holding
sway over virtually every aspect of American
education. In The Transformation of Title IX, R.
Shep Melnick, the Thomas P. O’Neill, Jr., Professor of American Politics at Boston College,
explains how we arrived at our present point,
mixing detailed chronologies with sophisticated legal and political analysis. It’s a large, complex story. For better and worse, no reader will
accuse Melnick of abbreviating or simplifying
what happened. For citizens subject to Title
IX’s edicts, its twists and turns will surely be
downright stupefying. For all that, The Trans-

formation of Title IX should be of great interest
to students of the administrative state, and to
all concerned with its boundless, unaccountable, and all too often oppressively undemocratic influence over national life.
How did Title IX become the behemoth
it is today? The education sector and federal
support for schooling on every level grew relentlessly over decades. Congress’s decision to
impose Title IX requirements on entire institutions with any publicly funded programs
further extended the statute’s reach. The
resulting oversight of the massive education
establishment spawned a multi-layered administrative apparatus, including various departments within the Department of Education, which came into existence in 1979, and
the Justice Department’s increasingly active
and powerful Office of Civil Rights. A dense
maze of initiatives, policies, lawsuits, investigative settlements, and administrative rules
followed, imposing an elaborate and minutely
detailed code of conduct, with myriad traps
for the unwary, governing every aspect of university life.
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itle ix applies from preschool up
to graduate school, but Melnick concentrates on higher education, where
its effects have been most profound. The
statute’s application to universities unfolded
in three distinct stages: a push for parity in
college athletics, followed by measures to deal
with sexual harassment and assault of women
on campus, and, most recently, protections for
transgender students.
Initially, bringing “gender parity” to college
athletics, the earliest Title IX goal, generated
little opposition. Feminist activists who had
long envied the lavish funding and alumni enthusiasm for men’s teams needed no convincing. Politicians, parents, and educators were
moved by the promise of giving women their
fair share of the putative benefits of competitive sports, believed to foster habits, character
traits, and connections conducive to later career success. The lack of slots and opportunities for women to play seemed relatively easy
to rectify: just create more teams.
That device quickly ran up against an obstacle: men’s greater interest in sports was re-
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flected in participation rates as well as college
surveys and questionnaires designed to gauge
unmet athletic needs. Conservatives tried,
and largely failed, to use these realities to slow
official meddling and protect the status quo
for men’s programs. Feminists prevailed with
strenuous arguments that sexist norms were
the root cause of women’s lesser participation
and interest in sports.

M

nebulous and never convincingly documented,
were counterbalanced by real costs, some adumbrated by strenuous critics of men’s college
sports mania, such as James Shulman and
William Bowen in The Game of Life (2000).
Melnick gives ample attention to a cavalcade of
problems: women’s distraction from academics,
both in high school and college; an epidemic
of sport-related injuries and eating disorders; a
decline in college enrollment by men, for whom
the chance to play is a major draw; and the diversion of college resources from other educational purposes to pay for facilities, coaches,
consultants, scholarships, and the competitive
recruitment of female athletes. Government
investigations proved wildly expensive, imposing multi-million-dollar obligations, set out in
lengthy, highly technical documents, on institutions great and small, including the modestly
endowed Merrimack College and Quinnipiac
University. The need for an ever more elaborate compliance apparatus, and the emergence
of rent-seeking constituencies trying to cash in
on burgeoning athletic establishments, further
drained university coffers.

elnick details the universities’ response, which was to embrace what he terms a “field of
dreams” philosophy—“build it and they will
come.” Judges and government officials got
busy crafting a more muscular, albeit shifting
and confusing, definition of “parity,” ordering
the creation of new women’s teams and the
elimination of men’s teams, while seeing fit
to meddle in every aspect of women’s sports,
even to the point of designating which days
their games would be played. Colleges responded by throwing lots of recruitment and
scholarship money at female athletes.
Given the levers at universities’ disposal, attracting women to the playing fields proved to
be a solvable problem. Melnick describes how
he overall result was a decisive
the number of women playing varsity sports
transfer of power from private institumoved steadily upward, although women’s
tions to the government and a relentsports never became as popular and lucrative less increase in educational costs—trends the
as men’s. But the supposed benefits for women, universities barely resisted, perhaps out of

T

fear of appearing hostile to women’s equality,
or just because so much government money
was at stake. Melnick cites Vartan Gregorian,
president of Brown University from 1989 to
1997, whom he clearly admires, as a singular
exception to the wholesale acquiescence, filing a lawsuit to challenge what he viewed as
an alarming federal incursion into private
institutional prerogatives. His failure to rally
support from other prominent universities
doomed his efforts.
For all that, athletic parity was a modest project compared to the second Title IX
crusade, launched in the 1990s, to purge the
campus of unwanted sexual encounters. As
proponents soon learned, this far more ambitious project required overseeing all aspects of
male-female interaction on campus, including
activities that typically occurred unwitnessed
behind closed doors. This daunting crusade
gave little pause to the government proponents and their feminist cheerleaders, who
steamed ahead into this fraught arena. Their
efforts came to fruition after 2008. Fueled by
social science and data that Melnick admits
some have criticized as shoddy and misleading, the Obama Administration declared a
“crisis” of sexual assault on campus and vowed
to address it aggressively. In a series of “Dear
Colleague” letters, the administration commanded schools to act against sexual assault
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on campus, specifying in detail the procedures both allowed and forbidden.
The results, which Melnick sets out carefully but unsparingly, are now familiar to
anyone who follows higher education. He
relies on well-documented accounts by critics such as Stuart Taylor and KC Johnson,
as well as law professors at Harvard, the
University of Pennsylvania, and other institutions, to show how federally funded universities (which means almost all of them)
began to intrude minutely into every aspect
of sexual behavior and to mete out penalties
and punishments on the basis of flimsy allegations and proof, using arcane, vague, and
sprawling codes of conduct that afforded
elaborate protections for accusers (mostly
women) and few procedural safeguards for
the males accused. He describes how a growing cadre of officials in charge of the process,
mostly proponents of the “women as victim”
school of thought, investigated, prosecuted,
and penalized a steady stream of perceived
violations with little meaningful oversight or
checks on their power and judgment.

T

he final title ix initiative, just
a few years in the making, was a push
for transgender rights. Drawing from
a 1989 Supreme Court decision suggesting
that workplace sex stereotyping could sometimes amount to forbidden sex discrimination, transgender rights activists contended
that Title IX requires schools to defer to individuals’ subjective notions of sexual identity rather than give weight to objective biological facts. This boiled down to the requirement that transgender students be allowed
access to facilities—such as bathrooms and
locker rooms—that match their chosen gender identity.
What lessons can be drawn from these
three forays under Title IX? The most important is that ideas have consequences.
Melnick’s description of the statute’s trajectory and the vaulting rhetoric deployed by
its proponents points to the conclusion that
critical to the statue’s application has been
the hijacking of its goals and machinery by a
radical feminist ideology, according to which,
Title IX’s core aim is to achieve equality between men and women. It follows that viewing Title IX as a statute dedicated to equalizing opportunity is mistaken. The true goal
has evolved steadily towards achieving equal
results, a reordering of all gender relations
throughout society, which requires nothing
less than a comprehensive remaking of society as a whole.
Melnick rightly identifies legal scholar
Catharine MacKinnon as the prime intel-

lectual force behind the seemingly disparate
Title IX initiatives. MacKinnon’s influence
sheds light on the statute’s evolution from a
law designed to provide equal educational
opportunity into an all-purpose vehicle for
transforming men’s and women’s status, attitudes, and relationships. For MacKinnon, author of Sexual Harassment of Working Women
(1979) and Toward a Feminist Theory of the
State (1989), and the generation of feminists
she influenced, American society is an all-encompassing hierarchical system of male domination, systematically subordinating women,
controlling their sexuality, and rendering
them powerless. Because all aspects of gender relations and women’s resulting position
are deeply tainted by this patriarchy, achieving true equality will require comprehensive
and radical reform, with no aspect of gender
relations left undisturbed. It follows that stereotypes about women and their “feminine”
nature, which attest to their psychological
weakness, sexual and physical passivity, and
gender-specific interests, must be expunged
by all necessary means including the force of
law. The goal of remaking gender relations is
eminently attainable because the dominant
patriarchy, not any biologically influenced inclinations or limitations, sets the possibilities
for social life. Gender relations and behavior
are entirely “social constructed,” so Title IX
can be used to deconstruct and reconstruct
them.

O

n the sexual assault front, the
concept of a “rape culture” follows
naturally from MacKinnon’s philosophy, and undergirds the application of that
term to campus social life. For MacKinnon
and her followers, patriarchal dominance renders sexual relations between men and women
inherently coercive, and sexual consent a delusional conceit. Rape is not just an act but a
pervasive—and to that extent inescapable—
cultural phenomenon. Addressing sexual misconduct is therefore not a matter of banishing
a few deviants, but rather of comprehensively
revising all aspects of gender relations. As
Melnick recognizes, this transformation requires deploying Title IX as an instrument for
changing how “students think about sexuality”
and reeducating them “on all matters sexual.”
MacKinnon’s view of society also explains
the obsession with women as victims, and the
one-sided procedures universities have adopted for dealing with harassment complaints.
For MacKinnon, there are no genuinely neutral principles and no possibility of fairness
towards women at the hands of male-dominated institutions. Due process, procedural
safeguards, neutral standards, transparency,
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objectivity, and the search for truth are covers for men’s power that systematically slight
women’s interests. On the radical feminist vision, it makes perfect sense to disregard such
principled legal niceties.
MacKinnon’s influence also sheds light on
the sometimes contradictory notions Title
IX proponents advocate and some female
students adopt. Women are simultaneously
depicted as addled dupes and noble victims.
They are self-deluded weaklings whose attitudes must be forcibly reshaped to egalitarian
norms, but also targets of oppression whose
narratives and reactions must never be questioned. Feminists were staunchly opposed to
using surveys of athletic interest to evaluate
Title IX compliance, on the theory that women’s expressed preferences were tainted by pejorative stereotypes. This discounting stands
in stark contrast to the deference accorded
women’s reports of their own sexual experiences, where the watchword is “believe the
victim.” The campus panels that investigate
and adjudicate charges of sexual misconduct
assign female narratives and feelings absolute
authority, preemptively rejecting the possibility that women might sometimes misremember, be self-deluded, or even lie.
In sum, MacKinnon’s version of feminism
is a formula for the active management of
social life by big government. A society pervasively bedeviled by sexism and the scourge
of male domination, and the imperative of
vanquishing such domination, fits naturally
with a broad, virtually unlimited exercise of
government power. The permanent crisis and
need for sweeping transformation mandate
the creation of a massive bureaucratic apparatus run by feminist “experts,” ideological zealots, and true believers.

T

hese functionaries have now virtually completed the takeover of our
universities. Their victory has created a one-way ratchet of onerous rules. Although the Obama Administration’s heavyhanded sexual assault policies have generated
a backlash that is starting to bear fruit, and
the Trump administration has withdrawn
the Dear Colleague letter mandating the intrusive, biased procedures, many universities
have vowed to maintain their current practices. The government has not moved to stop
them. Likewise, the Trump Administration’s
decision to withdraw the edicts governing
transgender access to university facilities has
had a negligible effect, with many institutions
leaving existing policies in place.
Although the commitments peculiar to
radical feminism are critical to understanding the excesses committed in Title IX’s name,
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there are additional important forces at work,
which The Transformation of Title IX often
identifies but does not emphasize sufficiently.
Melnick, who takes some legally savvy, wellplaced shots at executive and judicial overreach, fails to mount a systematic indictment
of the statute’s relation to the administrative
state. Nor does he draw deeply enough on critiques of modern bureaucracies and the special perversities that afflict ambitious schemes
of social regulation developed by such conservative scholars as Philip Hamburger.
Title IX exemplifies the administrative
state’s tendency to encroach on powers constitutionally assigned to representatives elected
by and accountable to the people. The original sin is a vague and open-ended law, full of
“grand phrases with uncertain meaning,” as
Melnick puts it. These ambiguities encourage
Congress to delegate political responsibility to
the judicial and executive branches, which eagerly expand their own authority in the name
of protecting “victims.” Melnick describes
a process of “leapfrogging,” whereby courts
and agencies engage in a competitive collusion, each “taking a step beyond the other” to
layer on ever more arcane and meddlesome
rules and doctrines. The result is a tangle of
obscure, confusing, onerous requirements, set
out in hundreds of pages of the Federal Register, agency documents, and court opinions,
which control virtually every aspect of how
educational institutions function.

S

tatutory imprecision also enables
officials and judges to ignore procedural checks and substantive limits. Thus
liberated, they impose a vision of the statute’s
requirements congenial to elite policymakers
but not the public. By disingenuously billing their edicts as “interpretive guidance,” or
“clarification,” rather than as the rule changes
and substantive extensions they actually represent, the Obama Administration extended
its grip on American higher education, shortcircuiting the democratic safeguards built
into the Administrative Procedures Act. Although Melnick admirably strives to be evenhanded in describing Title IX’s fate under
administrations of both parties, he does not
hide his disapproval of these recent excesses,
perpetrated by a Democratic administration
heavily influenced by female constituencies
and activists on the left.
Additionally, a welter of agencies and offices, often with vaguely defined mandates,
shares responsibility over the Title IX statute. As Melnick describes it, even the White
House was unable, at his request, to put together a comprehensive list of offices and
agencies charged with Title IX enforcement.

This diffusion of authority makes effective citizen oversight difficult and undermines government accountability. If even the administration doesn’t know who’s in charge, how can
ordinary people?
Uncertainty on the judicial front, a product of the open-ended nature of Title IX’s
terms, has added to the complexity of the
regulatory regime erected to enforce it. “One
might think,” declares Melnick, “that after
forty-five years most questions about how to
interpret Title IX would have been resolved.”
To the contrary: continuing uncertainty has
freed the courts and agencies to impose ever
more elaborate, far-fetched requirements.
Noting the tenuous link between how the
statute has been applied and the initial terms
and intentions of the law itself, Melnick admits that “[e]ven the reader who has slogged
through this entire book will probably have
difficulty reproducing those arguments” for
much of what has been done in the statute’s name. Quoting Harvard Law professor
Jeannie Suk Gersen, he admits that he can’t
explain why or how a statute forbidding sex
discrimination in educational programs requires restrictions on permissible behavior so
stringent that “the difference between sexual
violence and ordinary sex becomes harder and
harder…to discern.”

M

as endorsing wide latitude for courts in this
context, with freedom to adopt a “dynamic”
theory of judicial interpretation that “updates”
the statute’s reach in keeping with “what the
last half-century has taught.”

B

ut what, exactly, has it taught
regarding Title IX? Although Melnick never questions the civil rights
project overall, he seems genuinely ambivalent about how the statute has come to be applied and is clearly dismayed by its progression from a seemingly simple, well-meaning
enactment to a sprawling, heavy-handed,
democratically unaccountable enforcement
regime. And he is obviously skeptical of initiatives undertaken for the absolutist and
often sanctimonious cause of protecting
“rights.” Noting wryly that the “arc of history
does not stop to recognize hard policy choices,” he takes progressives to task for ignoring
Title IX regulatory initiatives’ complex costs
and unintended consequences. Melnick’s
book is no brief for the present state of Title
IX or whitewash of its flaws, but does fail to
emphasize the most egregious abuses, especially regarding sexual assault. Many factors
have fueled the growing torrent of accusations that has kept the sexual-assault apparatus humming—including the freewheeling
hook-up culture, the decline in courtship, a
hostility to mainstream masculinity, and the
false equivalence of male and female sexuality. But the tilted nature of the sexual assault
machinery, and the ill-defined nature of the
infractions it deals with and penalizes, have
generated a mounting set of casualties, traumatizing college women and afflicting young
men whose lives and reputations are marred
forever.
And the corresponding benefits? There is
no doubt that the law has served as a great
engine of government power and growth;
a fertile jobs program for an indoctrinated
but indifferently educated, predominantly
female elite; a money sink for schools; and
a surcharge paid by parents in receipt of tuition bills and citizens in receipt of tax bills.
It is noteworthy that Melnick’s account is
strikingly free of grateful paeans to the law
or any sustained demonstration of its benefits. The question he suggests, but never
directly asks or answers, is whether Title
IX has been worth it. Has it improved the
lives of most, many, or some women? Has it
helped anyone at all? Or is it possible we’d be
better off without it?

elnick highlights another
egregious example of overreach:
requiring universities to defer to
students’ subjectively defined gender identity rather than biologically defined categories. Asking why “the wishes of transgender
students on these sensitive questions must
always prevail and the concerns of other students must be given zero weight,” he finds no
answer within the statute, and little useful
explication in the case law. He readily admits
that the logic of the rule is not only obscure,
but a “far cry” from Title IX’s initial meaning and purpose. Yet, despite the glaring flaws,
the Obama Office for Civil Rights and several
lower courts have not only embraced transgenders’ demands, but extolled transgender
complainants as heroic standard bearers of
the spirit of Title IX and of the entire civil
rights cause.
Needless to say, not everyone views the excesses Melnick identifies as alarming or undesirable. There are powerful forces in place, both
within the universities and in society at large,
pushing hard for expansive interpretations of
Title IX. These include significant portions of
the judiciary, not limited to progressives, who
regard generous readings of civil rights law as Amy L. Wax is the Robert Mundheim Professor
benign or even laudable. Melnick quotes the of Law at the University of Pennsylvania Law
recently retired federal judge Richard Posner School.
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Book Review by Peter W. Wood

Souls without Longing
The Case Against Education: Why the Education System Is a Waste of Time and Money, by Bryan Caplan.
Princeton University Press, 416 pages, $29.95

I

have a friend who, long ago, took
his admission to Columbia University
primarily as an opportunity to play basketball, at which he excelled. He was not especially interested in academics, despite his
intelligence. As a freshman, however, he fell
under the spell of Columbia’s core curriculum.
He eventually became a scholar and a civic
leader, and among other accomplishments,
founded a college. College made him better
not just in one way, but many. It shaped his
mind, his ambitions, his character; it oriented
him to a life of active citizenship; it made him
someone who not only inhabits but advances
our civilization.
These days it is not hard to find those in
the academy who decry our civilization as
racist, patriarchal, oppressive, and thoroughly without merit. They would not agree that
my friend was changed for the better by his
college education. They might well say the reverse: instead of becoming “woke,” he became
a tool of the system. But even these missionaries of multiculturalism would admit that

college changed the man, even if they disagree
vehemently on whether it was for the better.

T

hen there is bryan caplan, the
George Mason University economist
whose The Case Against Education:
Why the Education System Is a Waste of Time
and Money, reduces the life-changing power
of education to a secondary consideration…at
best. It’s nice when it happens, he allows, but
it is “sadly rare,” and not really what the “education system” is all about. Caplan professes
to find what he calls “inspiring education” to
be “valuable for its own sake.” But he believes
very little education is actually inspiring and
very few students want it.
The Case Against Education is a complex, wellargued book, but Caplan devotes little attention to what he sometimes calls “the soul” and
sometimes “the whole person.” He is certainly
aware that the non-utilitarian side of higher
education looms large in how colleges and universities present themselves, devoting a chapter,
“Nourishing Mother,” (the direct translation
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of alma mater) to the ways that the liberal arts
might enhance the soul. “I embrace the ideal of
transformative education,” he writes. “I believe
wholeheartedly in the life of the mind. What
I’m cynical about is people.” He means that the
students are, by and large, “philistines,” and the
teachers are, by and large, “uninspiring.” And
yet the machine rattles on, with some 20 million students consuming billions of dollars of
educational services that do little or nothing to
improve their minds, or souls.
Because we know from the start that Caplan’s aim is to diminish the importance of
those aspects of higher education germane
to the formation of mind, character, and civilization, we ought to be alert to exactly how
he does this. A section of The Case Against
Education on “The Paper Tiger of Political
Correctness” does little to reassure. “Even
extreme left-wing dominance leaves little lasting impression,” it concludes. Higher education in general, however, does raise “social
liberalism and economic conservatism.” It
says something about Caplan’s own politi-
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cal views—mainly libertarian—that he sees
these outcomes as neither troubling nor solidly connected to the professoriate’s political
views.

T

hat approach ignores several
crucial distinctions. Even if we stipulate that a large majority of all students are not swayed by classroom advocacy,
the most intellectually active subset of the
student body might be. It’s entirely plausible
that the absence of many ideas and subjects
from the curriculum has important consequences. Leaving students ignorant of every
aspect of the American Founding except for
chattel slavery may not turn them into political progressives, for example, but deprives
them of the tools and perspectives needed to
weigh progressives’ arguments.
Caplan’s worry-free view of the professoriate’s political leanings is expressed most clearly
in a chapter where he assesses the “soul” and
the humanistic purposes of college. A selfdescribed “cynical idealist,” Caplan admits
that these purposes exist but treats them dismissively. He has taken this approach before.
Caplan is known for two other provocations,
The Myth of the Rational Voter: Why Democracies Choose Bad Policies (2007) and Selfish Reasons to Have More Kids (2011). In The Case
Against Education he strikes the same dissonant chord: the decisions we pride ourselves
on as good, rational, and prudent are in fact
profoundly irrational. Or, if they have an underlying rationality, it comes from playing out
a logic we’re at pains to deny.
Spending time and money to go to college
is justified, Caplan argues, as a way to convince potential employers that you’ll be a reliable worker: a diligent, ambitious team-player
who follows the rules rather than breaking or
questioning them. Going to college might also
be useful for the small minority of students
who can afford to indulge “personal tastes”

that they mistake for “culture.” Caplan lays
out this thesis with a dark cynicism reminiscent of Machiavelli or Thomas Hobbes. His
graduate students “want to do my job,” Caplan writes. “I show them how it’s done. But
the vast majority of my students won’t be professors of economics. They won’t be professors
of anything.” Or, again, “People at the top of
their class usually have the trifecta: intelligent,
conscientious, and conformist.”

C

T

he book has built-in appeal to a
readership already inclined to dismiss
our colleges and universities’ extravagant claims to promote social justice or critical thinking. Even those who think that college degrees are “I.Q. laundering,” a way for
employers to sort out the smart people after
the Supreme Court case Griggs v. Duke Power
Co. (1971) made I.Q. tests a legal liability, will
find little support from Caplan.
Nevertheless, he concedes, “Education
remains the modern economy’s surest stairway to prosperity.” The “educational premium” persists because employers realize that
the college degree is a reliable proxy for job
performance, as opposed to underlying ability. Ability and performance, of course, have
something to do with one another, but performance is what counts. That fact would explain
why online credentials have, so far, failed to
impress employers. Education “signals more
than brains and work ethic. It also signals
conformity—submission to social expectations.” And so far, online education is unconventional and non-conformist.
A lucid thesis chased relentlessly through
a thousand complications makes for an impressive book. At the same time, The Case
Against Education comes across as soulless.
Caplan takes pleasure in debunking our illusions, but to regard higher education’s civilizing mission as a merely personal taste is
mistaken. Employers look for brains, hard
work, and conformity, but fellow citizens
seek more from themselves and their countrymen. We also look for the spark of deeper
knowledge, the commitment to a nation and
culture we share. At its best, a college education equips its graduates to discern and seek
these good things. Doing so isn’t a waste of
time or money.

aplan’s book is nearly 300 pages
of this knowing abrasiveness, embedded in more gentle explanation of
why we devote so many dollars and years to
study subjects of little moment to our postbaccalaureate lives. The belief that American higher education develops the students’
knowledge and skills to prepare them for
the sophisticated demands of the contemporary workforce—“human capital purism”—is
mostly wrong, Caplan argues. “What does the
average American learn in school besides basic
literacy and numeracy?” Not much: “severe ignorance” describes the majority of America’s
college graduates, a state of affairs that “may
not be a death blow for human capital purism,
but it is an awkward fact.”
Caplan believes that “signaling” accounts
for “at least one-third” of what students do
in school and of an educational credential’s
financial rewards. “Signaling” is no illusion
foisted by credentialed idiots on naïve employers. What gets signaled is quite real: a
fairly reliable amount of information about
the prospective “productivity” of the college
graduate. The hitch is that the signal derives
its power not from what the student supposedly knows, which may be a great deal or very
little, but from the evidence that the graduate
possesses qualities suitable to the employer’s
needs. Among these are some that colleges do
not typically boast about, such as being “will- Peter W. Wood is president of the National
ing to tolerate serious boredom.”
Association of Scholars (NAS).
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Essay by Allen C. Guelzo

Harry and Me

M

y first direct acquaintance
with Harry Jaffa was a phone
call in the middle of the night. I
learned afterward that this was not an unusual occurrence—for others as well as myself. But at that time, in 2005, I was quite unprepared for it. I had just published Lincoln’s
Emancipation Proclamation: The End of Slavery in America, and in order to co-opt some
lines of hostile questioning, I announced
in the introduction (“for the benefit of the
hunters of subtexts”) that, even though I applauded Abraham Lincoln’s exercise of the
virtue of prudence in politics, this should
not make readers imagine I had become possessed of “an unhealthy preoccupation with
the neo-classicism of Leo Strauss.” After all,
I explained, “I can cheerfully confess to never
having read Leo Strauss.”
Which was true. I am a historian of the
American 19th century, and especially of Lincoln and the Civil War; my understanding of
Strauss back then was that he was the property of political scientists. I was not ignorant
of Strauss, but I was scarcely a close follower,
however much I might sound like one.

This disturbed Harry. “Hello, this is Harry
Jaffa,” he barked into the phone (as I whispered to my wife, “It’s Harry Jaffa!”). “What
do you mean saying that you don’t know anything about Leo Strauss?”
“No,” I replied, “I really can’t call myself a
Straussian (unless you mean Richard Strauss
or Johann Strauss). I’ve never read Leo
Strauss.”
“Well,” Harry replied, “you’ve read me!”
That became the answer to everything I’d
ever wanted to know about Leo Strauss but
had been too politically-unlettered to ask.
Philosopher and Patriot

I

t was not untypical for harry victor Jaffa to regard himself as an extension of Leo Strauss. As I would subsequently learn—and, yes, I finally did read Leo
Strauss—Harry was one of Strauss’s greatest
pupils, and probably had more to do with the
translation of Strauss’s ideas into an American idiom than any other single individual.
Actually, I had met Harry 15 years before,
but the meeting was indirect, through a copy
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of his Crisis of the House Divided I picked-up
in a second-hand book barn in West Chester,
Pennsylvania, while I was still a graduate student at the University of Pennsylvania. I had
been prepared up till that moment to regard
Abraham Lincoln as an admirable and even
skillful politician, but not more than that.
The prevailing interpretations of Lincoln, and
of the great debates with Stephen A. Douglas which Jaffa analyzed, portrayed Lincoln as
something of a disappointment in the debates,
as were the debates themselves. David Potter’s magisterial survey, The Impending Crisis
(in the New American Nation series), had
only appeared in 1977, blandly panning Lincoln in 1858 as “trapped in a conflict of values”
between emancipation and the Union. Biographers had yet to produce a challenge to Albert Beveridge’s Progressive dismissal of the
debates as deserving “little notice.”
Jaffa changed this completely. He, too, had
met Lincoln and the debates in a second-hand
bookstore, through a copy of the debate texts
he thumbed-through so assiduously that he
kept returning to the store until he had savedup enough money to buy the book. Unlike the
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Progressive historians, Jaffa had found in Lincoln’s challenge to Douglas an American voice
that matched the classical power Strauss had
taught him to find in Aristotle and Plato. “After a while, I realized that the issue between
Lincoln and Douglas was identical to the issue between Socrates and Thrasymachus,”
Harry later said in an interview. “Not similar
to it. Identical. It is a question of whether the
people make the moral order or the moral order makes the people.”
Certainly for me, reading Harry’s exposition of the debates in Crisis—and I will admit that I was deliriously hooked from the
first page, reading deep into the night on a
cheap plastic-upholstered sofa—convinced
me for the first time that Abraham Lincoln
deserved to be taken seriously as a thinker.
Not just as a pol, but a thinker. Even more,
Crisis offered in Lincoln a rare example of
the reconciliation of philosopher and patriot. From the time of Socrates, philosophers
have tended not to place their own polis in
necessarily high regard; patriots, on the
other hand, tend to be guided by a kind of
Machiavellian collective self-love the philosopher finds distasteful. Crisis pointed to a
reconciliation of the two, with Lincoln as the
chief agent of the reconciling. This was, after
all, the same Lincoln who eulogized Henry
Clay in 1852 in words which were as much
a revelation of Lincoln’s own capacity for
balancing philosophy and patriotism as they
were of Clay’s: “He loved his country partly
because it was his own country, but mostly
because it was a free country; and he burned
with a zeal for its advancement, prosperity
and glory, because he saw in such, the advancement, prosperity and glory, of human
liberty, human right and human nature.”
This was vitally important to me as a student of American intellectual history, a oncevital subculture of American history-writing
in the heyday of Perry Miller, Leo Marx,
Murray Murphey, Merle Curti, and Ralph
Gabriel that was drowning in the muck of
the “new social history,” which had no use for
either patriotism or philosophy. What was
left of American intellectual history was too
often taught and written as a quick transit
from the Puritans to Ralph Waldo Emerson and the Transcendentalists, with a quick
stop-off for Benjamin Franklin, before arriving at the only “real” American philosopher,

William James, and the only “real” American
philosophy, pragmatism. This was, in large
measure, a Progressive conceit, since pragmatism was actually Progressivism in philosophical dress.
At Penn, Bruce Kuklick had taught me to
be suspicious of this convenient genealogy. It
was too Bostonian, like trying to write the history of opera in America only from program
notes supplied by the Metropolitan Opera.
Kuklick threaded me through the by-paths
of a more elaborate American philosophical tapestry that included the New Divinity
Men, the 19th-century collegiate moral philosophers, and Josiah Royce. In so doing, he
made me listen for other, unsuspected voices of American intellectual life in the 19th
century—and so I was perfectly situated, in
1980, to recognize Jaffa’s Lincoln as the new-

Harry’s exposition
of the Lincoln-Douglas
debates convinced
me for the first time
that Abraham Lincoln
deserved to be
taken seriously
as a thinker.
est member of the larger family of American
thinkers.
Still Seeking

I

got to know harry jaffa better over
the years, and received many other nocturnal phone summonses, itemizing the
shortcoming of this or that publication of
mine on Lincoln. (Curiously, Harry never
wrote to me—it was always the phone—but I
do have one letter from his wife, sent to me
soon after we moved to Gettysburg, explaining that she was a descendent of one of the
Gettysburg Culps who had given their name
to a chief landmark of the Gettysburg battlefield, Culp’s Hill.) Always, his concern was
whether I had made enough of the Declaration of Independence, and Lincoln’s love for it.
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When I saw him, and talked with him, for the
last time, in 2013, he still pressed me. “You
must say more about the Declaration!”
I hope I have, and that I have also learned
more than a little about Leo Strauss. When
that good man and devoted Straussian, Professor Robert Kraynak, invited me to speak
at Colgate University in 2012, he hosted
a dinner with his students at a local restaurant during which the conversation turned to
whether my previous protestations about not
being a Straussian still stood. He eventually
appealed to the waitress: “Is Professor Guelzo
a Straussian?” “Of course,” she replied at once,
“everybody knows that!” Harry could not have
said it better.
I miss our “Harry of the West” (the accolade bestowed on Lincoln’s “beau ideal of
a statesman,” Henry Clay), the centennial of
whose birth (October 7, 1918) we recently
commemorated. And I hope my stubbornly
empirical historians’ mentality did not prove
too frustrating to a man who felt no restraint
at grouping Aristotle, Thomas Jefferson, and
John C. Calhoun in a single paragraph. If
I could ask him three questions now, they
would be, more-or-less, these:
1. Harry, what about the Constitution?
What is its relation to the Declaration?
Is it, as Lincoln said, like the picture of
silver and the apple of gold? Is it a proslavery or an anti-slavery document?
2. Harry, what are the natural rights?
Yes, they begin with life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness, as Jefferson
wrote; but do they include property?
And if so, what else?
3. Harry, is America really the exceptional nation? Or will we, like so many
past efforts, crumble inevitably into
the dust? If so, what becomes of our
vaunted formation around the core of
natural rights and natural law?
These are my questions; I sit beside the
phone, realizing that the answers must come
from myself.
Allen C. Guelzo is the Henry R. Luce Professor of the Civil War Era at Gettysburg College,
a senior fellow of the Claremont Institute, and
the author, most recently, of Reconstruction: A
Concise History (Oxford University Press).
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Book Review by James W. Ceaser

Apocalypse Now
Suicide of the West: How the Rebirth of Tribalism, Populism, Nationalism, and Identity Politics Is Destroying American Democracy,
by Jonah Goldberg. Crown Forum, 464 pages, $28

W

ant a book on everything?
Jonah Goldberg’s Suicide of the
West comes close. In a few hundred
pages, the National Review senior editor and
American Enterprise Institute fellow treats
the evolution of man, the Enlightenment, the
American Founding, capitalism, John Locke,
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Romanticism, the
administrative state, rock and roll, populism,
the family, and, inevitably, Donald Trump.
Nor are these discussions brief or superficial.
Goldberg is a prodigious reader, and the book
is replete with extensive citations to important thinkers, especially modern social scientists, ranging from Ernest Gellner to Francis
Fukuyama.
Aficionados of Goldberg’s blog, which includes weekly updates on the exploits of his
two canine masters, may be surprised at the
book’s scholarly tone. “I hope readers see this
as a serious book,” he writes. But those who
persist through its lengthy anthropological,

philosophical, and historical reflections will
be rewarded with some choice Goldbergisms,
such as his description of Senator Ted Cruz
as “a deeply establishmentarian politician
who knew all of the lyrics of populism but
could not convincingly carry the tune,” or his
account of Trump’s “warning to his followers
that they would one day suffer from chronic
winning fatigue.”

S

uicide of the west wanders in
many different directions, but it is
held together by a distinctive thesis. It
begins with a bird’s eye account of the development of Homo sapiens since his initial
appearance some 200,000 years ago. Though
possessing a good degree of adaptability, the
post-Neanderthal species is hardwired in
certain ways, possessing a definite underlying
nature. Human beings began apparently by
scavenging, before they turned at some point
to the more aggressive occupation of hunt-
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ing. In groups they eventually became adept
at pillaging, murdering, raping, plundering,
torturing, and, at some point, enslaving. All
told, man doesn’t appear by Goldberg’s account to be a particularly edifying creature.
The term he uses to describe human nature,
which appears in the book hundreds of times,
is “tribal.”
Goldberg moves quickly from the first
agricultural revolution and the Axial Age
(9000 to 2000 B.C.) to the modern era. During this period, which merits more attention
(the book’s first draft was twice as long), man
discovered philosophy, poetry, the city state,
empires, diverse political forms, monotheistic
religions, and systems of law, not to mention
seamanship, steel, weaponry, medicine, architecture, astronomy, and mathematics. For at
least a portion of mankind civilization then
existed at the highest level it may ever have
attained—even without television, air travel,
and the internet.
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Goldberg picks up the story in more detail
with the advent of modern constitutionalism
and liberal democratic capitalism. “[N]early
all human progress has taken place in the last
three hundred years,” by which we must assume he means material progress. He marvels
at a diagram displaying the average wealth
per person for the past 2,000 years, which
is essentially flat and right near zero until
1800, when the curve begins a spectacular
rise, making it “the most important ‘hockey
stick’ chart in all of human history.” (He adds
a detailed appendix, citing the work of tireless scholars who seek to specify the actual
living standard, measured in modern dollars
per day, for people over the past millennia.)
The graph is meant to stun the average reader,
who is asked to swallow such unfathomable
assertions as that “the average member of the
working poor in the United States lives better
by any imaginable material measure than the
wealthiest human a thousand years ago.”

divine intervention but of a chance concatenation of events that we cannot fully understand. For someone who upholds the primacy
of ideas in directing history (civilization “was
created by ideas,” he writes), Goldberg in this
case is content to jump over the preparatory
thoughts of Machiavelli, René Descartes, and
Francis Bacon, not to mention Galileo and
Isaac Newton, and go right to the economic
and political arrangements that supported
freedom. It is the bourgeois freedom of England, and then America, that ultimately set in
motion the amazing economic transformation of which we are the beneficiaries.
Goldberg is less concerned, however, with
the origins of the Miracle than with its status today. His most surprising claim is that—
properly understood—we live at the end of
history. By this he doesn’t mean that things
can’t change. To the contrary, they can deteriorate, and we can fall away, out of forgetfulness or ignorance, from the principles of
liberal democratic capitalism. Nonetheless,
oldberg attributes the change he claims, “Look around, everybody: You’re
responsible for this growth to what standing at the end of history. In terms of
he calls “the Miracle” (with a capital economics, no other system creates wealth….
M), meaning the advent of modern commerce [W]e cannot improve upon the core assumpand constitutionalism. Despite common lin- tions of the Miracle.” This claim allows him
guistic usage, the Miracle is not the result of at many different points to assert, reverting

G

“Stelzer, who worked closely with Rupert Murdoch
for 35 years, delivers unique insights into the media
mogul’s management techniques.”

“A fascinating recounting of the myriad complex
transactions and organizational approach Rupert
utilized in building a great entrepreneurial media
empire. Relentless energy!”

“Great insights into the complex Murdoch
man and equally great lessons for risk-taking
and management.”

Distributed by W. W. Norton & Company
WWW.P EGASUSBO OKS.COM
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to italics for emphasis, that the abandonment
of these principles would be reactionary and a
step backward.
We are today, he believes, at the gravest
risk of relapsing and giving up all that we
have gained. This would be the suicide of the
West. The source of this threat is Romanticism, which is the name Goldberg bestows on
a way of thinking that sets aside intelligence
and reason, and gives way to the “primacy
of feelings.” Romanticism, traceable especially to Rousseau, is the “school of rebellion
against the unnatural nature of the Enlightenment and all of the Enlightenment’s offspring: capitalism, democracy, natural rights,
and science.” Romanticism pairs with the
ubiquitous tribalism to form the two horsemen of our apocalypse. One can throw in as
well “populism,” which is “not an ideology. It
is a feeling”; and the growing appeal of identity politics.
Goldberg expresses a version of the old
quarrel, sketched by Plato in the last book of
the Republic, between philosophy and reason,
on the one hand, and poetry and emotion, on
the other. Romanticism is the appeal to emotion, uncorrected and unguided by reason. It
pervades our culture like a drug, appearing
inside mass society as a tonic that captivates
modern man. “Entertainment is fundamentally romantic and tribal.” Romanticism
works to cede control to the “angry drumbeats
of our primitive brains and the inner whispers
of our feelings.”

G

oldberg once discounted the
power of this Romantic reaction,
which he thought was largely under
control, cowed by rational defenses of constitutionalism and liberal capitalism. But the
rise of Donald Trump during the writing of
this book forced a reassessment. Trumpism has shattered, in particular, the force of
conservative thought, the strongest advocate
of these principles, and “showed me that the
American right was far more susceptible to
the corrupting tug of human nature than I
had ever imagined.” For Goldberg, Trump’s
brand of politics represents nothing less than
“a potentially catastrophic surrender of conservative principles, and a sign of how deeply
the corruption has set in.”
It seems almost inevitable in 2018 that
anything touching on the subject of politics,
even a book that begins with the development of Homo sapiens, will somehow make
its way around to the subject of Donald
Trump. Goldberg gives over a large part of
his book to Trump, situating himself as an
implacable antagonist. He calls the president
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a demagogue, populist, tribalist, nationalist, and fraud, to mention only some of the
epithets. Goldberg acknowledges that his
criticism over the past two years has cost
him much, as some Trump partisans have
not only strongly objected to but viciously
attacked him. And yet, though it takes 315
pages for him to get there, and is virtually
hidden away in a backhanded comment,
Goldberg mentions that he preferred Trump
in the 2016 election. In the choice between
Hillary Clinton’s progressive social engineering and Donald Trump’s nationalism—
a choice he never wanted—Goldberg inches
towards doing what every serious citizen
in the end must do: make a decision in the
real world. “[A]s much as I hold Trump in
contempt,” he writes, “I am still compelled
to admit that, if my vote would have decided
the election, I probably would have voted for
him.” Probably.
Unlike Oswald Spengler, who 100 years
ago published his blockbuster, The Decline of
the West, which predicted the inevitable collapse of European dominance and the death
of modern civilization, Goldberg begins his
book with an almost defiant defense of free
will: “Nothing is foreordained.” We always
have a choice, and Goldberg is at great pains
to rally Americans to the defense of liberal
capitalism. Yet as the book proceeds, reason
leads him in the grim direction of prognosticating collapse. The subtitle virtually tells the
story: How the Rebirth of Tribalism, Populism,
Nationalism, and Identity Politics Is Destroying
American Democracy.

T

he central theme of his argument
bears repeating. It revolves around the
ever-widening gap Goldberg sees between modern principles of liberal capitalism and humans’ brutish inclinations. After
hundreds of thousands of years, man at long
last has discovered best practices in politics,
which move us further and further from our
underlying nature:
Capitalism is unnatural. Democracy is
unnatural. Human rights are unnatural.
The world we live in today is unnatural,
and we stumbled into it more or less by
accident. The natural state of mankind
is grinding poverty punctuated by horrific violence terminating with an early
death.
Our world, constructed since the advent of
the Miracle, goes all the way down to how we
compute our existence. No longer, when we’re
thinking rationally, do we grasp the world as

a “whole” and as a place where we can find
meaning and authenticity. Instead we divide
and partition things: one category for business, another for family, another for religion,
and so on down the line. Seeing reality in distinct silos “is wholly alien to how man evolved
to live.”
Our situation naturally leads one to ask
why we shouldn’t just submit to the siren
song of tribalism and allow nature to reclaim
us. This question, for Goldberg, should answer itself. The facts, as shown by the chart
that sketches man’s progress, prove beyond
any doubt the superiority of our modern
world, which “has helped to produce enormous prosperity, cure diseases, reduce violence, and liberate humanity from millennia
of superstitions that held individual humans
from realizing their potential.” And yet, and
ever more so, so many in our society remain
oblivious, unconvinced, or unsatisfied: “our
inner tribesman doesn’t like this world, and
he is desperate to get back to where he came
from.” Everything today is objectively better,
but our modern way of seeing things suffers
from the fact that it does “not give us much by
way of meaning…. [W]e miss the unity of the
pre-Enlightenment mind.” Romanticism, by
contrast, promises a way out and a path to authenticity. Only it does so falsely. It represents
a “totalitarian temptation, and a corruption of
the civilization we are blessed to live in. And
it is utterly natural.”

G

a surprising change, Goldberg shifts to what
reason may not be able do for us, but what a
new type of romanticism can. “The cure for
what ails us is dogma. The only solution to
our woes is for the West to re-embrace the
core ideas that made the Miracle possible, not
just as a set of policies, but as a tribal attachment, a dogmatic commitment.”

J

onah goldberg has written a powerful lament, sure to make its mark on contemporary political debates. It may well
be that his perfervid efforts to link anthropology directly to the current political situation go beyond what is reasonable, though
there is no doubt that forging such a connection is a key reason he wrote this book. The
larger theoretical issues nevertheless stand
on their own and merit independent consideration. His diagnosis of man’s nature, which
fixes the framework of his argument, raises
the most important questions. On this point
the difficulty is not what he includes in his
description of the natural, which focuses on
tribal instincts, but what he leaves out. The
tribal view, vague as it is, leaves unexplained
how humans have managed to evolve as they
have, from, say, a dimly lit cave to the marvels
of Mont St. Michel, or from a simple hunter
to the extremes of a Stalin. Something can’t
come from nothing.
For anyone who has contemplated the cave
paintings at Lascaux, it is clear that our species from an early period possessed a spiritual or aesthetic impulse, along with perhaps
a wish to communicate to posterity. Further
on, and possessing the gift of language, man
came to use this tool to develop different
modes of addressing the world around him
and channeling his wonder, eventually coming to the higher developments of literature
and philosophy. An investigation of man’s
nature would need to look not just at selected
aspects of beginnings, but at different ends
to which humans have aspired; and not only
to the ends that all men have in common, but
also to the ends of men of unusual talents
and capacities. This kind of inquiry would
make clear how much Goldberg’s description of man as governed by primitive tribal
yelps oversimplifies human nature. A fuller
account of man might help us discern what
we may aspire to, and what limits it behooves
us to respect. The best of conservative political thought, which goes beyond questions of
economics, has always asked us to think in
this way.

oldberg’s answer to this dilemma, at least when the book begins, is
to ask us to live up to our responsibilities and stay true to thought and reason,
not feelings. He no doubt intends his book to
be an important reminder of the stakes. He
appeals, it seems almost from nowhere, to
the virtue of gratitude, asking us to give back
to liberal democratic principles what those
principles gave to us. Yet by the time Goldberg reaches his conclusion, his tone seems to
shift. Perhaps sobered by the difficulty of the
dilemma he has described and the challenge
of Trumpism, he turns in two other directions. First, directly to God. Despite having
banished religion from the book in its first
sentence—“There is no God in this book”—
Goldberg breaks faith and comes back to a
largely Biblical deity, reminding us that God
is watching, and that, when the Miracle happened, it was God, “as defined by organized
Christianity and informed by Judaism, who
shaped our understanding of what right and
proper human behavior was.” God, let’s say,
was at least somewhere in the neighborhood. James W. Ceaser is the Harry F. Byrd Professor
And second, he turns to dogmatic belief. In of Politics at the University of Virginia.
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Book Review by Paul A. Cantor

The Case for Barbarism
Against the Grain: A Deep History of the Earliest States, by James C. Scott.
Yale University Press, 336 pages, $26

Ovid in Exile among the Scythians (based on painting by Eugène Delacroix)

I

confess to being a sucker for history
Channel or Nat-Geo TV shows on archaeology. Evidently like many fans I especially
love the “mystery” episodes that focus on the
sudden disappearance of ancient civilizations.
These episodes typically take this as their
theme: “The people of X constructed massive
monuments [pyramids, temples, palaces, fortresses, cliff dwellings], and then—as if overnight—they disappeared, abandoning their
centers of power. What in the world happened
to them?” The answers usually range from climate change to self-induced ecological catastrophes to conquest by warring neighbors to
internal revolt by an oppressed population. On
a bad day, even ancient aliens get into the act.
In any case, these shows take it for granted that
the norm in human history is stable civilization
in the form of enduring states, and any interruptions in this pattern need to be explained.
James C. Scott, Sterling Professor of Political Science at Yale University, has a different
take on this issue. For him, the mystery is not

why some civilizations suddenly disappeared,
but how they ever managed to last as long as
they did, especially when they were demanding that their people do something as laborious
and useless as building pyramids. In Scott’s
view of human history, up until a few centuries
ago, the norm around the world was nomadic communities of varying size, and the great,
fixed imperial centers of civilization were the
exception—and a fragile one at that. According to Scott, large-scale political units, like the
kingdoms of ancient Egypt or Mesopotamia,
claimed to offer their populations safety and
abundant food (based on large-scale agricultural operations). But as the elites of these early
civilizations pursued their own imperial agendas, including their self-aggrandizing construction projects, they made ever more unreasonable demands on their people in terms of taxes,
coerced labor, and other forms of exploitation.
Eventually a tipping point was reached, and
the people, reconsidering the bargain they had
made, decided that it was no longer worth it.
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Accordingly, they escaped their oppressors by
pulling up stakes and heading for the hills (or
the desert or jungle or swamp, depending on
the local geography).

T

his is essentially the story scott
tells in his latest book, Against the Grain:
A Deep History of the Earliest States. It
builds upon a number of brilliant volumes he
has written, especially The Art of Not Being
Governed (2009). His critics accuse him of being a latter-day Jean-Jacques Rousseau, rejecting civilization and romanticizing the life of the
noble savage. Although there is an element of
this in Scott’s view of human history, Rousseau
was no fool, and we can learn a lot from his critique of civilization. Like Rousseau, Scott reminds us that civilization comes at a price, and
sometimes that price can get too high. More
specifically, he argues that the state—understood as a large-scale political organization—is
not the all-purpose solution to human evils it
purports to be; in fact the state brings many
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evils of its own, including high taxes, slave labor, and epidemic diseases. Scott is not posing
an apocalyptic all-or-nothing decision, as if human beings were forced to choose between civilization and barbarism. What he is offering is
a different view of human history than we find
in many textbooks. Based on serious historical
evidence, much of it from recent archaeological
research, Scott asserts that for much of history,
human beings have alternated between periods
of settled and nomadic existence. To use the
terms of political theory, he claims that—up
until the emergence of the modern nation-state
(with its permanent means of bureaucratic surveillance and control)—the social contract was
continually renegotiable and not a once-andfor-all, irreversible decision.

T

he historical narrative scott disputes is familiar—it is in fact the standard history of civilization. Civilization
is said to begin when large-scale agriculture is
organized, supposedly by some form of centralized state that can plan and execute the complex irrigation projects that make cultivating
rice or grain in great quantities possible. The
vast increase in food production allows for rapid growth in population, which in turn permits
a division of labor to develop. Once an agricultural surplus is secured and people are reliably
living above the subsistence level, some of them
no longer have to devote their entire days just
to securing enough food to stay alive. For the
first time in history, political and cultural elites
emerge. The political elites direct the construction of the architectural monuments that we
think of as the great achievements of ancient
civilizations—the pyramids of Egypt or the
temples of Southeast Asia. The cultural elites
use their newfound leisure to create art, which
supposedly is first made possible by large-scale
political organization. For example, according to the archaeological record, writing was
initially developed as the administrative tool
of the new large political units of the ancient
world, used at first mainly for recording tax
rolls, royal decrees, legal judgments, and the
like. In this view, literature is a by-product of
the administrative state. Only once people have
gotten their tax records straight can they begin
to write down their myths and legends.
In this type of narrative, the civilization of
the settled agriculturalists is contrasted with
the barbarism of the nomadic hunters and
gatherers who preceded them. Smaller in numbers and perpetually on the move—in search of
the proverbial greener pastures—the nomads
had no time to build monuments and no leisure to create art. They were always in search
of their next meal. We would have no record of
their transient existence if they were not chron-

icled in the writings of the civilized settlers.
Here we get a glimpse of something circular in
this kind of historical reasoning. If civilization
is defined in terms of monumental architecture, urban centers, and written records, it is
no great surprise that the settled agriculturalists come out looking superior to the nomadic
pastoralists. When history is written by the
settlers, no wonder the nomads are presented
as barbarians (think, for example, of the way
Indians were represented in cowboy histories
of the American West).
Scott does a good job of exposing the biases
that affect archaeologists’ view of history. They
are always in search of monumental architecture and written records of the past—that is
how they make names for themselves. They are
inevitably less impressed by people who leave
behind no pyramids or hieroglyphics for scholars to study. And yet when we occasionally
get glimpses of the cultural level of so-called
barbarians, they may no longer seem so uncivilized. The ancient Scythians are virtually
synonymous with barbarians (even King Lear
speaks of the “barbarous Scythian”), but the
jewelry and other objects they crafted out of
gold (on display at, for example, the Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg or the Odessa
Archaeological Museum) are as beautiful as almost anything that has survived from antiquity.

S

cott also questions the widespread conviction that the so-called collapse of one of these ancient monumental civilizations was an unmitigated disaster for
all concerned. Take the case of the late Bronze
Age civilization known as the Mycenaean.
Based in the Peloponnese peninsula of what is
now Greece, this civilization built monumental palaces at sites such as Mycenae and Tiryns,
and its tombs were found to be filled with glorious golden treasures (now mostly on display at
the National Archaeological Museum in Athens). This is evidently the civilization that went
to war with Troy, and indeed the Mycenaeans
seem to have achieved some form of hegemony
in the eastern Mediterranean with their fleets
and armies. According to the archaeological record, the Mycenaean civilization began to decline around 1250 B.C. and mysteriously collapsed and disappeared around 1190 or 1180
B.C. Its monumental sites were abandoned and
its centers of population were drained. Many
explanations have been offered for this collapse.
Perhaps something like the Trojan War sapped
the Mycenaeans’ power and resources. Whatever its causes, the collapse of Mycenaean civilization was followed by a period of several centuries known as the Greek Dark Ages. We do
not have written records of this period because
literacy was lost—that is one reason why the
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age is known as “dark.” The cause of civilization seems to have taken a major step backward
with the dissolution of the Mycenaean centers
of power.
But, Scott challenges us to ask, was the end
of Mycenaean civilization really the end of the
world for the ordinary people who had lived
under the rule of Agamemnon and his ilk?
They no longer had the pleasure of marveling
at the latest lion-gated palace going up in their
neighborhood, but, then again, they no longer
had to drag the cyclopean stones to erect it.
They could no longer glory in their latest victory over the Trojans, but, then again, they no
longer had to watch their sons shipped off to
die on the plains of Troy. Perhaps their day-today lives were not significantly transformed by
the so-called collapse of Mycenaean civilization. Perhaps some of the changes were actually for the better. What looks like the end of
the world to a ruling elite may be the dawn of a
new era of freedom for their subjects. Perhaps
the civilization, broadly conceived, actually
survived, just without its old command center,
thus allowing fresh possibilities to develop.

F

or example, it was toward the
end of the illiterate Greek Dark Ages
that the Homeric poems began to take
shape in oral form, which, given ancient writing technology, may have been at the time a
freer and more flexible creative medium. Most
today would think that writing out thousands
of lines of epic verse was easier than composing them orally, but that was not the case back
when writing was done laboriously on stone
tablets. Many people tend to think of all Greek
cultural achievements as centered in 5th-century B.C. Athens. But almost all scholars are
now agreed that the Iliad and the Odyssey were
originally composed somewhere in Asia Minor, probably beginning in the 8th century B.C.
The Iliad and the Odyssey are not minor cultural achievements. They are among the crowning
glories of the ancient Greek world. So score one
(or rather two) for the barbarians of the Dark
Ages. Homer is supposed to have championed
the Greeks over the barbarians, but actually he
presents the Greeks as “barbarians,” at least as
Scott uses the term. The Iliad glorifies the victory of mobile sea raiders over the fixed citadel
of Troy, and Odysseus, for all his longing to
return home, has become the archetype of the
perpetual wanderer. The Homeric poems celebrate heroes in a pre-political condition, free
to war and plunder, before they are herded into
civil communities and have their wanderlust
knocked out of them.
Thus Scott posits, not a simple choice between civilization and barbarism, but a complex tradeoff between two different ways of life:
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It is not uncommon for the subjects of
early states to leave both agriculture
and urban centers to evade taxes, conscription, epidemics, and oppression.
From one perspective they may be seen
to have regressed to more rudimentary
forms of subsistence, such as foraging
or pastoralism. But from another, and
I believe broader, perspective, they may
well have avoided labor and grain taxes,
escaped an epidemic, traded an oppressive serfdom for greater freedom and
physical mobility, and perhaps avoided
death in combat. The abandonment of
the state may, in such cases, be experienced as an emancipation. This is emphatically not to deny that life outside
the state may often be characterized by
predation and violence of other kinds,
but rather to assert that we have no
warrant for assuming that the abandonment of an urban center is, ipso facto, a
descent into brutality and violence.

and the empires of the ancient world. Modern political units are characterized by what is
now frequently referred to as the “deep state,”
whereas communities like Ancient Egypt or
Mycenae were “shallow states” (if they could
be properly categorized as “states” at all). In
the ancient world, if you overthrew a king or a
pharaoh or an emperor, you were in a position
to remake the entire community. By contrast,
the modern nation-state possesses a well-organized, institutionally embedded bureaucracy
that is able to survive regime changes and thus
provide continuity in government (particularly
in terms of tax collection). Looking at the past
century and a half, sometimes it seems as if the
bureaucracy the Czars created in the 19th century to rule Russia from Moscow was simply
recreated by Lenin and Stalin, and then somehow managed to cling to power in the regimes
that followed the fall of Communism. That is
why the USSR’s collapse did not mean that
Moscow was abandoned, with Stalin’s colossal
Seven Sisters skyscrapers left to decay into ruin.

S

This passage is a good example of Scott’s baltill, the parallels between the
anced analysis. Despite the charges of his decollapse of the Soviet Union and the
tractors, he is not some dogmatic primitivist.
kind of events Scott discusses in the
And if he sometimes overstates his case, it is ancient world are striking—and instructive.
only to shake us out of our entrenched habits The Soviet Union was a sprawling empire,
of thinking.
with many satellite nations under its hegemony. Right up to the moment of its collapse, it
am not a professional archaeolo- seemed to be one of the most powerful nations
gist, and I am not qualified to evaluate all on Earth—a superpower. Accordingly, no one
the evidence Scott assembles in Against expected it to fall, least of all its own rulers
the Grain. What I can offer as an outsider to or Kremlinologists in the West. Its collapse
the field, however, is a fresh perspective on followed the pattern Scott outlines in the anthese debates by proposing a modern paral- cient world, starting at the periphery of its helel. When arguing about the issues Scott rais- gemony and moving inward. The satellites in
es, I have found that people have a hard time Eastern Europe were the first to go, and then
thinking outside the box of the modern na- the peripheral “Soviet Socialist Republics”
tion-state. Today’s world is officially divided broke off to become independent nations with
into nation-states, and the rule is that politi- surprising ease. Moreover, by historical stancal units are firmly settled, with fixed bound- dards the collapse happened “overnight”; the
aries and continuity over time. Any departure Soviet Union fell apart far more quickly than
from this norm puzzles us. The great value of did most of the empires of the ancient world.
Scott’s works is that they reveal how this kind Its enemies—and they were legion—hailed
of political stability is the exception, rather its collapse as a boon and a great victory for
than the rule, in the grand sweep of history. In the West in the Cold War. But not everybody
fact, flipping through any historical atlas will celebrated this moment. No less an authority
remind us how unstable political borders have than Vladimir Putin is reported to have said:
been even in the era of the modern nation- “[T]he collapse of the Soviet Union was a mastate. But many Americans, used to political jor geopolitical disaster of the century.”
units like the United States, with its massive
I seldom if ever find myself agreeing with
federal bureaucracy securely in place, have Vladimir Putin, but in this case, he does have
a hard time imagining a large-scale political a point. The Soviet Union had many achievecommunity simply collapsing overnight.
ments to its credit, especially of the monumenYet this kind of collapse did happen in our tal variety so beloved by archaeologists. It unlifetime, namely the collapse of the Soviet dertook many vast engineering and construcUnion and its empire in the late 1980s and ear- tion projects (admittedly often unsuccessfully),
ly ’90s. There are certainly many problems in building canals, railroads, and the showcase
comparing the Soviet Union to the kingdoms Moscow subway system. In its achievements

I
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in space, it rivaled the United States, putting
the first satellite and the first human being
into earth orbit. The Russian people justifiably
took pride in what their nation achieved on the
world stage; and, for that matter, at various
points many in the West championed the Soviet system and confidently (if foolishly) predicted that it would overtake the United States as
the world’s largest economy. In cultural terms,
the Soviet Union’s record is mixed, but at least
in the fields of ballet and classical music, state
support of the arts made Soviet performers the
envy of the world. To this day, well-respected
Russian (and Ukrainian) musicians lament the
demise of the Soviet system that did so much
to encourage the development of young performers and gave the world the likes of Sviatoslav Richter, Emil Gilels, and David Oistrakh.
“Enough already,” I can hear my readers
saying. “The Soviet Union was a tyranny. It
was the evil empire. Don’t you realize that its
fall was a good thing, and liberated millions
of oppressed people?” That is exactly why I
am bringing it up. I have chosen an example
where it is easier to see that the collapse of
a “glorious” regime can be of benefit to the
people who lived under it. It is more difficult
to see collapse as something good when we
look back at the distant past. Of Old Kingdom Egypt, we now see only the magnificent
achievement of the pyramids. But the people
who were forced in one way or another to
build those monuments to their rulers’ monumental egos may well have rejoiced when the
age of the pyramid-builders came to an end.

I

t is sobering to think how much of
ancient Egypt’s resources (what we would
call its GDP) was squandered on the essentially worthless task of building the pyramids,
which, as the Egyptians quickly learned, did
not even fulfill their primary task of protecting the pharaoh’s mummy and treasure from
tomb robbers. The current official Egyptian
line—that the pyramids were an exercise in
nation-building and the workers gladly participated in the enterprise—is obviously a myth,
cobbled together to cover over the dark blot
of tyranny in the ancient Egyptian past by reimagining pyramid construction as some kind
of benevolent public works project. We are
endlessly bombarded with touristic propaganda about their grandeur. We stare at their vast
bulk and admire them as sheer feats of ancient
engineering. But we cannot and will never see
what ancient Egypt might have accomplished if
it had devoted all those resources of labor, time,
and materials to something more—pardon the
pun—constructive. Who knows? Perhaps the
ancient Egyptians might have built the equivalent of the Suez Canal in antiquity.
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We know much more about the Soviet
Union than we do about ancient Egypt, and so
we can see its fundamental failure—on a massive scale, it diverted resources to its military,
taking them away from its domestic economy.
The Soviet military grew fat, while the people
grew thin. Something similar happened in all
the ancient monumental civilizations Scott discusses, and he should be praised for reminding
us that history often looks different from the
perspective of the ruled, rather than the rulers.
Without really meaning to, but driven by
the logic of their profession, archaeologists risk
ending up as apologists for some of the worst
tyrants of history. To praise the Great Pyramid
or the Great Wall of China seems logical for
archaeologists, who want to preserve and study
these monuments, and yet they are also in the
habit of praising the autocratic rulers who had
them built. I love the Terracotta Warriors as
much as the next guy—and even dutifully journeyed to Xian to see them in situ—but I am
sick of hearing archaeologists sing the praises
of Emperor Qin Shi Huang. His tomb may
be the eighth wonder of the world, but think
of how many people died building it and how
the project effectively bankrupted his country.
As Scott points out, it is odd to celebrate the
Emperor’s eternal achievement when resent-

ment against his oppressive practices sparked a
rebellion and brought down his dynasty within
15 years of his death (leaving his magnificent
tomb burned and looted—and forgotten for
over 2,000 years). In sum, if you understand
why people in our day cheered the collapse of
the Soviet Union, you can grasp Scott’s point
that people in the ancient world may well have
benefitted from the downfall of oppressive dynasties, no matter how impressive their architecture may have been.

S

ticated and supposedly enlightened world, we
still project mythical powers onto our rulers,
and turn to them as saviors. We think that a
president can wave a magic wand and singlehandedly revive the economy, or slow the rise
of the oceans. Scott’s study of ancient civilizations warns us against taking our rulers at
their word and viewing them as divine.
As many have noted, Scott sometimes gets
carried away in his praise of nomadic barbarians, and he may underestimate the virtues of
settled civilization. Still, showing he is the genuine heir of Rousseau, Scott reminds us that
the price paid for grandiose achievements like
the pyramids and the Terracotta Warriors may
be human freedom. He supplies an important
counterweight to today’s politicized archaeology. Against the Grain takes an honorable place
in a long line of works that explore the value of
nomadic, “barbarian” existence, from Tacitus’
Germania and Agricola to J.M. Coetzee’s Waiting for the Barbarians (1980). Despite the claims
of the history books, statelessness may not be
an entirely negative condition, and nomadic existence may have something to teach us about
the nature of human freedom.

cott’s great achievement over the
years in his remarkable series of books
is to have demystified and demythologized the state. In the ancient world, it claimed
to rule its people in the name of the gods, if
not directly by the gods. The state could do
no wrong, and its people were encouraged to
think of themselves as utterly dependent on
it. In many ancient kingdoms, the state took
credit for the continued functioning of the
natural order; in some cases, the king claimed
to be personally responsible for the fertility
of the land. In such circumstances, as Scott
suggests, it was healthy for dynasties periodically to be obliterated. The emperor could die,
and yet the sun would continue to rise each Paul A. Cantor is Clifton Waller Barrett Profesday without his help. Even in today’s sophis- sor of English at the University of Virginia.
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Book Review by Michael Anton

Thinking Bigly
Trump and Political Philosophy: Leadership, Statesmanship, and Tyranny, edited by Angel Jaramillo Torres and Marc Benjamin Sable.
Palgrave Macmillan, 328 pages, $119.99
Trump and Political Philosophy: Patriotism, Cosmopolitanism, and Civic Virtue, edited by Marc Benjamin Sable and Angel Jaramillo Torres.
Palgrave Macmillan, 362 pages, $119.99

R

eading the two-volume set trump
and Political Philosophy, I was reminded of an oft-cited (in certain circles)
remark of Xenophon’s Socrates, that he explores books looking for good things, and
when he finds any he points them out for others to profit from. It’s inevitable that quality
will vary in a collection of 35 essays by 37 authors. Also, the sheer scope of the project—to
summon and survey nearly all the giants of
Western (and some non-Western) political
philosophy—suggests an almost comic hubris. Nonetheless, there are many good things,
some of which I will point out.
Each volume is organized around a theme.
One—subtitled Leadership, Statesmanship,
and Tyranny—focuses on Donald Trump the
man. The other—Patriotism, Cosmopolitanism,
and Civic Virtue—examines the times, or the
conditions that gave rise to Trump. Which is

to say, its contributions are as much or more
about Trump’s supporters as about Trump
himself.
The latter, in my view, is the superior volume: more grounded and concrete, less prone
to flights of fancy and armchair psychoanalysis. Political philosophy is unsurprisingly better at explaining political phenomena—in this
case Trumpism and its animating reasons and
passions—than at getting into the head of any
man, even a political one. The discipline is just
not well equipped for the task—and especially
not when passions about his virtues and (especially) vices run so hot.
Hence the chief weakness of the former
volume is the way it draws battle lines clearly
and early, on familiar terms. The majority of
authors declare Trump a demagogue at the
very least and perhaps a proto- (or would-be)
tyrant. There is nothing particularly original
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about any of that, and one wonders why recourse to political philosophy is even necessary. Un- and badly educated pundits who
couldn’t identify Hiero I of Syracuse using
all three of their lifelines have been saying the
same thing for more than three years.

T

hat’s not to say one can’t learn
from these essays, but it is to venture
that in many cases one can learn more
about other subjects than about Trump. For
instance, scholar and blogger Ashok Karra
offers a superb analysis of three Xenophontic
characters whom, Karra shows, Xenophon intends as exemplars of certain related character defects. Karra makes virtually no effort to
show how these defects are directly analogous
to Trump, apparently because he believes the
matter so self-evident that no demonstration
is necessary. In this case, the lack of effort is
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welcome because it mostly frees the text of otiose references that would trivialize the clarity
of the interpretation.
Karra mercifully confines his anti-Trump
invective to the endnotes, but even there it
manages to sully his text. It is hard to know
what to make of a careful, conscientious interpreter who can say with (apparently) a straight
face that “white nationalism, as of this writing
a potential majority faction, is an existential
threat to the regime as conceived in 1776” on
no other evidence than “candidates have called
for Confederate symbols to remain on public land in states such as Ohio and Montana,
states that were not part of the Confederacy.”
Or who not only gushes over Ta-Nehisi Coates
but gushingly quotes his most ridiculous, impenetrable sentence (which hardly lacks for stiff
competition): “whereas his forebears carried
whiteness like an ancestral talisman, Trump
cracked the glowing amulet open, releasing its
eldritch energies.” Toward the end Karra has
some sharp words, which I took to be directed
at (us) Straussians, to whom he reissues the
very Straussian, though hardly fresh, warning
that we always be on guard against dogmatism.
It’s amusing, then, to see him embrace reflexively dogmatic writers in support of a reflexively
dogmatic condemnation of Trump. Or perhaps that was all esoteric and the real meaning
went over my head.

S

till, most of today’s academic work
is, as it were, all Coates, all the time:
inflammatory rhetoric in the service
of destructive arguments with no underlying seriousness or recourse to superior minds.
A detailed look at a thinker of Xenophon’s
rank—even marred by all the ancillary detritus—is seven or eight rungs above that. But it
would have been better published in a classics
or theory journal without any of the forced
references to Trump.
An essay by Duquesne University’s Patrick
Lee Miller using Plato to condemn Trump
makes an unfavorable contrast. Unlike Karra’s
piece, Miller’s spends far more time condemning Trump than analyzing his chosen thinker,
his observations on whom seem mostly accurate but hardly new. When he stretches them
to condemn Trump, they become trite. Just as
no Trump critic needs recourse to philosophy
to call Trump a tyrant, surely none needs recourse to Protagoras or Gorgias in order to
call him a liar. The whole essay feels forced,
like two totally disparate undertakings spotwelded together in haste.
Happily, that’s about as bad is it gets for
both volumes. Which is not to say that on
balance they are favorable to Trump. The
editors, Marc Sable, an associate professor

of political science at Bethany College, and
Angel Torres, a postdoctoral fellow at the
National Autonomous University of Mexico,
admit to being “highly skeptical of Trump”
but also insist that they saw the necessity of
“including viewpoints which defend—or at
least explain sympathetically—Trump as a
political leader.” They’re true to their word,
but note that they don’t promise that the mix
will be 50-50—and it’s not. The perspective
tips at least two-to-one anti-Trump. Which
is still a better shake than the president gets
from the rest of academia, or from the mainstream media!

G

ladden pappin, who teaches
politics at the University of Dallas, picks up an old (or at least not
new) theme and gives it a new twist. Others
have observed that Trump’s appeal is in part
a rebellion against the managerial liberalism
diagnosed by James Burnham in The Managerial Revolution (1941). Pappin, first, traces
managerialism itself to Machiavelli’s insistence that a prince must “manage” oppositional popular and elite “humors.” He then
shows how Machiavelli’s insights were incorporated into 20th-century business doctrine.
But that doctrine, he further shows, assumed
that it had done away with the need for its
Machiavellian foundation. Not so, says Pappin: 20th-century managerialism worked
only as long as it delivered benefits to both
humors. For some time before Trump’s election, the popular humor became convinced
that managerialism was benefiting only the
managers. Trump’s contribution to American politics is to revive managerialism as
originally meant, in order to help “vent” the
popular humor, and to seek policies that will
“satisfy” a people who feel that the system has
long been rigged against them.
Pappin is careful not to take a position on
whether these popular sentiments have any
basis in truth, hence whether Trump’s appeal
to them is justified. By contrast, Ken Masugi, a senior fellow at the Claremont Institute, offers perhaps the most ringing defense
of Trump in either volume—and, unless I
missed something, the only defense of Trump
personally. Masugi thoroughly demonstrates
a point that should be obvious but that most
observers miss, perhaps deliberately: when
Trump talks about citizenship, he sounds just
like Abraham Lincoln—and like a host of
patriots in the American pantheon. Trump
is an old-fashioned American civic nationalist whose concept of citizenship is identical
to that of Martin Luther King, Jr.’s “I Have
a Dream” speech. It’s a measure of how low
we’ve sunk that a color-blind appeal to equalClaremont Review of Books w Fall 2018
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ity before the law is today so easily denounced
as “racist”; and that the celebration of King as
a secular saint is absolutely mandatory while
treating his words as if they mean what they
say is absolutely forbidden.

I

n the other essay that focuses on
Lincoln, Brandeis English professor John
Burt avoids that term “Nazi,” but gets
his point across by repeatedly calling Trump
a “Schmittian,” as in Carl Schmitt, the Nazi.
Trump of course never says anything remotely
Nazi-esque but he does—like Schmitt—distinguish friend from enemy, both in the international sphere and here at home. This
is, apparently, scandalous. Granted, it would
be better in a number of respects if the country could swiftly return to mid-20th-century
norms of political comity, but whose fault is
it that it can’t? Like several other contributors,
Burt appears to believe that it’s all Trump’s.
Given publication timetables, we can assume
he was writing before House Majority Whip
Steve Scalise was shot by a deranged leftist
gunman; before the Left made a habit of chasing their political enemies from restaurants
and other public places; before Maxine Waters urged Democrats, when they see a political figure from the other side, to “create a
crowd and…push back on them”; before Eric
Holder urged Democrats to “kick them” (i.e.,
Republicans); before Hillary Clinton admonished the nation that civility could return only
when her party was returned to its rightful
place in power.
The other link Burt finds between Schmitt
and Trump is the politics of “resentment and
grievance,” the former as an advocate, the latter a practitioner. Leave aside whether there
is any real equivalence between, say, asserting
a “grievance” that entitles one to Lebensraum
all the way to the Urals and being upset about
falling wages caused by faulty trade deals and
lax immigration enforcement. Isn’t there some
justification for being upset about the latter?
Masugi references “the slave power,” after
an analogy I made on the defunct blog Journal of American Greatness between what Lincoln condemned as the bipartisan consensus
to protect slavery before the Civil War and
what Trump denounces as the “rigged system”
of our time. In both cases, as I wrote in the
spring of 2016, “a numerically and proportionally small but economically and politically
powerful oligarchy managed—for a time, anyway—to steer the nation in the direction of its
own interests at the expense of everyone else’s
and of the popular will.” I wish Masugi had
built out this theme more; the parallels are
striking and do much to explain our fraught
political situation.
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he best essay in the whole collection—by Carson Holloway of the
University of Nebraska, Omaha—also
invokes the language of “resentments and
grievances” but to explain rather than condemn. He shows how Aristotle could easily
have predicted the present moment. Faction
is ever present in the political community as
such but leads to conflict only when one side—
typically either the few or the many—gains
the upper hand and presses its advantage. The
analysis might not seem strictly apt to the
contemporary United States, which lacks a
clear-cut “many” comparable to the demos of
the ancient polis. We instead have two popular
classes: unmarried and mostly poor blue-state
urbanites, and red-state, rustbelt, heartland
blue-collar workers, middle managers, and
homemakers.
Yet like any ancient city, we have only one
ruling class. And unlike the aristocracies of
Old Europe, it has chosen to side with the
urban mob. Together, these two classes have
put the squeeze on what used to be the middle and—as Holloway shows—it’s no wonder
that the middle is fed up. Holloway closes
with summarizing Aristotle’s advice on how
to tamp down faction: both sides—but especially the side with the upper hand—should
cool it with the escalation and inflammatory
rhetoric. In 2018, there’s a case to be made for
each side having the upper hand, or some portion thereof. In 2016, not so much. And the
side that had the upper hand then does not
seem to be following Aristotle’s advice two
years later.
Skipping ahead a couple millennia, Hillsdale’s Kevin Slack sketches the beginnings of
a rehabilitation of Thomas Hobbes, which
there is neither the time nor space to go
into here, but which I hope he continues
to explore. Most relevant to this review is
the ingenious way Slack applies Leviathan’s
highly amusing discussion of the “Kingdom
of Darkness” to the elite consensus of our
time, coupled with his concrete catalogue of
elite failure: government incompetence (or
indifference) at protecting lives and property; inability to win necessary wars or stop
fighting unnecessary ones; the financial
crisis; grotesque wealth inequality that undermines republican comity; and ambitious
social engineering that degrades everything
it touches—above all, the family. A full accounting of these failures would fill volumes
but Slack is clear-eyed—in ways that Holloway leaves to the reader to deduce—that
2016 was caused by elite failure more than
any other factor.
Perhaps the most surprising essay in either volume is Douglas Kries’s analysis of the
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Trump phenomenon through a Thomistic
lens. Here are two names that most any commentator would instinctively treat as matter and anti-matter. Yet Kries, who teaches
philosophy at Gonzaga University—while
far from being a Trump admirer—gives a
nuanced defense of Trump’s supporters in
Thomistic terms. Its heart is the inherent
particularity of politics, which Thomas had
to assert against the universalist claims of his
church and his faith and which Trump asserts
against our elites’ globalist orthodoxy. Kries
shows that Aquinas would likely see support
for Trump as rational, based both on conditions in the country and a fair appreciation
of the president’s strengths as a leader—even
if in the end Trump falls short of Thomas’s
Aristotelian view of human virtue. One hopes
that Kries has tenure.

A

nalogies of modern america to
ancient Rome have been done to death,
mostly badly, so it’s refreshing to read a
good one. Mark Schiffman of Villanova University looks at Plutarch, especially his lives of
Roman populists Tiberius and Gaius Gracchus, and finds new things to say—which, in
one sense, is not hard, because Plutarch is easily the most understudied great thinker of the
ancient world. Schiffman entirely resists the
temptation, however, to make a rote parallel
with our time, i.e., by casting the Republican
Trump in the role of a Roman patrician. To
the contrary, he sees far more clearly than
Trump’s legion of left-wing enemies that the
president is, economically speaking, the most
liberal president in a generation and the most
liberal Republican since Dwight Eisenhower.
But his is an older liberalism of fairness and
shared citizenship, not of redistribution from
workers to clients. Like the Gracchi, Trump
sees that the economy of his time is increasingly winner-take-all and that for some of
the “losers,” no amount of hard work will get
them ahead without fundamental change to
the system. This doesn’t mean, Schiffman is
careful to note, that Trump’s program will
work; only that it answers genuine grievances
that won’t go away in response to yet more
appeals to “structural change,” inevitability,
automation, the knowledge-based economy,
and the many other buzz words our ruling
class uses to tell the losers to shut up and accept their fate.
A partial answer to the question “what next”
can be found in Arthur Milikh’s attempt to
link Trump’s slogan “Make America Great
Again” to the deepest currents in American
political thought. Looking at The Federalist,
Milikh, a researcher at the Heritage Foundation, homes in on the founders’ elevation
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of commercial acumen over older measures
of greatness such as aristocratic and martial
virtue. Trump’s appeal to greatness is an appeal to American energy, to a rediscovery of
our specific excellence, in short to a return to
“winning” that has the potential to reunify the
American people as it elevates the status of
our nation on the world stage.
Milikh ends on a note of skepticism, worrying that Trump confuses means—commercial prosperity—with ends—maintaining
republican rule—and elevates the former over
the latter. Certainly Trump places great emphasis on economic measures of national success, both domestically and internationally.
But in this, he is hardly unlike the vast majority of practical politicians, who do not think
in terms of justifying themselves to professors
of political philosophy. (A notable exception,
of course, being Barack Obama, and look how
that turned out.)
Yet Trump’s actions suggest that Milikh’s
concern is misplaced. Bowdoin College’s Jean
Yarborough channels Alexis de Tocqueville to
suggest that the Frenchman’s famous worries
about “soft despotism” on some level animate
Trump’s aggressive program of deregulation
and his overarching concern to take power
from unelected bureaucrats and return it to the
people. Trump is, again, not acting from theoretical motivations but from a citizen’s concern
for the visibly negative effects of overweening
government power on his fellow citizens’ souls.
Much of what Trump gets right, he gets right
through instinct and intuition. Intellectuals
tend to disdain these traits and to swoon over
those (relatively) rare politicians who appear to
be more like themselves. This explains a very
large part of the intelligentsia’s Obamamania
and Trump Derangement Syndrome, and I
would argue it explains some of the anti-Trump
sentiment present in these two volumes.

I

t would perhaps be remiss of me not
to acknowledge that my name is invoked
at several points, almost always unfavorably. Allow me to make a few comments here
on one of the criticisms.
In 2016, I wrote that central to the debate
between Leo Strauss and Alexandre Kojève
in their exchange over Strauss’s On Tyranny is
the question of the desirability of what Kojève
termed the “universal and homogenous state.”

Their philosophic disagreement, I argued, is
mirrored in our time by the political struggle
between globalism and nationalism. In that
context, I said, it’s clear that Strauss’s argument supports the latter over the former. Angel Torres writes that this is tantamount to asserting that, were he alive, Strauss would have
voted for Trump. But I said no such thing and
firmly believe that Strauss deliberately wrote
in such a way as to make it impossible to assess accurately how he personally might have
come down on this or that contemporary political dilemma.
Voting patterns aside, Torres objects to
my assertion that Strauss’s argument leads
to the conclusion that some form of nationalism—recognition and practical realization of
the inherent particularity of politics—is both
inevitable (given human nature) and desirable,
especially if the alternative is a uniform world
state. His basis for objecting is, in essence,
to assert Strauss’s indifference to politics. In
Torres’s telling, Strauss’s overriding concern
was philosophy versus theology.
Depending on how that claim is meant, I do
not necessarily dispute that this was Strauss’s
highest theme. However, Torres’s argument
demands that Strauss saw religion and politics as no less fundamentally incommensurable than theology and philosophy, whereas
it seems to me that Strauss saw religion and
politics as sharing far more in common with
each other than either does with philosophy—
especially in the pre-Christian ancient world,
which recognized no distinction between civil
and religious law.
Torres further claims that Strauss’s apparent defense of nationalism cannot be entirely
sincere because of his preference for ancient
over modern political practice. It is not entirely clear to me, however, that Strauss does,
in the final analysis, prefer ancient to modern practice. That assertion is tantamount
to saying that Strauss prefers Sparta to the
United States (after all, Strauss’s Athenian
philosophic heroes assert the superiority of
Sparta to their own regime). But the heart of
Torres’s argument—and a point with which
I mostly agree—is that for Strauss, the paramount consideration, the yardstick by which
any regime is best measured, is the extent
to which it provides freedom of inquiry for
genuinely philosophic souls. On this score,
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surely the United States—and any modern
liberal democracy—is superior to Sparta.
This also, it seems to me, explains the heart
of Strauss’s rejection of the universal and homogenous state: that its very homogeneity
will stifle thought and kill philosophy. Hence,
contra Torres, I do not see how a fundamental
concern with freedom of thought is reconcilable with a preference for the universal and
homogenous state, or with indifference to the
outcome of the struggle between homogeneity
and genuine diversity. This is to say nothing of
other political considerations for, also contra
Torres, I do not believe that Strauss was indifferent to the myriad political questions he
spent his life illuminating.

T

his disagreement, though, encapsulates one of the primary strengths
and concomitant weakness in Trump
and Political Philosophy. The essays are at their
best when the authors apply the ideas under
consideration directly to the questions of our
time. They are less convincing, and less interesting, when they speculate on what this or
that philosopher “would have” thought or said
about some question of our time (needless to
say, usually to pass judgment against Trump).
Not only is there no way to know the latter, the
question itself is irrelevant and uninteresting.
It would be fruitful only if we could treat said
thinkers as authorities—something anathema
to philosophy. This, surely, is not why they bequeathed their ideas to us. We, no less than
they, must face squarely both the permanent
questions and the circumstances of our time.
The work of utilizing the former to illuminate
the latter we must carry out for ourselves.
Nevertheless, unlike the vast majority of
contemporary academic work, these essays
address important subjects, ask many of the
right questions, and treat writers and thinkers
worthy of serious, sustained attention. Even in
disagreement, the substance of the disputes is
worth talking about. That’s more than can be
said for 99% (at least) of contemporary academic work. For this reason alone—but also for
many others—these two volumes are welcome.
Michael Anton is a lecturer and research
fellow at Hillsdale College, a senior fellow at
the Claremont Institute, and a former national
security official in the Trump Administration.
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Book Review by Hugh Liebert

Machiavelli the Moderate
Machiavelli’s Politics, by Catherine H. Zuckert.
The University of Chicago Press, 512 pages, $45

N

iccolò machiavelli is a problematic figure. A champion of bold
strokes, he deplored the “middle way”
and counselled princes to commit themselves
“without any hesitation” rather than remain
neutral. He wrote with the audacity he commended to his readers. Eliminate your rival’s
bloodline—“Kill the sons of Brutus.” Good
ends excuse morally dubious means—even
cruelty, which can be “well used.” For most
readers maxims like these have determined
Machiavelli’s reputation, making his name
into an adjective of censure.
For more attentive readers Machiavelli’s
ends have served to excuse or explain his
immorality. He claimed to write in order to
strengthen his native Florence, to liberate
Italy, or, most ambitiously, for the “common
benefit of everyone.” If historians of political
thought are right to count members of modern states among Machiavelli’s beneficiaries,
inquiry into his books is an important enterprise. It is also risky. For reasons he himself
explained, investigations into founding mo-

ments can disclose crimes and conspiracies as
well as heroic acts and edifying exemplars.

T

he dominant scholarly approaches to Machiavelli have divided over the
extent of his innovation and the scope of
his ambition. On one reading, he is a leading
figure in a tradition of political thought originating in Aristotle and Cicero and running
down to present day “neo-Romans” or republicans. The thinkers of this tradition prefer republics to principalities because they consider
active citizenship noble in itself and a powerful
hedge against domination or tyranny. Machiavelli’s significance lies mainly in his discovery of
new means to old and enduring ends.
An alternative approach understands Machiavelli to have inaugurated an entirely new
tradition by changing both the ends and means
of politics. No longer concerned with excellence of soul and disputes over justice, political
life becomes a struggle among passionate, selfinterested individuals. The bold immorality
of his practical advice hints at his bolder and
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broader attack on Christianity for “weakening
the world,” and ancient political philosophy for
teaching men to orient themselves by “imagined republics.” Although his campaign against
tradition has to do with politics in the first instance, it is in the final analysis all-encompassing, embracing epistemology and philosophy.
The lines separating these approaches have
been tolerably clear for some time. The first,
a narrative of revision, stems from Quentin Skinner and J.G.A. Pocock’s work of the
1970s; the second, a narrative of rupture,
from Leo Strauss’s Thoughts on Machiavelli
(1958). The political stakes of this debate have
emerged more recently, as proponents of the
first approach have articulated a republicanism concerned with discovering and counteracting novel forms of “domination” in service
of an egalitarian conception of citizenship.
The second approach to Machiavelli, by contrast, is bound up with an attempt to renew
Socratic philosophy, a way of life conceived as
distinct from that of the citizen and available
only to a few.
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C

atherine zuckert’s machiavelli’s
Politics brings these approaches into
close and productive contact. Although
her title evokes Aristotle’s great work, Zuckert,
who teaches political science at the University
of Notre Dame, argues that Machiavelli is best
understood as the enemy rather than heir of
Aristotle. Machiavelli does not consider humans to be naturally political, for instance, nor
does he consider nature or the common good
suitable guides for political action. Her Machiavelli, like Strauss’s, initiates a rupture rather
than a revision.
Nevertheless, Zuckert departs from
Strauss in several respects, some seemingly
superficial, others more profound. Strauss
famously exposed Machiavelli’s use of numerology to convey an esoteric teaching;
Zuckert does no counting apart from the
political math of few and many, majority and
minority. Strauss’s book staged a prolonged
encounter between himself and Machiavelli,
to which only select contemporaries were
admitted; Zuckert intersperses her own
interpretations with those of fellow scholars, Strauss among them, and she tallies her
debts and disagreements in respectful and
pointed footnotes. Zuckert is concerned to
place her interpretation of Machiavelli in its
scholarly context.
Although Zuckert proceeds through careful readings of Machiavelli’s works, she also
describes the historical context surrounding
their composition (a hallmark of Skinner’s
method). The texts themselves suggest the
viability of this approach. As Zuckert notes,
not only the abundant contemporary examples in Machiavelli’s works but also his own
representation in the persona of a political actor—as for instance in the letter to Lorenzo
de Medici that opens the Prince—justify attention to immediate political context. To get
at Machiavelli’s political thought requires understanding his “politics,” in the sense of that
word we use when asking about someone’s
partisan sympathies and opinions. Historical research into Machiavelli’s service in the
Florentine republic informs Zuckert’s interpretation of The Prince and Discourses on
Livy in the first half of her book. The second
half contains chapters on Machiavelli’s later
works—the comedies, The Art of War, Life of
Castruccio Castracani, and, finally, the Florentine Histories. Chronology, not theme, organizes Zuckert’s synoptic study of these texts.
Zuckert also considers Machiavelli’s historical situation relevant to evaluating his authorial
ambitions. She claims that “Machiavelli could
not possibly have understood himself to be
the founder of modernity” since “that insight
is available only in hindsight.” He knew that

even his most ambitious projects, like the unification of Italy, could be achieved only posthumously and thanks to the advice he imparted
through books, which for all their power were
not invulnerable (as the lost volumes of Livy attest). Zuckert’s interpretation of Machiavelli’s
comedy, Clizia, suggests that the character
Nicomaco’s foolish longings for eternal youth
represent self-parody on the part of Niccolò.

Z

uckert’s most profound departure from Strauss, however, concerns
Machiavelli’s understanding of Christianity. Zuckert acknowledges Machiavelli’s
opposition to the “present religion” and the
more subtle impieties hinted at, for instance in
The Prince’s treatment of parricide and the plot
of the Clizia. But she denies that the eradication of Christianity is the goal of Machiavelli’s
enterprise or the prerequisite for its success.
He admired the strength of Spain, France, and
the Swiss, all of them Christian states. These
cases, in Zuckert’s view, substantiate Machiavelli’s claim in the Discourses that cowardly interpretations of Christianity, not the religion

itself, were to blame for the world’s weakness.
Both in ancient and modern contexts “training”—especially but not exclusively military
training—matters more than religion. Machiavelli’s “primary concern,” Zuckert argues, “was
not a critique of Christianity so much as an improved understanding and practice of politics.”
Machiavelli didn’t attempt to understand
politics by arbitrating among the goals that
citizens claimed to pursue. Instead he tried
to study and satisfy their strongest passions,
particularly the desire to rule and the desire
not to be ruled. Although opposed, these
passions were compatible under certain conditions. Machiavelli sought to realize those
conditions, Zuckert writes, by persuading
ambitious politicians that “the best way of
achieving their own ambitions was to secure
the lives, families, and properties of their subjects or fellow citizens.”
Zuckert’s phrasing links Machiavelli to
later liberal thought. (He had advised his
princes to avoid hatred by abstaining from the
property and women of his subjects.) In the
Discourses he praises the prosperity of “free
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towns and provinces,” where everyone “seeks
to acquire those goods he believes he can enjoy
once acquired,” and advises princes to ensure
that “one person does not fear to adorn his
possessions for fear that they be taken away
from him.” Even in his comedies, Zuckert
shows, Machiavelli endorses a certain sort of
bourgeois respectability. Satisfying the illicit
passions that drive the Mandragola’s plot, for
instance, requires “maintaining the appearance of a conventional marriage sanctified by
the Church.” Machiavelli thus offers an immoralist’s defense of morality, or at least the
appearance thereof. These anticipations of
liberalism suggest a studied and utilitarian
moderation.

B

ut zuckert finds in machiavelli’s
works not only a foundation for, but a
corrective to, liberalism. He is more attentive than liberal theorists to satisfying—not
merely suppressing or redirecting—the desire
to rule and to win glory in doing so. The superiority of republics to principalities, Zuckert
maintains, lies not merely in the protection
of property but “in the hope citizens of a free
regime have that they or their children may
attain high office.” Machiavelli is also more
attentive than liberals to the danger of corruption. By this term, says Zuckert, Machiavelli
understands the people’s “failure to do what is
necessary to preserve liberty,” a condition that
increases in proportion to their security and
prosperity unless checked by good laws and
periodic returns to founding moments.
Machiavelli’s republicanism was more robust and abiding than that of our own republicans. He addresses not only the people’s desire
for “non-domination,” but the desire of the few
to dominate. If there is a kind of egalitarianism inherent in his description of the fundamental political passions—as Zuckert says, for
Machiavelli “the ‘great’ are not different from
the many by nature”—it is a noble egalitarianism. All equally desire to rule and seek glory
when they can, just as they resist and seek liberty when they must. A view of republics or
citizenship focused only on non-domination
is necessarily partial. This partiality limits the
applicability of Machiavelli’s insights.
Zuckert’s Machiavelli, like the Machiavelli
of the republicans, intervenes in present day
political debates. (Zuckert suggests he would
alleviate economic inequality with subtle
changes in taxation rather than outright redistribution, for instance.) But Machiavelli’s
enduring relevance arises not from the depth
of his insight, nor the ingenuity of his interpreters, nor even from the still-shocking
brutality of his maxims. It stems from his
restraint. Even the works that contained “evClaremont Review of Books w Fall 2018
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erything he knew,” Zuckert notes, left a “short
road” for his readers to march on their own
two feet. And he alerted his readers that politics would present them with new challenges,
for which he could do no more than train
them via “mock battles.” Because Machiavelli
offered no system and knew no ordered whole,
the actions, judgments, and praise or blame
of his students would be their own. However “republican” his politics, he addressed his
works to those who wanted to understand and
to win glory—that is, to princes or would-be
princes.

M

achiavelli tried to recruit
for his political project the sorts of
young people whom Socrates had
tried to win for philosophy. Zuckert notes
that Socrates and Machiavelli share more
than one might think. Both are concerned
primarily with the human things rather
than cosmology; both follow reason even
when it leads away from conventional pieties;
both eschew treatises for dialectical forms of
writing. Machiavelli nevertheless represents
a “major challenge” to ancient political philosophy, Zuckert concludes: “writers need to
show how their works improve the lives of
ordinary people.” It is not sufficient to withdraw from the assembly with a select few,
Machiavelli suggests, not only because one is
bound to come under suspicion from those
who remain in the assembly (as Socrates did),
but because one cannot find fulfillment in
private life. Machiavelli’s deepest departure
from Socrates concerns the place of politics
in the hierarchy of human aspirations.
At the foundation of modern politics
Zuckert discovers an author concerned more
with politics than theology, partial to republics over principalities, and engaged with his
immediate context as much as the timeless
antimonies of political life. Her Machiavelli
is neither Strauss’s apostate nor Skinner’s sort
of republican. Readers persuaded by these authors will question whether Catherine Zuckert
has adequately accounted for the novel political
challenges presented by Christian revelation,
or whether she has ascribed to an author of
the 16th century insights that his times would
not have allowed. Nevertheless, her approach
allows Machiavelli to remain as he presented
himself—neither a philosopher nor a pamphleteer, but an eminently political thinker,
concerned both to understand political life
and to defend it against its critics.

Hugh Liebert is associate professor of political science in the department of social sciences at the
United States Military Academy. The views expressed here are the author’s own.
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Book Review by Patrick J. Garrity

Foxes and Hedgehogs
On Grand Strategy, by John Lewis Gaddis.
Penguin Press, 384 pages, $26

-

R

eflecting on world war i, winston
Churchill wrote:

The distinction between politics and
strategy diminishes as the point of view
is raised. At the summit, true politics
and strategy are one. The maneuver
which brings an ally into the field is as
serviceable as that which wins a great
battle. The maneuver which gains an
important strategic point may be less
valuable than that which placates or
overawes a dangerous neutral.

Our subsequent experience with an even
greater war led to describing such statecraft
as “grand strategy”: the integration, during
both war and peace, of all aspects of national
power (military capability, diplomacy, economic capacity, science, technology, engineering, strategic intelligence, covert action, ideological and cultural attractiveness, and so on)
to ensure the regime’s survival and prosperity
in a complicated, dangerous world. Grand

strategy in turn is supposed to be guided by teaching Yale University’s “Studies in Grand
an “overall strategic concept” that represents Strategy” seminar together with Paul Kenthe highest level of long-term thinking about nedy (author of The Rise and Fall of the Great
what the nation wants to do in the world, and Powers [1987]) and retired diplomat Charles
how to go about it.
Hill. The Yale seminar is a selective, intensive year-long course that relies on classical
ohn lewis gaddis, the robert a. lovett texts and historical case studies, rather than
Professor of Military and Naval History at international relations theory. During the
Yale University, is generally regarded as summer, the students are required to involve
the most eminent historian of the Cold War. themselves in some “real world” activity—for
(See “The Long Twilight Struggle,” CRB, instance, one scholar retraced the campaign
Summer 2006.) The Cold War and contain- routes of Alexander the Great. Gaddis has
ment are not, however, the focus of his most been accused by the Left of offering a preparecent book, On Grand Strategy, which offers ratory course for future American imperial
his reflections on the topic gained from over proconsuls. More politely, it seems he is try40 years of study. (He does not address the ing to cultivate in students with an interest in
academic debate over the viability of grand public affairs a mature, reflective approach to
strategy directly, but he touches on all the politics that is rarely encouraged by today’s
critical issues.) He dates his interest in the educational system.
subject from a course he taught at the Naval
Rather than a precise template or recipe for
War College in the mid-1970s, when he en- the exercise of grand strategy, Gaddis instead
couraged his students to consider the U.S. ex- provides a tour de horizon of what one might
perience in Vietnam in a wider political and glean about humanity’s nature and condition
historical context. In 2002, Gaddis began co- from the greatest philosophers, writers, histo-

J
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rians, and statesmen. Grand strategy, it seems,
has less to do with cleverly moving pieces on
a geopolitical chessboard than with understanding men’s motives, aims, abilities, and
limitations. It is, Gaddis writes, “the calculated relationship of means to large ends. It’s
about how one uses whatever one has to get to
wherever it is one wants to go.”
Where, then, does the adjective “grand”
come in? Gaddis believes it has to do with the
stakes. In Walter Lippmann’s famous account,
“[F]oreign policy consists in bringing into balance, with a comfortable surplus of power in
reserve, the nation’s commitments and the nation’s power.” After his idealistic early years,
Lippmann spent much of his career offering realistic objections when, in his opinion,
American foreign policy failed to meet this
test. The dangerous tendency is that of strategic overextension or imperial overstretch,
to borrow Paul Kennedy’s terms. Gaddis
clearly identifies overstretch as a—perhaps
the—perennial problem that must be addressed by sensible grand strategy.
History provides us with some notorious
failures to balance means and ends, such as the
disaster of Xerxes in Greece, Napoleon in Russia, and Woodrow Wilson’s campaign to make
the world safe for democracy. But nations and
empires may also weaken themselves over
time through the cumulative effects of many
small blunders. Gaddis, for example, previously expressed skepticism about the wisdom
of NATO’s adding new countries from eastern
Europe, which may have inflamed Russia unnecessarily while leaving the alliance hostage to
the erratic behavior of its new members.

P
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roviding the framework for much
of Gaddis’s reflections is Isaiah Berlin’s
famous riff on the fox and the hedgehog: “The fox knows many things, but the
hedgehog knows one big thing.” Hedgehogs,
Berlin explained, “relate everything to a single
central vision” through which “all that they
are and say has significance.” Foxes, in contrast, “pursue many ends, often unrelated and
even contradictory, connected, if at all, only in
some de facto way.” In the context of grand
strategy, the hedgehog aims to reshape his
environment, to accomplish things that will
resound through history. He is not interested
in hearing objections and will double down
rather than change his goals when confronted
with resistance. The fox, by contrast, is preoccupied with the complexities of the strategic
situation, with what might go wrong, with
unknown unknowns. He is suspicious of
great schemes. He relies on intuition to adapt
to unexpected circumstances. He worries
about strategic overextension.
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Gaddis clearly leans to the perspective of
the fox, whose general approach to strategic
affairs seems, in his view, historically and conceptually sounder. It leads back to the awareness of the need to reconcile means and ends,
which the hedgehog resists or ignores. And yet
Gaddis is no reflexive strategic minimalist—
he was not unsympathetic to Ronald Reagan’s
approach to the Soviet Union or George W.
Bush’s doctrine of preemption. The hedgehog
has a point: if a leader tries to take account of
everything, he will never do anything. Truly
positive change will be impossible or accidental—we might still be living in a slaveholding
regime, or in a world menaced by fascism or
Communism. Unforeseen circumstances can
work in our favor as well as against us.
Gaddis’s answer is to reconcile, somehow,
the two apparently contradictory strategic
perspectives. He cites F. Scott Fitzgerald’s
famous test of a first-rate intelligence: “the
ability to hold two opposed ideas in the
mind at the same time, and still retain the
ability to function.” The choices facing us are
less often between such stark alternatives as
good versus evil than between good things
we cannot have simultaneously. Grand
strategy requires the ability to combine the
hedgehog’s sense of direction—a strategic
compass, if you will—with the fox’s sensitivity to surroundings, while at the same time
resisting paralysis by analysis. This would
reconcile Berlin’s foxes and hedgehogs with
Gaddis’s insistence on the inevitability, and
unpredictability, of choice.

B

ut it is more than purely firstrate intelligence. “Any complex activity,”
Carl von Clausewitz wrote, “if it is to be
carried on with any degree of virtuosity, calls
for appropriate gifts of intellect and temperament.” Gaddis takes this to mean that just as
no politics can be pure, every “grand strategy”
will be affected by the unforeseen. Tightrope
walkers use long poles as stabilizers, as critical to the reaching of destinations as the steps
taken toward them. The poles work by feel,
not thought: focusing on them increases the
risk of falling. Temperament functions similarly. If intellect is a compass, temperament
is a gyroscope. Like poles on tightropes, temperament makes the difference between slips
and safe arrivals.
Gaddis cites two American statesman who
possessed this capacity for reconciliation or
exploitation of opposites, albeit perhaps in
different proportions: Abraham Lincoln, who
was a natural genius, and Franklin Roosevelt,
who (in the view attributed to Oliver Wendell
Holmes) had a first-class temperament. Lincoln showed the practicality, in politics, of a
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moral standard. His was a compass aligned
with what he regarded as the timeless principles of the Declaration of Independence,
which led him to reject “the monstrous injustice of slavery.” This was Lincoln’s One
Big Thing. But just as he opposed Stephen
A. Douglas’s “don’t care” approach to slavery
and its expansion, he rejected the radical, impractical courses advocated by some opponents of slavery, such as immediate abolition
or “no Union with slaveholders.” His point in
the 1850s was to deny slavery as a moral good
or as a morally neutral consideration, to stop
its expansion, and to return it to the circumscribed legal status reluctantly granted it by
the founders, thereby—like them—preserving the Union. When this proved impossible
and war came, Lincoln’s unvarying objective
was to restore the Union, thereby saving his
country for what he foresaw as a future of
global greatness. But that would not be possible, he also believed, without expunging the
originally necessary sin of slavery.
Achieving these big aims required constantly operating in the ordinary political realm to
hold the pro-Union coalition together—not
all of whose elements initially agreed with the
idea that slavery should be expunged—without abandoning his long-standing, publicly
stated wish that “all men everywhere could be
free.” It might mean temporarily reversing local military orders to free captured slaves or
limiting the Emancipation Proclamation to
the states in rebellion, or cutting backstairs
deals over postmasterships to help guarantee
congressional passage of the 13th Amendment. Lincoln kept long-term aspirations and
immediate necessities in mind at the same
time. He could not know what deals he would
have to cut until he had seen what the previ-

ous ones had accomplished. Lincoln wrote a
letter to a friend in 1864: “I claim not to have
controlled events, but confess plainly that
events have controlled me.” Well, yes and no.
Operating in that gray area between necessity
and choice is the essence of grand strategy.

F

ranklin roosevelt was undoubtedly the foxiest of all the great American grand strategists. He constantly
frustrated his advisors with his loose management style and apparent unwillingness
to make or adhere to policy decisions. As
global war loomed in the 1930s, isolationists were convinced that FDR was secretly
planning to drag the country again into the
militaristic morass of the Old World. Those
who supported the Allies feared he was doing too little, too late, to oppose the dictators.
Roosevelt himself believed in the teachings of
Admiral Alfred Thayer Mahan and recognized
the threat to American security that would
result from a domination of the Eurasian continent by hostile powers resolved to destroy
democracy. His determination to resist this
was his compass, his One Big Thing. Yet Roosevelt knew that the country had essentially
disarmed after World War I and had become
deeply cynical about other nations’ perils and
good faith. He had no intention of repeating Woodrow Wilson’s mistakes. His foxy
instincts gave him a sense, perhaps exaggerated, of the constraints he faced with public
opinion.
FDR waited on events to clarify things, some
of which he could not control or even influence.
First, an American rearmament that would restore prosperity, allow selective support to selected allies, and still hold out the hope of not
going to war. Thus, his foxy promise during
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the 1940 presidential campaign never to send
American boys to fight foreign wars: U.S. intervention might prove to be unnecessary but
if it did prove necessary, those boys would be
fighting an American war, not a foreign one.
Second, assurance that the Soviet Union—the
least threatening of the dictatorships—would
survive, and hence serve as a continental ally
between the larger threats posed by smaller
powers on the peripheries, Germany and Japan.
Finally, Roosevelt wanted his own Fort Sumter,
the moral high ground of having been attacked.
(This is not to say he conspired to bring about
Pearl Harbor.) All of these things eventually
came together, uniting the country and providing the strategic basis for victory. Their convergence, however dependent on circumstance,
was hardly coincidental.
Gaddis’s new work is unlikely to have the
influence of Clausewitz’s famous writings.
He doesn’t offer a grand strategic solution to
the current muddled geopolitical scene, but
does erect signposts that we might profitably
note and follow. He encourages a modern
sensibility corresponding to the ancient political virtue of prudence, of statecraft, much
neglected in our contemporary politics. It
will be interesting to see, some years down
the road, if a Yale graduate or two manages
to follow the challenging path John Lewis
Gaddis has set out.
Patrick J. Garrity is Senior Fellow in Grand
Strategy Studies at Villanova University’s Ryan
Center for the Study of Free Institutions and the
Public Good, a senior fellow of the Claremont
Institute, and the author of In Search of Monsters to Destroy? American Foreign Policy,
Revolution, and Regime Change, 1776–1900
(National Institute Press).
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Book Review by Bruce S. Thornton

Constant as the Northern Star
The Landmark Julius Caesar: The Complete Works: Gallic War, Civil War, Alexandrian War, African War, and Spanish War,
edited and translated by Kurt A. Raaflaub. Pantheon, 896 pages, $50

E

ver since the publication of its
inaugural volume, The Landmark
Thucydides: A Comprehensive Guide
to the Peloponnesian War (1996), Pantheon’s
Landmark Ancient Series has set the gold standard for modern editions of ancient Greek
and Roman historical works. Edited by Robert Strassler, a businessman turned scholar,
the series supplements each of its translations with extensive prolegomena that assist
the reader in understanding each historian’s
context and significance. Comprehensive introductions, chapter summaries, glossaries,
illustrative figures, battle diagrams, reference maps and directories, indices, appendices, and bibliographies provide readers with a
wealth of information in each volume. For the
more ambitious, over 40 supplemental essays
to the volume under review are made available
online.
The Landmark Julius Caesar, the fifth volume in the series, collects Julius Caesar’s
“Commentaries” on his Gallic campaigns and

the civil war with Pompey the Great, as well as
commentaries (written by his lieutenants) on
three lesser wars waged by Caesar in Alexandria, North Africa, and Spain. By providing
accessible commentaries and annotations of
these important primary sources, The Landmark Julius Caesar has made it convenient for
lay readers to understand one of the greatest world-historical figures from the ancient
world, who was not just a military genius but
a polished stylist as well.

C

icero—caesar’s contemporary,
one-time friend, and political rival—
memorialized both Caesar’s military
and his literary achievements, remarking on
the “magnitude of the conflicts, the number
of battles, the variety of places, the speed of
completion, the dissimilarity of the wars.”
He praised the plain style of Commentarii
de Bello Gallico, Caesar’s history of his campaigns against the Gauls (58-50 B.C.) as
“splendid”—“bare, straight, and handsome,
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stripped of rhetorical ornament like an athlete of his clothes.” Indeed, literary style was
one of Caesar’s abiding interests. During the
Gallic campaign, he wrote On Analogy, a twovolume treatise, now lost, which argued for a
plain style focused on unadorned accuracy.
The longest history comprises the eight
books of De Bello Gallico. It is also the best
known, since it traditionally has been the
first book of Latin prose encountered by
students back in the days when Latin was a
staple of high school curricula. Even more significantly, the 50 battles Caesar successfully
waged against the Gauls laid the foundations
of modern France, Belgium, the Rhineland,
and most of Western Europe, whose diverse
peoples and cultures spring from the semibarbarian tribes Caesar fought, observed, and
eventually Romanized.
But the brilliance of Caesar’s history is
greater than the documenting of his campaigns, battles, and strategic exploitation of
the endemic inter- and intra-tribal power-
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struggles that made the Roman victories possible. Other generals have written memoirs,
such as Ulysses S. Grant, whose book (like
Caesar’s) is considered a masterpiece of concision and clarity. But Grant wrote his Personal
Memoirs at the end of his life, 20 years after
Appomattox. Caesar composed the Commentaries during the winter when fighting was
usually suspended, and even while on campaign, dictating from horseback to his secretaries. Moreover, each of the seven books of
De Bello Gallico—the eighth was later written
by his lieutenant Aulus Hirtius—was likely
circulated and read in Rome after each year’s
campaigning season ended.

I

n this way caesar solved the dilemma
of an ambitious Roman who needed military victories, and the resulting plunder,
to advance his career. Military success, however, necessarily meant being absent from
Rome, which meant being unable to defend
himself against his enemies and counter their
machinations, and to cultivate allies and bribe
voters and supporters. That’s why Quintus
Tullius Cicero, brother of the famous orator
and member of Caesar’s staff, in his Commentariolum Petitionis (often translated as “How
to Win an Election”), advised office-seekers,
“Don’t leave Rome!” Publishing the Commentaries serially kept Caesar’s name and glorious
deeds fresh in the citizens’ minds.
And that was Caesar’s principal aim: not just
to write history, but to publicize his achievements and describe his actions in such a way
that they became a political ad for his leadership qualities. Moreover, his plain, unadorned
style made the subtle, sometimes duplicitous
descriptions of his actions and decisions even
more effective. This use of battle history to advance his career recalls another political leader
and military historian, Winston Churchill. He,
too, was known for his relentless ambition and
the literary talents that aided his self-promotion. (Arthur Balfour quipped of Churchill’s
history of World War I, “Winston has written
an enormous book about himself and called
it The World Crisis.”) During Churchill’s early
military experiences in Afghanistan and in the
Sudan, he sent dispatches to newspapers back
in England; and after those campaigns had
ended, he quickly followed each with a popular
book that celebrated his imperial achievements
as well as his own personality and character. Indeed, his newspaper reporting and books made
him a celebrity, as did Caesar’s serial histories
of his campaigns. But Churchill was a subaltern, not a commanding general and politician
like Caesar.
There are numerous examples from De
Bello Gallico in which Caesar describes a battle

in ways that highlight his skills as a leader of
men—and as a leading politician of the populares, those Romans who championed the
common people and equestrian class against
the optimates, the oligarchic Senatorial party. One of the best examples occurs in a passage describing a critical moment in a battle
with the Nervii, a Belgic tribe, in 57 B.C. In
the longest sentence in De Bello Gallico, Caesar describes his arrival on his right “horn,” as
the Romans called an army’s flank, where his
soldiers are being hard-pressed and nearing
collapse. Stringing together several adverbial
participial phrases, Caesar swiftly catalogues
all the factors of impending doom—dead and
wounded centurions, demoralized men trickling away from the front line, no reserves at
hand, the maniples packed too close together,
thus disrupting their battle formation and
hindering the use of their swords—and just
as quickly narrates his orders that correct the
situation and save the day. His use of multiple
phrases and only three verbs in 156 words creates speed and excitement in the narrative; this
artfully intensifies the seriousness of the situation and the need for quick action. And it magnifies the sentences’ three verbs—vidit, iussit,
impetus est: “he saw,” “he ordered,” “[the enemy]
was driven back”—which emphasize Caesar’s
skill for swift action and anticipate his famous
description of the Romans’ victory at Zela ten
years later: “I came, I saw, I conquered.”

W

hile advertising caesar’s ability to scan and forestall the causes
of coming disaster, other details
in this passage show why he is a successful
leader of men. When he arrived at the scene,
he jumped down from his horse, snatched a
shield from a retreating soldier, and moved
to the front line close to the action. There
the men recover their morale when they see
their imperator sharing their danger, and are
spurred to bravery before the eyes of the man
who fairly rewards valor, calls them “comrade,”
and seldom inflicts draconian punishments
like flogging or “decimation,” in which one
man out of every ten was randomly chosen
to be beaten to death by his fellow soldiers.
Once at the front line, Caesar identifies by
name several of the wounded and dead centurions, who usually came from the plebeian
rather than the noble class. Caesar shows at
once why he is a great general and the leader
of the populares’ cause. And he does so with
stylistic flair.
Throughout, Caesar finds opportunities to
slyly remind readers of his military and political techniques. Though he mentions by name
centurions when they deserve praise, he prefers to name nobles, the class of most of his
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lieutenants, when they blunder. He devotes a
whole paragraph to two centurions Titus Pullo and Lucius Vorenus, whose names may be
familiar to readers as the heroes of the HBO
series Rome. These two “very brave men,” Caesar writes, who were locked in bitter competition for advancement to the first ranks of
the 11th Legion, ultimately saved each other’s
lives during a reckless encounter with the
Nervii. “Fortune so dealt with both in this
rivalry and conflict,” Caesar writes, “that the
one competitor was a succor and a safeguard
to the other, nor could it be determined which
of the two appeared worthy of being preferred
to the other.” Caesar’s men knew that the proverbial “praise from Caesar” was in fact “praise
indeed”—and often included generous prizes
and promotion.

C

aesar accomplishes more in de
Bello Gallico, however, than writing
advertisements for himself. He also
contributes to the ethnography of the Gauls,
highlighting their barbarity and the weaknesses of tribal culture, which in turn justify
Romanizing them at the cost of over a million
dead and enslaved. Though admiring their
bravery and enthusiasm for war—Caesar’s
contemporary Strabo said they were “mad
for war”—Caesar continually highlights the
Gauls’ indiscipline, impulsiveness, treach-

ery, and sudden swings from braggadocio to
groveling. The same chieftains who bluster
about what horrors will befall the Romans
will, he writes, “throw themselves weeping
at the feet of Caesar” once their fortunes
change. Another frequent motif is the Gauls’
treachery, their consideration of treaties and
bonds of friendship as ad hoc and transient.
And like many tribal peoples, they are clannish and parochial, preferring to let Caesar
destroy their enemies rather than form a coalition to defeat him. The coalition of tribes
assembled by Vercingetorix in 52 B.C. was
too late to overcome superior Roman discipline, fortifications, siege technology, weapons, and experience.
Caesar also provides valuable information
about the Druids, the priests and mystics who
wielded immense power in Gallic communities, and who sanctioned practices that the
Romans found pointlessly brutal. Displaying an enemy’s severed head on the door, and
burning people alive in a giant wicker man,
were signs of savagery even to the Romans.
Caesar’s comments on the Gauls’ political organization are equally useful contributions to
our understanding of these proto-Europeans.
But his ethnography also reinforces one of
his main themes: the superiority of a civilized
culture and political order that inculcates discipline and self-control, and creates commu-

nal loyalty that transcends tribal differences,
to a savage one that is chronically fissile and
centrifugal, bound by superstition and priestly obscurantism, and lacking the intellectual
curiosity that ultimately led to the superior
technologies, engineering skills, and political
order that contributed to the Romans’ dominance over their enemies.

O

nce caesar had pacified gaul,
the region quickly Romanized, and
apart from some scattered resistance,
no large-scale rebellion took place in Roman
Gaul until the barbarian invasions. The sophistication of its Gallo-Roman culture is
still visible today along the Rhône, in cities
like Lyon, Vienne, Nîmes, Arles, and Orange,
with their still surviving fragments of Roman
roads, aqueducts, walls, arenas, theaters, triumphal arches, temples, mosaics, villas, and
baths that constituted the physical infrastructure of Romanization, and the cultural inheritance that inspired the foundations of Europe
and the West. The Landmark Julius Caesar is
the best place to become reacquainted with
one of ancient Rome’s most consequential
achievements, and the remarkable man who
brought it about.

Bruce S. Thornton is a research fellow at the
Hoover Institution.
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Book Review by Waller R. Newell

Lust for Destruction
Lenin: The Man, the Dictator, and the Master of Terror, by Victor Sebestyen.
Pantheon, 592 pages, $35 (cloth), $19.95 (paper)

J

ournalist victor sebestyen’s lenin:
The Man, the Dictator, and the Master of
Terror is a fast-paced, absorbing new biography of one of history’s greatest revolutionaries—or, if you share my perspective, political mass murderers. Scrupulously researched
and vividly written, it is the first major new
biography of Vladimir Lenin in 20 years and
makes extensive use of the archival materials that have become available in that time.
It will be an invaluable contribution to our
understanding of the founder of the Soviet
Union.
Much of the interest in the book has been
over its revelations about Lenin’s personal life,
hitherto largely unknown. Although his wife,
Nadya Krupskaya, has often been portrayed
as a dour helpmate in a loveless marriage who
cooked and cleaned for the Iron Man, Sebestyen reveals real depth of feeling and com-

plexity in their private lives. At the same time,
Lenin carried on a passionate love affair for a
decade with a beautiful French émigré, Inessa
Armand, “by far the most glamorous of all the
Russian émigrés in the radical circles of Paris.”
His “ménage à trois” with Inessa and Nadya
(who condoned the affair) was “central to Lenin’s emotional life.” According to Sebestyen,
the Soviet leader was “not a monster” but, in
personal relationships, “invariably kind.” He
could even laugh at himself, “occasionally.”
What’s more, he didn’t revel in “the details
of his victims’ deaths” as did Hitler or Mao,
because, for Lenin, “the deaths were theoretical, mere numbers.” I’m afraid Sebestyen
may have succumbed to the temptation every
biographer faces of getting too attached to
his subject.
After he led the Bolshevik Revolution in
1917 against the crumbling Czarist autocracy,
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Lenin’s socialist state quickly became a totalitarian hell of mass executions, forced collectivization, and slave labor. Newly revealed details about his personal life furnish no further
insight into this vast project of institutionalized terrorism. Countless men display traits
of loyalty in marriage as well as lapses from
that loyalty; very few emerge as political murderers on such a grand scale. The most that
these details can establish is the sickening
contrast between someone capable of tenderness and affection in private life and capable
at the same time of mobilizing the deaths of
millions.
The same could be said of Hitler. His
creepy dalliance with his niece Geli Raubal,
ending in her suicide, his concealed relationship with vapid concubine Eva Braun, the
rumors of kinky sexual perversions—all of
these are grist for the biographer’s mill, but
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none of these personal details sheds any light
on what drove the man to launch World War
II and the Holocaust. Take any of them away,
and he still would have done the same things.

S

ebestyen’s biography comes closer
to the mark in his exhaustive exploration of Lenin’s ideological writings before and after the Revolution, which have only
become available in recent years. Nevertheless,
I don’t think they add anything fundamental
to what we already knew. Lenin was no more
a “theorist” than was the Führer, his dreary
tracts mainly vicious diatribes against rivals.
Among his epithets for anyone who disagreed
with him, Sebestyen observes, were “filthy
scum,” “whores,” “class traitors,” and “scoundrels.” Ransacked bits of Karl Marx served his
purpose of seizing absolute power and crushing society, just as Hitler would later invoke
Friedrich Nietzsche.
In Lenin’s version of Marxism before the
revolution, tactical compromise with other
political groups was possible, but there could
be no compromise on the strategic goal of a
collectivized society without private property.
Like Robespierre during the Jacobin Terror,
Lenin aimed to impose a geometrical purity
on corrupt human fodder. This cold-blooded
lust for destruction was born primarily of his
outrage over his brother Aleksandr’s execution in 1887 for treason and the family’s resulting disgrace, for which he sought revenge
on the whole world. Decades after it happened, Sebestyen writes, Lenin confided to
Nadya that he was still “bitter…about Sasha’s
execution and how much he hated the regime
that sentenced him to death.”
Lenin never believed that socialism could
triumph in Russia alone and would never have
been content with such small stakes. (“I spit
on Russia,” he once said. “This is merely one
phase through which we must pass on the
way to a world revolution.”) He thought the
Russian Revolution would spur a proletarian
uprising in Europe, which would then, with
its far more advanced industrial means of
production, help Russia’s backward agrarian
society.
When World War I shook Czarist Russia
to its foundations—millions of casualties in
the trenches and a collapsing economy sparking unrest at home—Leon Trotsky egged
Lenin on to seize control amidst the chaos.
Despite his later pose in exile in the West as
a sensitive intellectual, Trotsky was another
revolutionary nihilist and mass murderer, an
armed bohemian seeking revenge against his
exclusion from prominence. “Whatever moral eunuchs and Pharisees might say,” he enthused, “the feeling of revenge has its right….
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We [must] direct all our strengths toward a
collective struggle against this class structure.
That is the method by which the burning desire for revenge can achieve its greatest moral
satisfaction.”
Seizing power in a coup d’état, the Bolsheviks used the empty husk of the Czars’ now
vacant absolute state to impose Communism
by force. It was a one-party state from the
start: the “first freely elected government” in
1917, Sebestyen observes, “survived for about
twelve hours. There would not be another for
nearly seventy-five years.”

F

rom the outset, bolshevik savagery
surpassed the Czars at their most autocratic. During the final years of Czarism in Russia, 1,144 political prisoners were
executed following the failed 1905 revolution.
Immediately following the 1917 coup, Lenin
had upwards of 100,000 “enemies of the revolution” liquidated, and by the time of his incapacitation in 1922 from a stroke, an estimated
5 million had lost their lives due to starvation.
As Lenin put it, “a revolution without firing
squads is meaningless…. The purpose of terror
is to terrorize.”
Although he claimed to be an orthodox
Marxist (and may even have believed it), he
was really a putschist and would-be dictator.
The Bolsheviks’ real predecessors in Russia
included a Nietzschean sect called the “Godbuilders,” who envisioned creating a new
world on the rubble of the old, as well as the
“People’s Will” movement, driven by Rousseauian nostalgia for an allegedly lost golden
age of peasant wholeness. As the late Robert
Conquest observed, the Communist Party
leadership contained no genuine economists.
They were pledged to a millenarian doctrine,
and their justification for holding power was
to create by force a new, superior society in
which the individual was submerged in the
collective. As Sebestyen correctly observes,
“the first major ‘deviationist’” from Marxist
theory was Lenin himself. He set about to
create a socialist state by force, despite the absence of the socio-economic conditions Marx
had decreed as necessary for its success according to the laws of “scientific socialism.”
Lenin and his henchmen were devoid of
patriotism, since their revolution was but the
first stage in a coming international Communist order. Any illusions people might have
had that Lenin stood for electoral democracy
were dashed when the 1921 Kronstadt rebellion against emerging Soviet dictatorship was
ruthlessly put down.
Whatever affection he may have displayed
toward Inessa and Nadya, Lenin was generally as cold as ice, and intolerant of all debate.
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objective conditions theoretically necessary
as a preliminary to such a revolution. What
was the October revolution, what indeed is
the Communist Party, but a miracle?” It was
the complete identification of political action
with an omnipotence formerly reserved for
God: “A real communist…becomes himself
in a way a miracle man.” Bolshevism’s central
idea was “boundless coercion” and “the absence of any limitation whatsoever—moral,
political, and even physical.”
The passion for a kind of justice born of
righteous rage, with its call for the wholesale
destruction and reconstruction of existence,
is at the psychological core of revolutionary politics. Anger over the feeling that one
has been treated unjustly is common to all
t was lenin’s old comrade georgy people. But few act violently on that sense
Pyatakov who left the image favored of righteous indignation, content instead to
by the Bolsheviks of their leader as an seethe inwardly, and fewer still carry that
earthshaking, monumental figure—one who, vengeance through to the attempted deas Mussolini admiringly remarked, was a struction of the world around them and its
sculptor of human souls. His actions were replacement with a new order that will ennot guided by analyzing social and economic shrine their own supremacy.
conditions, as Marxism taught. Instead, he
created those conditions, like Rousseau’s Legn just about every case of a milleislator or Nietzsche’s Superman. “The real
narian tyrant, we find a shattering expeLenin,” Pyatakov wrote, “was the man who
rience in early life that drove these young
had the courage to make a proletarian revo- men to bring everything down in flames in
lution first, and then to set about creating the order to avenge themselves for these injus-

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, in Lenin in Zurich,
tells the story of Nadya once asking her husband, who always stayed up late reading, to
wake her up if her ill mother, who was living with them, needed her. Next morning,
she woke to find her mother had been dead
in her room for several hours. When, very
distraught, she asked Lenin, still at his desk,
why he had not awakened her, he calmly
replied: “You asked me to wake you if your
mother needed you. She’s dead—so she obviously didn’t need you.” Sebestyen banishes
this notorious anecdote to a footnote and
pronounces it, without offering any evidence,
“a popular anti-Communist myth, entirely
fabricated.”

I

I

tices and insults, a vengeance now extended
from the original cruel or neglectful authority figure who treated them so slightingly
(sometimes without being aware of it) to
entire social forces, classes, and races—“the
bourgeoisie,” “the reactionaries,” “the aristos,”
“the kulaks,” “the Jews.”
If Lenin’s brother had not been executed
for being a subversive, if Hitler had succeeded
in getting into art school, if Mao had not felt
looked down on for his peasant origins, Russia, Germany, and China might well have
been spared the million-fold suffering brought
about by their rise to power. The ideological
visions of Bolshevism, Nazism, and Maoism
are, to be sure, indispensable for understanding their success and appeal. But the Leader’s
righteous anger and aggression are the crucible in which those totalitarian fantasies are
forged and imposed on reality with indomitable will power.
This is the Lenin we need to keep uppermost in our minds when reading Victor Sebestyen’s comprehensive biography.
Waller R. Newell is professor of political science
and philosophy at Carleton University, and the
author, most recently, of Tyrants: A History of
Power, Injustice, and Terror (Cambridge University Press).
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Book Review by Ian Ona Johnson

Blood-Soaked Monster
Stalin: Paradoxes of Power, 1878–1928, by Stephen Kotkin.
Penguin Press, 976 pages, $40 (cloth), $26 (paper)
Stalin: Waiting for Hitler, 1929–1941, by Stephen Kotkin.
Penguin Press, 1,184 pages, $40 (cloth), $26 (paper)

W

riting a biography of joseph
Stalin is a monumental task, which
he made as difficult as possible. He
left no diary; nor did he spill his soul as Adolf
Hitler did in Mein Kampf. He had many of his
family, friends, and acquaintances arrested or
killed, leaving us with few accounts of his personal life besides the ones he authorized for
propaganda purposes. Those who knew him
well and survived—like fellow revolutionaries
Vyacheslav Molotov, Lazar Kaganovich, and
Anastas Mikoyan—had their own reasons after his death to refrain from offering honest
portraits. Even after the opening of the Soviet archives, it became clear that Stalin had
carefully curated his papers to leave the image
he intended for posterity. So how does a historian get inside the head of one of the most
infamous figures of the 20th century?
Stephen Kotkin, the John P. Birkelund ’52
Professor in History and International Affairs at Princeton University, has written two
massive volumes, totaling more than 2,000

pages, on Stalin’s life through 1941, attempting to do just that. The first, Stalin: Paradoxes
of Power (2014), covers his upbringing and rise
to dominance in the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union. The second, Stalin: Waiting for
Hitler (2017), begins in 1929 and runs to the
start of the Second World War. A third, covering the last 12 years of Stalin’s life, is forthcoming in late 2019.

T

hese volumes represent a remarkable accomplishment. Fully understanding it requires an appreciation of the historiographic debates surrounding Stalin, the
object of some of the most virulent arguments
among historians and political scientists over
the past six decades. Starting in the 1950s,
the history of the early USSR was contested
by two schools of thought: the totalitarians
and the revisionists. The former, beginning
with Hannah Arendt and Zbigniew Brzezinski, explicitly argued the equivalency of Nazi
Germany and the Soviet Union, grouping
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them together under the moral and political
regime type of “totalitarianism.”
Beginning soon after, but growing in
strength with the rise of the New Left in the
1960s, the revisionists—primarily historians—argued that the field of Soviet studies
was too cozy with the U.S. government. They
claimed comparing Nazi Germany and the
Soviet Union was illegitimate (they preferred
comparisons with capitalism), and proposed
that there was considerable social support for
the Soviet regime under Stalin. They sought
to write “bottom-up” history, exploring the
social and class basis for the 1917 October
Revolution’s success and the interplay between leaders and society. They illuminated
Soviet society and life in ways that the Totalitarians had ignored, but sometimes at the cost
of minimizing Soviet crimes.
Both sides had clear political views. The
totalitarians saw the Cold War as a struggle between good and evil: many regarded
Stalin as ideologically consistent with V.I.
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NEW FROM
NOTRE DAME PRESS

“Solzhenitsyn’s account of his early years of
exile . . . should be high on the reading list of
every thinking American.” —Lee Congdon

Lenin, and Communism itself as one reason
for Stalin’s horrific brutality. On the other
side, a not insignificant number of revisionists were Marxists who hoped to rediscover in
Lenin or Leon Trotsky reclaimable models for
the West. Beginning with Isaac Deutscher’s
three-volume biography of Trotsky entitled
The Prophet (1954-63) and Stephen Cohen’s
Bukharin and the Bolshevik Revolution (1974),
they argued that Stalin’s campaign of violence
betrayed the basic principles of MarxismLeninism—Communism misapplied. Some
early revisionists went to comical lengths to
dissociate Stalin from Communism, or minimize the crimes of Lenin. But over a decadeslong tussle the revisionists gradually prevailed,
and by 1989 they dominated faculty hiring,
publication, and graduate training.
The Soviet Union’s collapse challenged revisionist hegemony, undermining—to say the
least—their thesis that the Soviet state was
supported by social consensus. It was clear
that the regime had been maintained through
coercion on a vast scale, absent which it collapsed. The opening of the Soviet archives after 1991 also challenged common beliefs on
both sides of the historical debate.

K

"Andrew Bacevich is one of the sanest, most
articulate,andmostcourageous voices in American public life today." —Jackson Lears

“Shines light on a previously little-known aspect
of World War II: the vital role of Notre Dame
chaplains.” —Flint Whitlock

Available wherever books are sold

otkin helped pioneer a new path
in Soviet historiography with his outstanding Magnetic Mountain (1995).
In a detailed exploration of Magnitogorsk—
a planned Soviet industrial city—he offered
the idea of Stalinism as its own “civilization.”
He explored daily life, detailing how people
learned to “speak” Soviet—adopting identities prescribed to them by state ideology and
propaganda. By offering a new exploration of
“Stalinist modernity” that transcended “topdown” or “bottom-up” approaches, he helped
the field move past the divisions of Cold War
historiography.
Kotkin has continued his path-breaking
approach in Stalin. The work draws from a
staggering array of secondary sources—in five
languages—as well as citing frequently from
14 Russian and Georgian archives. In total,
the footnotes and bibliography in the first
two volumes stretch 377 pages, printed in tiny
font. From the vantage of this mountain of
research, Kotkin proffers the most complete
picture of the dictator to date.
He begins by admitting that his work is as
much “a history of the world” as a biography,
given the subject. He proceeds accordingly: in
the first part of the three-part first volume, Joseph Djugashvili (Stalin’s birth name) appears
infrequently. Instead, Kotkin details Stalin’s
historical moment, enabling him to debunk
many myths about the future dictator. There
was nothing in Stalin’s childhood or revoluClaremont Review of Books w Fall 2018
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tionary experience to suggest some unique
talent for violence or destruction; the myth
of his being beaten as a child and forming a
malevolent character looks ridiculous when
compared to the stories of his fellow revolutionaries. Had Czarist Russia not collapsed in
February 1917 amidst the horrors of World
War I, Stalin would have been lost to history
as just another minor, failed revolutionary.

I

n the aftermath of the bolshevik
Revolution and the Russian Civil War,
Stalin became General Secretary of the
Communist Party. Kotkin examines Stalin’s
opportunism in part two of the book, showing how Stalin took this largely administrative position overseeing party membership
and appointments and built it into a “personal
dictatorship within the dictatorship,” allowing him to cultivate the younger generation of
rising Bolshevik leaders. Stalin’s opponents—
Trotsky, Lev Kamenev, Nikolai Bukharin,
and others—lacked his drive, discipline, and
organizational abilities, and were incapable
of uniting to block his consolidation of power.
Only Lenin’s Testament, a political will that
damned both Stalin and Trotsky, stood as an
impediment to his final succession. But even
that obstacle he overcame with political cunning and a reliable circle of allies.
In part three Kotkin explores the “Great
Turn,” Stalin’s decision to embark on collectivization, an extremely risky program of
agricultural reform. In 1928, Soviet peasants
stopped selling their grain to the state in the
face of low fixed prices and a lack of goods to
buy. Stalin’s response was to order vast seizures of grain and then, beginning in 1929, to
initiate collectivization. This entailed rounding up and deporting millions of “rich” peasants—who were supposedly hoarding grain—
while simultaneously seizing and reorganizing the Soviet Union’s land into state-owned
collective farms. Met by massive resistance,
collectivization threw the Soviet Union into
a low-level civil war for the next four years.
Some of the seized grain and meat went to
feed Soviet cities. But, more importantly for
Stalin, much of the seized food was sold overseas for financial capital to buy machine tools
and industrial equipment, which in turn he
used to build more factories and expand the
Soviet working class. The human cost was a
famine that exploded in 1931-32, killing between five and seven million people—a year in
which Stalin ordered the export of 4.8 million
tons of grain.
Debates over the famine and collectivization have centered on two questions: did
Stalin intend to starve so many Soviet citizens to death, and did collectivization mark
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a continuity or break with Lenin? To the first,
Kotkin replies no, the famine was not intentional. To the second, the answer, supported
by mounds of evidence, is clearly yes. For Stalin, building socialism was impossible without collectivization: it was this “straitjacket
of Communist ideology” and Stalin’s utterly
ruthless commitment to it that spelled death
for so many millions.
Kotkin ends Paradox of Power with a counterfactual: what if Stalin had died before assuming absolute power? Here, he argues, the
role of an individual in history matters. Without a person of Stalin’s ruthless ambition and
political skills, the entire Soviet project might
have collapsed: “if Stalin had died, the likelihood of forced wholesale collectivization—
the only kind—would have been near zero,
and the likelihood that the Soviet regime
would have been transformed into something
else or fallen apart would have been high.”
Only Stalin could have, or would have, carried
out collectivization.
The leader who emerges from Kotkin’s
first volume is not a madman but an internally consistent revolutionary following the
logic of his worldview. No doubt to the chagrin of some readers, this Stalin is undeniably
a Communist. In fact, among his associates,
Stalin stood out as a particularly disciplined
ideologue: “Many were attracted to Stalin because of his tenacious dedication to the revolutionary cause.” Blinded in part by this dedication, few in Stalin’s inner circle saw signs of
the despot he would become.

W

aiting for hitler faces an
even more daunting set of historiographic challenges because the
evidence base becomes thinner, the memoirs
of Soviet defectors and exiles sparser and less
reliable. In the Soviet archives, much remains
off limits or has been destroyed—and much
material was never committed to paper during the bloodiest periods of internal repression. Fierce arguments over ideology, death
tolls, and Stalin’s culpability have left numerous minefields for historians.
Kotkin organizes his second volume, like
his first, into three parts. The first resumes
the discussion of collectivization and the resulting famines; the second limns the Great
Purge; and the last deals with Stalin’s decision
to seek a pact with Adolf Hitler in 1939, followed by the outbreak of World War II.
Perhaps the most contentious debate
among historians of Russia over the past 40

years centers on the Great Purge. The horrific
violence Stalin unleashed between 1936 and
1938 is almost impossible to fathom. Never
in history had a leader murdered so many of
his own elites and bureaucrats—including old
friends and many relatives—while simultaneously executing vast numbers of those tasked
with the actual executions themselves. About
one in every hundred Russians was arrested,
with somewhere around 700,000 executed in
less than two years. The army was decapitated, with 30,000 officers executed, arrested, or
dismissed. Huge numbers of the diplomatic
corps, intelligence services, and secret police
were similarly slaughtered. What is perhaps
most shocking is that, at the end of it all, Stalin acknowledged to the politburo that the
vast majority of those shot or arrested—1.6
million people—had not been spies or guilty
of any crime. Given that he had signed so
many death warrants himself, Stalin’s monstrousness is hard to grasp.

W

hy did he unleash murder on
such a vast scale? Kotkin dismisses
the old argument that Stalin was
simply a psychopath. He also rejects the notion that the suicide of Stalin’s second wife
in 1932 permanently warped him. He examines and dismisses the idea that Stalin had
his close associate Sergei Kirov assassinated
in 1934 as an excuse to start the purges and
consolidate power, a mainstream view among
many historians today.
Instead, Kotkin concludes, “the terror emanated from Stalin’s mind, not as a response
to crisis but as a theory of Soviet history and
his rule.” In particular, Stalin sought to punish and educate the party for its criticisms of
his collectivization drive. This pedagogical
impulse resurfaces again and again in Kotkin’s explanation of Stalin in the 1930s, a truly novel contribution. Stalin’s obsession with
writing the country’s political and historical
textbooks personally hints at his view of himself—in some perverse way—as a teacher.
In the final part of Waiting for Hitler, Kotkin’s timeline slows down—covering 1939 to
1941 in 350 pages—and his writing is at its
most engrossing. In August 1939 Stalin, who
had been negotiating a collective security
pact with Great Britain and France, suddenly
performed an about-face and signed the infamous Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact with Hitler. Why? Half blinded by the purges, which
had eliminated much of Soviet foreign intelligence and the Soviet diplomatic corps, he re-
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lied on his ideological worldview as he played
what Kotkin calls “Three-Card Monte.” This
was a triangular game of bluff among Hitler,
Stalin, and Britain’s Neville Chamberlain to
steer when and where the coming war would
begin. Stalin’s aim was to entangle Germany
and the Western powers into a long conflict
from which he might benefit. To pick which
side he would ally with Stalin held an “auction
for spheres of influence in Eastern Europe.”
Hitler won.
Stalin’s gamble failed, of course. As a
result, for the next 18 months, Hitler had
the initiative, overrunning much of Europe.
During this period, Stalin supplied staggering quantities of oil and other raw materials
to feed Hitler’s war machine, secure in his
belief that Hitler would not dare start a twofront war. This false notion convinced him
that Hitler’s build-up for invasion in 194041 was merely a negotiating tactic aimed
at compelling the Soviet Union to provide
more raw materials to Germany. It was a
nearly fatal miscalculation, a product of
the purges and Stalin’s ideological blinders.
When Hitler struck in June 1941, the Soviet
Union was completely unprepared militarily
or institutionally. The Red Army would suffer five million casualties in the war’s first six
months.

W

hat turned joseph djugashvili
into one of the most murderous
dictators of all time? Stephen Kotkin’s work provides several theories, one of
which restates the power of ideas and ideology: Communism defined Stalin. In addition,
the possession of near absolute power eroded
whatever hesitations or limitations he might
have felt to the use of mass murder as a political tool. Although Kotkin’s pedagogical explanation of the purges is compelling, no document emerges to reveal the full truth, even
here. By the end of these two books, which
by dint of their quality of research and quality
of writing are likely to be the definitive treatment for a long time, Stalin has become the
blood-soaked monster famous in the pages
of history. But as he becomes that figure, his
thought process becomes ever more opaque.
Perhaps Kotkin’s third and final volume will
penetrate that mystery, too.

Ian Ona Johnson is the associate director of the
Brady-Johnson Program in Grand Strategy, and
a lecturer in the Department of History, at Yale
University.
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Book Review by David P. Goldman

The Great Resenter
The Moralist: Woodrow Wilson and the World He Made, by Patricia O’Toole.
Simon and Schuster, 636 pages, $35

P

atricia o’toole’s the moralist is
yet another hagiographic account of the
mission and martyrdom of Woodrow
Wilson, the patron saint of American internationalists. With minor variations, O’Toole
sticks to the Received Account as told by John
Milton Cooper in Woodrow Wilson: A Biography (2009) and by A. Scott Berg in Wilson
(2013). In this view, the 28th president came
close to ushering in the millennium after World
War I, but his prickly self-righteousness lost the
great moment. Under the diabolic influence
of Republican Henry Cabot Lodge, the story
goes, the Senate refused to ratify the League of
Nations treaty that Wilson had brought back
from the Versailles Peace Conference. Wilson then destroyed his health in a desperate
effort to persuade the American public about
the League, and the world plunged back into
a dark age of atavistic nationalism. O’Toole,
whose previous books include biographies of

Theodore Roosevelt and Henry Adams, thinks
of Wilson as a moralist rather than a politician,
and attributes his failure to a combination of
excessive high-mindedness and an inadequate
blood flow to the brain that ultimately led to
his incapacitating stroke in October 1919. She
deduces the latter from the translucence of the
president’s ears upon his return from Versailles.
It is quite wrong to speak, as this book’s subtitle does, of the world that Woodrow Wilson
made, for he made no world at all; he merely
signed the Versailles Treaty by which Britain’s
David Lloyd George and France’s Georges
Clemenceau turned the Great War into the
opening salvo of a new Thirty Years’ War. So
utterly utopian was Wilson’s vision that it is
unfair to characterize the internationalism of
Bill Clinton or George W. Bush as “Wilsonian.”
Clinton and Bush threw America’s weight
around after the collapse of the Soviet Union,
but they did not propose—as Wilson did—to
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replace America’s sovereign decision-making
with a global council. Wilson’s League of Nations was closer to the conspiracy theorists’ notion of the United Nations. The commonplace
belief that minor concessions on his part would
have won ratification of the League of Nations
treaty is untenable.

W

ilson was a latecomer to the
matter of collective security. William Howard Taft, whom he defeated in the 1912 presidential election, formed
the League to Enforce Peace in 1915, which
proposed a collective security agreement that
pledged members to arbitration and to wield
economic and military force against aggressors.
Wilson’s nemesis of 1919, Henry Cabot Lodge,
endorsed Taft’s League the following year, remarking that “[p]robably it will be impossible
to stop all wars, but it certainly will be possible to stop some wars and thus diminish their
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number.” Wilson at that time still was reluctant to enter World War I, to the frustration of
hawks like Theodore Roosevelt.
After unrestricted German submarine
warfare paralyzed America’s Atlantic trade
in early 1917, Wilson proposed to help arm
American civilian ships, an impractical measure that gave the appearance of action without committing America to war. Not until
the British leaked the Zimmermann Telegram in February, which revealed German
plotting against the U.S., was Wilson ready
to go to war in earnest. Even so, as O’Toole
observes, Lodge did not quite trust Wilson to take the plunge into hostilities. He
introduced a Senate resolution asking the
president to attest to the authenticity of the
diplomatic memo. “In truth, Lodge had no
doubts about it, but he realized that if he
could wring a verification from Wilson, Wilson would find it difficult to go on defending
U.S. neutrality.”

W

ilson had pledged to keep
America out of the war and surrounded himself with pacifists
like his first secretary of state, William Jennings Bryan. His last newspaper advertisement before the 1916 presidential election
proclaimed, “You are Working—Not Fighting! Alive and Happy;—Not Cannon Fodder!”
He famously called for “peace without victory” in January 1917, weeks before his declaration of war. Two years later Wilson backed
the Carthaginian peace that Lloyd George
and Clemenceau imposed upon Germany in
return for British and French backing for the
League of Nations. John Maynard Keynes, a
famous critic of the Versailles Peace, ridiculed Wilson as “a blind and deaf Don
Quixote,” a dupe of the Anglo-French cabal.
Britain and France got something concrete—
namely, the humiliation of Germany—and
gave Wilson in return a castle in the clouds.
As O’Toole puts it,
The president of the United States had
insisted to the prime minister of Great
Britain and the premier of France that
they could not have their peace treaty
unless he got his League. But after they
paid his price, he was obliged to pay
theirs…. Solely to spare Lloyd George
and Clemenceau the wrath of their electorates, Wilson agreed to demand the
kaiser’s trial and force Germany to sign
a blank check for reparations.
If only Wilson’s health hadn’t failed, and
if only he had accepted Lodge’s half-loaf,
O’Toole contends, America would have

joined the League of Nations in 1919. That
conclusion is not supported by the historical record, not even by the snippets O’Toole
presents. Wilson may have suffered from diminished blood flow to the brain, as O’Toole
contends, but that is not why the League
failed. He wanted to compromise American
sovereignty and most of the Senate did not.
Wilson weaseled and wiggled around the issue: did the League treaty (and a second mutual defense treaty with France and Britain)
obligate the United States “legally” or only
“morally” to intervene in foreign wars? And
if so, who would decide when such an obligation went into effect, and on what terms
the United States might withdraw from the
treaty? Even Wilson’s allies balked; Senator Henry Fountain Ashurst, a Democrat,
wrote that the president’s lack of detail left
him “petrified with surprise.”

L

odge’s reservations to the treaty
centered on sovereignty: “He wanted to
clarify the terms of withdrawal from
the League (Article I); spell out that Congress, not the League, would decide when to
use force abroad (Articles X and XI); state
explicitly that only the US government would
set policy on its domestic issues (Article XV);
and exempt the Monroe Doctrine from interpretation by the League (Article XXI),” reports O’Toole. In short, Lodge wanted a clear
statement that the United States was under
no obligation to go to war at the insistence of
the League of Nations. Wilson refused to give
one. His exchanges with Republican senators
were maddeningly evasive.
For three and a half hours (on August 19,
1919), the president and the [members
of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee] went round and round, devoting
more time to the military obligations
that might arise form Article X than to
any other subject. Wilson had already
described the obligations as moral rather than legal, and Senator Warren G.
Harding of Ohio raised a basic question:
if League members had only a moral
obligation to commit troops, what good
was Article X? Wilson was taken aback.
Harding persisted. Suppose a League
member was under attack and every
other member said, Well, this is only a
moral obligations, and we don’t think
this situation merits our participation.
What then? Harding asked.
It was a matter of “national good
conscience,” Wilson said. “Now a moral
obligation is of course superior to a legal obligation and, if I may say so, has a
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greater binding force; only there always
remains in the moral obligation the
right to exercise one’s judgment.”
It seems clear from this exchange that Wilson
would have liked to impose a legal obligation
from a foreign body upon the United States,
but could not say so openly. Instead, he hoped
that once in the League, the U.S. would be
more disposed towards globalism, and the
League would bolster the position of interventionists at home. O’Toole concedes that Wilson was “mistaken” in at least one critical instance about moral vs. legal obligations:
Senator William E. Borah of Idaho inquired whether the second treaty that
Wilson had submitted, the one promising that the United States and Britain
would rush to the defense of France in
the event of another German invasion,
imposed a moral obligation or a legal
obligation. Moral, Wilson replied. He
was mistaken, but no one bothered to
correct him.
Wilson was unwilling to admit before the
Senate that he had brought home a treaty
that entailed a legal commitment for American military intervention on behalf of France
or Britain, and it is not surprising that the
Senate declined to trust his account of Article X of the League Covenant. O’Toole allows that “Wilson’s critics wondered why he
imagined that the Senate would consent to
an alliance binding the United States to take
part in a European war. Wilson did not explain himself.”

T

he moralist relates a great deal
about its subject’s subsequent physical
decline, but little else. It may be helpful,
then, to take a step back and enquire as to how
and why this man became president of the
United States to begin with. O’Toole claims
that his predecessors’ tariffs had caused economic hardship:
For more than a decade, senators and
congressmen beholden to big business
had done their shameless best to obscure the connections between the tariff,
the trusts, and the banks. The tariff had
been sold as the protector of American
jobs…and the bankers who lent only to
the privileged few presented themselves
as bulwarks against folly and catastrophe. Wilson blew away the smoke. Tariff, trusts, banks—he treated them all
as causes of the hardship felt by everyone but the rich.
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In fact, Gross Domestic Product grew
from $18.06 billion to $26.6 billion between
1904 and 1912, a gain of about 47%, the fastest period of economic expansion in U.S. history. According to Census Bureau estimates,
labor compensation held steady during this
period at around 61% of national income.
Wages, that is, had risen by nearly half during
the previous two Republican administrations.
The available data—which O’Toole never
cites—describe a boom that rewarded both
labor and capital.
The vast concentration of economic power
that took place during the McKinley, Roosevelt, and Taft presidencies does not seem
to have impeded economic growth. Whether
T.R. was right to inveigh against the trusts,
and whether Taft was right to tolerate them,
are difficult questions and beyond the scope
of this review. But economic hardship had
nothing to do with Wilson’s election, contrary
to O’Toole’s tendentious account. Rather, the
split in the Republican Party during the 1912
election (with Roosevelt as a third-party spoiler) allowed Wilson to win the presidency with
less than 42% of the popular vote. Only John
Quincy Adams in 1824 and Abraham Lincoln in 1860 had a lower plurality. O’Toole
doesn’t like the idea that Wilson’s election
was an anomaly made possible by internecine

Republican warfare, but that’s where the facts
lead.
Wilson had shown no interest in foreign
policy during his long career as a historian
and constitutional scholar. His obsession was
the creation of a supranational agency able to
dictate policy to national governments, an obsession that grew out of his lifelong hostility
to the American political system, and his profound belief that the Civil War had destroyed
the Constitution. He was the first Southerner
to win the presidency since Zachary Taylor in
1848.

A

definitive wilson biography remains to be written. To make sense
of his grand overreach in 1919, historians will need to give more attention to
his rancor at the U.S. Constitution and his
Southerner’s sense of aggrievement over the
Civil War. His was a deep, abiding passion
for the Lost Cause and a smoldering hatred
for those who crushed it. Of the Confederacy, Wilson rhapsodized in his history of the
United States:
[The North] awoke into consciousness, shook its locks, and established its
power. But its material resources for the
stupendous task never lacked or were
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doubted; they even increased while it
spent them. On the part of the South,
on the other hand, the great struggle
was maintained by sheer spirit and devotion, in spite of constantly diminishing resources and constantly waning
hope. Her whole strength was put forth,
her resources spent, exhausted, annihilated; and yet with such concentration
of energy that for more than three years
she seemed as fully equal to the contest
as did the North itself. And all for a belated principle of government, an outgrown economy, an impossible purpose.
There is, in history, no devotion not religious, no constancy not meant for success, that can furnish a parallel to the
devotion and constancy of the South in
this extraordinary war.
That there was no “parallel to the devotion and constancy of the South” during the
Civil War is quite wrong. The South lost
nearly 30% of its military-age men in the war,
a horrendous sacrifice that yielded a century
of relative poverty, a predilection for Gothic
literature, and a culture of enduring resentment. Napoleon killed as large a proportion
of Frenchmen during his wars, by my calculation; so did France and Spain during the
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Thirty Years War. Wilson was born into the
heart of the Confederacy; his father, the Reverend Joseph Wilson, hosted the breakaway
convention of the Presbyterian Church of
the Confederacy after the national Presbyterian body condemned slavery. The family
moved to Columbia, South Carolina, “still a
blackened wreck,” in O’Toole’s words, when
Woodrow was 13.

T

he elder wilson was not merely
an apologist for slavery, but an impassioned defender of the institution as an
instrument for the salvation of Africans. He
preached in an 1861 sermon that one “ought to
look forward to the time when they [African
slaves] will all be what the bible would make
them; a race whose love for the Master above
will spread through their rejoicing millions
a measure of sanctification which will convert their services into the very first of homeblessings, and their piety into a missionary
influence for saving the black man everywhere
from the ruin of perdition.” O’Toole does not
quote Joseph Wilson’s lurid encomia to slavery,
but she does note that “[i]f Woodrow Wilson
ever wrote an unkind word about his father, it
did not survive. The son voiced his admiration
often and at length, and always referred to Joseph as the finest of all of his teachers.” Like
his father, Woodrow Wilson defended slavery,
although a bit more cautiously:
Books like Mrs. Stowe’s “Uncle Tom’s
Cabin,” which stirred the pity and deep
indignation of northern readers, certainly depicted possible cases of inhuman conduct towards slaves. Such cases
there may have been; they may even
have been frequent; but they were in every sense exceptional, showing what the
system could produce, rather than what
it did produce as its characteristic spirit
and method. For public opinion in the
South, while it recognized the necessity for maintaining the discipline of
subordination among the hosts of slaves,
was as intolerant of the graver forms of
cruelty as was the opinion of the best
people in the North. The punishment
of the negroes, when severe, was in most
cases for offences which were in effect
petty crimes, like the smaller sorts of
theft. Each master was in practice really
a magistrate, possessing a sort of domestic jurisdiction upon his plantation.
Wilson scholars have long observed that the
future president shared John C. Calhoun’s view
of the Constitution as a failing experiment, unable to prevent factious government. Calhoun

believed, in the late Harry V. Jaffa’s summary,
ceptance of the extremest [sic] logical
that good “[c]onstitutions are the result of
conclusions deducable from democratic
mindless struggles in which chance adaptation
principles long ago received as respectto the constitutional forms results in the benable. For it is very clear that in fundaefits which causes the form to be perpetuated.”
mental theory socialism and democracy
Jaffa argued in A New Birth of Freedom (2000)
are almost if not quite one and the same.
that Calhoun was the original American Progressive. Wilson is evidence for that thesis.
He eschewed mass expropriation of industry
only because he thought it inefficient.
he constitution in wilson’s reading had become a relic of a bygone era.
t is no surprise that o’toole finds
He proposed to jettison this putatively
Wilson distant and enigmatic; he had to
archaic document in favor of a government
spend a large part of his waking hours
less burdened by checks and balances. His obscuring his opinions. Only in a few asides
first major publication in political theory, an to his five-volume A History of the American
1879 essay titled “Cabinet Government in the People (1902) does his passion pour out onto
United States,” preferred what he called the the page, denouncing the Civil War as a monBritish Cabinet system to America’s separa- strous injustice against a Confederacy that
tion of powers. What he advocated, of course, did no more than defend itself and its decent
had nothing to do with the actual British and humane system of slavery. He spent his
Constitution, in which the monarchy restricts life in search of a mechanism to subvert the
the capacity of a passing parliamentary ma- Constitution that had ushered in Northern
jority to undertake drastic and permanent dominance and Southern humiliation. That
change. Wilson had proposed a sort of quasi- was the source of his obsession with a supraparliamentary dictatorship, with no appeal national entity capable of overriding what he
to natural or unchanging rights. Later he re- saw as a catastrophically flawed American
vised his views, resting his hopes on a strong system of political deliberation. What Patriexecutive Leader to direct the government cia O’Toole and others miss is that the lost
and people into the future. Unfortunately, battle for ratification of the League of NaO’Toole barely mentions Wilson’s copious tions treaty was the last of the guerilla actions
writing about political theory. Instead she that elements of the Confederacy undertook
writes that cabinet government appealed to against the victorious Union.
him because he loved debating and oratory. In
Although Wilson’s dudgeon came from
place of substance, the reader has a surfeit of the Deep South, his Progressivism came from
personal detail about a rather vain, priggish, Princeton and the Social Gospel. His views
self-absorbed man whose favorite diversion were quite similar to Theodore Roosevelt’s. Acwas playing solitaire.
cording to Walter Rauschenbusch biographer
The same utilitarian criteria that Wilson D.R. Sharpe, the founder of the Social Gosapplied to the Constitution guided his judg- pel movement told Roosevelt that socialism
ment about capitalism and socialism. He was the wave of the future. Roosevelt replied
abandoned the personal God of his cleri- that no such thing would happen while he
cal antecedents in favor of the Social Gos- was president, but that he would adopt socialpel, to which he was introduced at Princeton ist ideas “so far as those theories are wise and
by Richard T. Ely, a close friend and ally of practicable.” The North was as disillusioned
movement founder Walter Rauschenbusch. after the Civil War as the South was resentful.
As economists Clifford Thies and Gary Pec- Louis Menand describes in The Metaphysical
quet have observed, “Wilson believed that the Club (2002) a generation of Boston Brahmins
difference between socialism and democracy who marched to war as evangelical Abolitionwas a matter of means rather than ends.” In ists and returned as bloodied pragmatists, conan unpublished 1887 essay Wilson averred vinced that no idea was worth the awful sacthat socialism
rifice they had witnessed. America was ripe
for Woodrow Wilson at the turn of the 20th
proposes that all idea of limitation of
century. It was our luck that this bearer of the
public authority by individual rights be
Progressive standard was obsessive in his conput out of view, and that the state convictions to the point of political ineffectiveness.
sider itself as bound to stop only at what
is unwise or futile in its universal superDavid P. Goldman is a columnist for Asia
intendence alike of individual and pubTimes and PJ Media, a senior fellow at the Lonlic interests…. Applied in a democratic
don Center for Policy Research, and the author
state, such doctrine sounds radical, but
of How Civilizations Die (And Why Islam Is
not revolutionary. It is only a [sic] acDying Too) (Regnery Publishing).

T
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Book Review by Allen C. Guelzo

The Golden Legend of the Democratic Party
The Soul of America: The Battle for Our Better Angels, by Jon Meacham.
Random House, 416 pages, $30

“A

ristocracy is not an institution,” G.K. Chesterton wrote, “aristocracy is a sin.” It is “the drift or
slide of men into a sort of natural pomposity
and praise of the powerful, which is the most
easy and obvious affair in the world.” With
the best and most exalted of intentions, this
is exactly what historian Jon Meacham has
recommended to Americans in his new book,
The Soul of America: The Battle for Our Better Angels. The better angels he describes are
all on the side of an aristocracy—those who
know better, live better, and are better than
the benighted majority who surround them.
A former editor-in-chief of Newsweek magazine and author of a Pulitizer Prize-winning
biography of Andrew Jackson, Meacham believes no one speaks better for the better angels than the president of the United States—
or at least certain presidents, who have had

the instinctive twitch of the nose for what he
calls the “forward motion” of America. Americans, he explains, do not have what sociologist Gunnar Myrdal once called a “creed”; they
have a “soul,” which Meacham defines as “the
vital center, the core, the heart, the essence of
life.” Souls being wayward and unpredictable,
the American soul has not always followed
the direction appropriate for souls, which is
supposed to be “forever upward.” Happily,
however, there are presidents with the soulful
touch, and a “president of the United States
with a temperamental disposition to speak
to the country’s hopes rather than to its fears”
will be our best guide to the sunny uplands
Meacham descries in our future.
Unhappily, there have also been soulless
presidents, and Meacham is not shy about
fingering one of the more recent of these defaulters, Donald J. Trump. This makes The
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Soul of America less a history of the presidency
and more an episodic diatribe against the sitting president, since each moment when fear
and failure have reared-up in American life is
sure to have some connection to Trump. (The
young Trump was once a client of Roy Cohn,
Senator Joseph McCarthy’s lawyer, Meacham
whispers, and is “the heir” of George Wallace.)
The Soul of America actually began as an essay
for Time magazine, in the wake of last summer’s Charlottesville riot, which expanded
into a series of pieces for the New York Times
Book Review, with the single message that
President Trump was cynically whipping-up
America’s populist fears in order to mobilize
“the alienated” who have been left behind by
“changing demography, by broadening conceptions of identity, and by an economy that
prizes Information Age brains over manufacturing brawn.”
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T

he condescension displayed in
that single sentence toward those who
are not-Meachams—people who are
too thick to sense a “changing demography,”
too unsophisticated to appreciate “identity,”
and too simian to savor the victory of Instagram over welding—is performed so swiftly
and so carelessly that it is difficult to believe
that Meacham believes they even deserve to
be considered his fellow citizens. In pursuit of
an American Soul, he has passed glibly over
the wreckage of the American Body Politic,
and leaves open the question of whether the
fear Trump inspires in Meacham could just as
easily be the hope that Joe Sixpack has been
nursing since the factories in Youngstown,
Ohio, went dark and Ross Perot predicted the
great NAFTA sucking sound.
“America has been defined by a sense of
its own exceptionalism,” Meacham writes, as
though his book is designed to be yet another
entrant in the Democracy in America sweepstakes. He proposes that “the dominant feature” of the American Soul “is a belief in the
proposition, as Jefferson put it in the Declaration, that all men are created equal,” which
Meacham understands to dictate more or less
equal outcomes for all identity groups. He
forgets that being “dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal” is the
product of having been first “conceived in liberty,” an object which falls so entirely off his
screen that he eventually comes to regard it as
little more than a tool for promoting political fear. He insists doggedly that true equality
will not be realized without the direction of a
very tiny cadre of philosopher-presidents, who
have shouldered the responsibility of enlightening, and occasionally manipulating, Americans into following the ever-widening project
of equalization.
At that moment, The Soul of America
turns from pursuing a Tocqueville-style
project about the fundamentals of American life, into a new, improved version of John
F. Kennedy’s Profiles in Courage, in which
Americans will ineluctably achieve a state
of egalitarian grace through the executive
branch’s inspired direction. Such a result
is guaranteed by a kind of deus vult—what
Martin Luther King, Jr., called “the arc of the
moral universe”—and by the development
of the American presidency into an “elective kingship” (a phrase Meacham borrows
from political scientist Henry Jones Ford, a
disciple of Woodrow Wilson). Never mind
that there are no moral arcs in the universe
that come with political directions attached.
Never mind, either, that presidents are, as
Barack Obama conceded, only presidents.
There is, Meacham replies, “no understand-

ing of American life and politics...without
a sense of the mysterious dynamic between
the presidency and the people at large.” The
term “constitution” makes no appearance in
his book’s index.

Buddhism for
Western Children
a novel by Kirstin Allio

T

he first significant exhibit in
this presidential cargo-cult is Theodore Roosevelt. Even then, Meacham
acknowledges that “it would be a mistake
to hold Roosevelt up as a forerunner or as a
prophet of the racially and ethnically diverse
America of the twenty-first century.” (Indeed
it would, since Roosevelt cheerfully endorsed
visions of Anglo-Saxon racial superiority.)
But T.R. is at least a beginning, winning back
points for himself by embracing “the progressive passion for reform” and for occasional
good deeds on behalf of black Republicans
like Booker T. Washington, Minnie M. Cox,
William Crum, and John R. Lynch.
They will also be the last Republicans
Meacham lauds, since thereafter The Soul of
America turns into the Golden Legend of the
Democratic Party, beginning with Woodrow
Wilson. Despite his uneven stance on reform
(for women’s suffrage, but also for segregated
federal hiring), Wilson becomes the shining example of a presidential supreme leader.
It seems to bother Meacham not at all that
Wilson’s concept of political leadership has
all the evocations of organic national unity that become the hallmarks of fascism.
“What a lesson it is in the organic wholeness
of Society, this study of leadership!” Wilson
announced. “In the midst of all stands the
leader...reckoning the gathered gain; perceiving the fruits of toil and of war and combining all these into words of progress, into
acts of recognition and completion. Who
shall say that this is not an exalted function?”
Certainly not Jon Meacham. But unbridled
leadership does not necessarily lead upwards,
much less away from fear-mongering, something which Wilson demonstrated in spades
through Prohibition, the Federal Reserve,
the income tax, the Espionage Act (the Progressives’ ultimate domestic achievements),
and the League of Nations (their ultimate
international achievement).
Nor do we go much further into Meacham’s
history before we find fear-spurning politicians dealing out quite malevolent quantities
of fear in furtherance of Meacham’s righteous
purposes. The apex of fear-refusing presidents
is, of course, Franklin Roosevelt, who assured
Americans in 1933 that they had nothing to
fear but fear itself. But FDR never hesitated
to brandish fear as a weapon when he played
interest-group politics, accused the Supreme
Court of protecting “the right under a priClaremont Review of Books w Fall 2018
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vate contract to exact a pound of flesh,” and
denounced “economic royalists” and “malefactors of great wealth” (a term he borrowed from
cousin Teddy). Meacham lauds Roosevelt’s
“sense of hope, a spirit of optimism forged in
his own experience.” Yet, if there was anyone
talking hope and optimism in 1940, it was
the luckless Republican candidate Wendell
Willkie.
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ronically, the fears meacham denounce as the most toxic—those of Joe
McCarthy, naturally—were the ones that,
40 years after McCarthy’s death, turned out
to be the ones to which Americans really
did need to pay serious attention. Meacham
assumes that McCarthy had no grounds
whatever for his shrill denunciations of Soviet agents within the federal government
(“the Soviets had made strides in penetrating
Washington in the 1930s and early ’40s, but
a loyalty program had rolled up many of the
agents,” Meacham soothes), and so the Rosenbergs, Klaus Fuchs, and Alger Hiss (“the urbane New Deal lawyer”) pass by with nary
a flutter. What we have learned since is that
several hundred Americans deliberately cooperated with Soviet espionage in the 1930s and
’40s, fewer than two dozen of whom were ever
prosecuted. The problem of the 1950s was not
fear, but (thanks to Tailgunner Joe and the
John Birch Society) the failure to fear rightly.
Meacham’s prime example of how fearfleeing presidents have carried the banner of
equality up the alpine heights is Lyndon Baines Johnson. He has no greater hero than
Johnson, whose “commitment to the cause” of
civil rights after JFK’s assassination “forms one
of the great chapters of personal transformation and of political courage in the history of
the presidency.” Johnson “dismissed” all pragmatic counsels “to go slow and play it safe,” and
used both his personal political influence in
Congress and the bully pulpit of the presidency
to move the adoption of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965.
To achieve the goal of practical racial equality, Johnson was even willing to surrender “the
South to the Republican Party for a long time
to come.” Greater love hath no president than
to give up his votes to his enemies. (Except, of
course, that the South was being lost to the Republican Party for a long time before the Civil
Rights Act: half of the old Confederate States
went for Dwight Eisenhower in 1956; two
went for Richard Nixon in 1960, while Texas,
Johnson’s own state, and South Carolina only
went Democrat by 2% of their popular vote.)
One of the prices to be paid for Meacham’s
exaltation of Johnson is the effacement of
black agency in the civil rights struggle, as
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MLK, John Lewis, and the Selma marchers are reduced to little more than tokens in
Johnson’s strategizing. “Lyndon Johnson was
never the anonymous donor,” recalled former
Johnson White House fellow Doris Kearns
Goodwin, “his was a most visible benevolence
which reminded recipients at every turn of
how much he had done for them.” Nor was
Johnson entirely a paragon of egalitarian virtue. He might accept the loss of the old South
to the Republicans, but he was aware that
the civil rights legislation would compensate
for that loss. Oddly, Meacham never opens
up the one aspect of Johnson’s presidency
for which he is principally remembered, and
which was almost entirely driven by fear: the
Vietnam War is only discussed once, in three
paragraphs.

W

hat role does fear play in a
democracy? It is routine to deplore
fear in politics, since it seems to
carry with it the threat of mob rule, intolerance, and lynch law. But fear can be sometimes
as prophylactic as it is sometimes paranoid.
Anyone who would like to take a good measure of the role played by fear in the American
Founding ought to read the entirety of the
Declaration of Independence, where fear of
George III fairly screams off the vellum.
In Jon Meacham’s imagination, politics
is a gradual, linear evolution from what has
been to what will be, from the known but
passé to the unknown and disturbing, and so
it requires an elite few, intelligent enough to
discern the next upward turn and interpret
it to the fearful masses who will follow. This
was not the understanding of the founders.
The path they pursued was a return to first
principles and natural law after dark centuries spent wandering in the artificial, irrational mazes of aristocracy and privilege.
The possibility that government might turn
again, under temptation or force, into the
old circle that led to aristocracy preyed on
their minds. Rather than serenely scaling
new heights of novelty, government is “perpetually degenerating towards corruption,”
as Samuel Johnson put it, and “must be rescued at certain periods by the resuscitation
of its first principles, and the reestablishment
of its original constitution.” But that is precisely what Meacham mistakes for fear. Only
aristocrats, possessing the praise of the powerful, understand it as their enemy.

Allen C. Guelzo is the Henry R. Luce Professor of the Civil War Era at Gettysburg College,
a senior fellow at the Claremont Institute, and
the author, most recently, of Reconstruction: A
Concise History (Oxford University Press).
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Book Review by Ken Masugi

Can Aristotle Make America Great Again?
America, Aristotle, and the Politics of a Middle Class, by Leslie G. Rubin.
Baylor University Press, 310 pages, $49.95

I

n modern times, as in ancient ones,
establishing and then maintaining republican government is free men’s highest responsibility. Leslie Rubin’s America,
Aristotle, and the Politics of a Middle Class
restores Aristotle and the American Founding’s political philosophy of republicanism
to a place of honor. Using Aristotle to assess America’s goals and attainments with
respect to the best practicable regime, Rubin,
who taught political philosophy and American politics at Kenyon College, the University of Houston, and Duquesne University,
strengthens the current scholarship elevating political friendship’s importance. Stressing the “middling” citizen character required
for republican self-government, she cautions
us against expecting human greatness in republican America.
Since the Middle Ages philosophers and
poets have debated whether Aristotle is a

monarchist or a republican. (Short answer:
Yes.) Republican government in its diverse
manifestations has always been subverted by
the monarchical temptation—from ancient
Israel through Anglo-American political history to today’s administrative state. Revelation,
prudence, and philosophy all point to this
perpetual war between combining the ruler’s
potency and decisiveness with the submission of the ruled and, on the other hand, giving maximum latitude to the diverse freedom
inherent in human nature. Rubin’s reflections
on Aristotle’s Politics detail how statesmen
might strengthen republican government by
teaching that politics is best understood as
the study of regimes and citizens. The regime
(politeia) is not just the government, but also
the citizens’ character and way of life. The
republic (also politeia) is a particular type of
regime, like a democracy or oligarchy, but a
more complete form of what any regime in
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the Aristotelian understanding wants to
be—stable and just, with citizens of the corresponding, requisite character.

T

o secure their republican government, American practice closely
resembled Aristotle’s theory. “Like
Aristotle, the American founding writers
speak of the virtue of friendliness toward
other classes and toward fellow citizens generally in their praise of honesty, simple manners, ‘zeal for public good,’ and ‘affection for
fellow citizens.’” This is the core of Rubin’s
“middling” republican characteristics. The
list of American traits compares with those
she finds in Books III and IV of the Politics.
She sees in Aristotle a republicanism characterized by “reasonableness, lack of arrogance
and malice, moderate ambition, willingness to rule and to be ruled as free people are
ruled, friendliness, self-reliance” (emphasis
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in the original). Neither list, she repeatedly
points out, contains heroic virtues, though I
would argue that one can see in the American list patriotism and thereby courage and
even self-sacrifice for the homeland. We see
Abraham Lincoln recalling the dead at Gettysburg, and Ronald Reagan doing the same
in his First Inaugural Address with the otherwise unknown World War I hero, Private
Martin Treptow, showing how “ordinary”
Americans can be heroic.
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hese reflections on americans’
republican character merit significant
amplification, but let us first note that
they downplay some important elements.
These include: the work ethic; braggadocious
patriotism, which Tocqueville found objectionable; and civil associations, which fulfill
many purposes of self-government in less bureaucratic regimes. Those associations in turn
reflect the importance of churches in civic life,
another Rubin omission. America had until
the last half-century or so a functional unity
of religion and politics, even as church and
state were formally separated.
Her understanding of morality (without
religion) may preserve Aristotle, but it distorts her political understanding of America.
Her defense of America is itself middling:
Barely a single one of the Aristotelian
middling virtues or the founders’ republican manners is openly revered
today. The term “virtue,” or even the
somewhat more neutral term “manners,” is barely to be found in public
discourse.

But why would an American today “openly
revere” being middling or “mediocre”? Typical
Americans would want and claim to be above
average. Moreover, Americans demand honesty from their politicians, even as they know
they are naïve to insist on it. Their “simple
manners” make them delight in McDonald’s,
flee mainline churches, and avoid most lefty
Hollywood films.
“Middling” Americans proudly chant,
“We’re #1!” Donald Trump’s self-praise contrasts with the modesty of, say, the Bushes,
but which one is the “deplorables’” favorite?
Authority, Rubin writes, “has simply been
surrendered to a culture that prizes self-definition (license) over old-fashioned liberty and
notions of equality that are beyond the capacity of free society to achieve.” “Middle-Americans” would agree, but wonder why enforcing
immigration laws, for example, has allegedly
come to be “beyond the capacity” of our free
society. And, no, the striving American, the
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“go-getter,” has never been satisfied with “a
moderate income” that Rubin says should
content them, especially one driven down by
the administrative state.
Rubin’s misperception of America has
theoretical as well as empirical causes.
Though she briefly criticizes the Progressives,
she has little respect for the American political tradition’s emphasis on property rights,
which encompasses ownership of one’s rights.
If she downplays the necessary conditions
of republican political life, such as acquisition of wealth and property, she presents an
unconvincing account of her sufficient condition, civic education, by which she means generally formal education. Thus, she overlooks
one of Thomas Jefferson’s most emphatic defenses of democratic republicanism, from a
letter he wrote in 1787: “State a moral case
to a ploughman and a professor. The former
will decide it as well, and often better than the
latter, because he has not been led astray by
artificial rules.” Artificial rules must be those
that violate “the laws of nature and of nature’s
God,” part of the common sense of mankind.
Despite Jefferson’s warning, Rubin scans the
founding era for proposals for schools of civic
education. She comes dangerously close to
John Adams Wettergreen’s criticism of the
“republican” scholarship of the 1970s as a
“chicken word” for socialism.

I

n her thoroughly aristotelian “first
law of politics, we agree that ‘If a regime is
going to be preserved, all the parts of the
city must wish it to exist and continue on the
same basis.’” The republic as specific regime
(the good democracy) is thus the name for that
judicious mixture of oligarchy and democracy
that acts on behalf of justice, the common good.
This transformation—using deficient forms of
government to produce a decent one—is the
direction and dynamic of the Politics: to refine
the meaning of republican government. Aristotle does not demand a reformation of human
nature to produce justice. “The republic based
on a large middle class is Aristotle’s political regime par excellence.”
Since friendship perfects justice, Rubin
seizes the chance to discuss friendship, as developed in Books VIII and IX of the Nicomachean Ethics, a major element of Aristotle’s political science that is typically ignored. “The
task of a successful republic is to foster political friendship among its citizens: as a result of
which they will trust each other to rule and
treat each other as free and equal human beings, rather than as children or subjects, customers or employees.” But without justice,
friendship becomes like corrupt reason, another weapon for the powerful and unjust.
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In this context, Rubin asks whether a system based solely on self-interest might prevail:
If “citizen ‘virtue loses all her loveliness,’ that
patriotism may not survive; it may turn to
cynicism.” She is quoting the proto-Marxist
defender of slavery, George Fitzhugh. We
look in vain for a Lincolnian response. Rubin
does not take up Harry V. Jaffa’s “Aristotle
and Locke in the American Founding” (CRB,
Winter 2001), which argues for the prudence
common to both philosophers. She does,
however, agree with Jaffa when she maintains
that the American Founders “discovered from
the observation of politics in various regimes
called republics the same political truth that
Aristotle discovered from observing various
regimes.”

I

n her study of citizen character,
Rubin stresses qualities more associated
with Jean-Jacques Rousseau and ultimately Immanuel Kant than with Aristotle. Rubin bolsters the Jeffersonian modest
republican side of America, as opposed to
Alexander Hamilton’s powerful commercial
empire. She may have taken this moralistic
direction because she overlooked the ultimate
political context of the middle books of the
Politics, and in particular Book VI, on the
farmers. The farmers (who can be rich, middling, or poor) enable Aristotle to bring about
a middle-class republic that anticipates James
Madison’s argument in The Federalist. (See
Douglass Adair’s admirable Intellectual Origins of Jeffersonian Democracy: Republicanism,
Class Struggle, and the Virtuous Farmer, which
maintains that Aristotle is the source of Jefferson’s agrarianism.) Republics come in many

varieties. Contrast her argument with Thomas G. West’s natural rights/natural law focus
in The Political Theory of the American Founding (2017). West’s approach embraces the
prudence of both Aristotle and John Locke.
His citizens are robust defenders of liberty,
combining theory and practice. But Aristotle’s best republic—not his best practical republic—would unjustly enslave the farmers
on behalf of the warriors and the rulers. This
oligarchic injustice was intended to show that
the warriors and the farmers should instead
alternate places as rulers and ruled, the very
definition of the political relationship. The
“politicizing” of these classes would moderate
both with respect to the common good, uniting the city. The warriors and farmers would
identify further as citizens and no longer as
classes. In urging readers to honor both political and trans-political justice, the best politeia
of the Politics is instructive in the same way as
Plato’s Politeia, the Republic. Moral virtue and
the kalon (splendor) it seeks have a use in the
refinement of Aristotle’s best republic, where
the good citizen and the good man merge.
One compares the American Revolution and
the Civil War where the citizen-soldier together with statesmen elevated this nation to
“vindicate the honor of the human race.”
Civic education is concerned with the souls
of the students as well as their country. For
Americans, the Bible is thus part of that education, but as Rubin tries to combine the two
cities of rich and poor, she would separate the
two cities of God and man, leading to further
civic atrophy. America cannot be understood
exclusively as either ancient or modern, nor as
Christian or secular.
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n emphasizing formal institutions
of civic education, including a national
university, Rubin makes a questionable
assumption. The states and civil associations
(not to mention families) would have to do
much of this work, as they did. But that in
turn meant more reliance on Christian institutions. A national university, such as George
Washington and other founding figures she
surveys proposed, would have become corrupted, just as the University of Virginia was,
in becoming the font of pro-slavery civil theology. An even greater triumph for the Slave
Power would have been such a pro-slavery national institution in antebellum Washington,
D.C. Ultimately, institutions cannot replace
citizen character or the statesmen that foster
it—not even after the resolution of the slavery
crisis that Rubin avoids.
In our fight against the tyranny of the administrative state, let us grow in wisdom and
patriotism by profiting from Leslie Rubin’s
estimable revival of republicanism. Having
known Leslie for decades as the indefatigable head of the North American Chapter
of the Society for Greek Political Thought,
I grieve that her sudden, untimely death in
October 2017 ended her scholarship, still
short of its apogee. I had looked forward to
sparring with her over Aristotle, Trump, and
“middling” America. But I among her friends
take solace that her brilliance as a teacher of
things splendid and just will abide over the
years.
Ken Masugi is a senior fellow of the Claremont
Institute, and the editor or co-editor of ten books
on political philosophy and American politics.
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Book Review by Matthew Continetti

Sources of the Reagan Doctrine
Paving the Way for Reagan: The Influence of Conservative Media on U.S. Foreign Policy, by Laurence R. Jurdem.
University Press of Kentucky, 278 pages, $45

E

ver since herbert croly and walter
Lippmann founded the New Republic in
1914 to guide the ascendant Progressive
administration of Woodrow Wilson, journals
of political opinion have come to be associated with presidents of similar ideological bent.
During Bill Clinton’s two terms the New Republic became known as “the in-flight magazine
of Air Force One.” President George W. Bush
had the Weekly Standard. President Obama sat
for long, discursive interviews with the Atlantic. The Trump White House is thought to be
influenced by the journal you’re reading now.
Publications such as these supply historical
and intellectual context, public policy suggestions, and even personnel to elected officials
who must navigate a bewildering, hostile rush
of events.
Historian Laurence Jurdem has written a
fair-minded analysis of the political influence
of three such journals: Human Events, National Review, and Commentary. “Between 1964
and 1980,” Jurdem argues, “by providing an
ideological perspective on important national
issues, the publications of conservative opinion played a fundamental role in reviving the
political fortunes of the American Right, culminating in the election of Ronald Reagan.”
Through close readings of these magazines,
and by examining their positions on such issues as arms control, multilateralism, the
opening to China, the Panama Canal treaties,
the Middle Eastern oil embargo, and the Iran
hostage crisis, Jurdem describes a consistency
of thought and prescription that, in his view,
shaped Republican foreign policy. “[T]he ideological consistency with which these publications presented their arguments,” he concludes,
“played a critical role in the development of the
1980 GOP agenda.”
Maybe. What Jurdem proves without a
doubt is the critical role Human Events, National Review, and Commentary played on the
worldview of Ronald Reagan. What is more
difficult to discern is their influence on GOP
foreign policy in general—or even on Reagan’s foreign policy itself. Although small-circulation journals of ideas may help define the
climate of opinion in a given era, intellectuals are often shocked by how difficult it is for
even their friends to implement policies they
would like.

I

nfluence, after all, is a rather slippery concept. Are editors and writers whispering in politicians’ ears? Or do their articles reflect the politicians’ agendas? When
Henry Kissinger served in the Nixon White
House, for example, his close friend William
F. Buckley, Jr.,
saw Kissinger about twenty times and
spoke with him on the phone frequently. But the conservative commentator’s
visits had little to do with Kissinger’s
need for foreign policy advice. Kissinger
wanted Buckley to use his influence with
others on the Right to show that he was
in favor of the administration’s initiatives.
However, as M. Stanton Evans and David Keene both recalled, many of their
colleagues were suspicious of Kissinger
and thought he was taking advantage of
National Review’s editor in chief.

up, and especially the Reagan Doctrine of support for anti-Communist guerrillas, reflected
Burnham’s policy of rolling back Soviet gains
rather than simply containing them. Reagan
awarded the presidential Medal of Freedom
to Burnham and (posthumously) to NR senior editor, and author of Witness, Whittaker
Chambers. He spoke at the opening of National Review’s Washington bureau during his
first term, and attended the magazine’s 30th
anniversary gala during his second. “The man
standing before you was a Democrat when
he picked up his first issue in a plain brown
wrapper,” Reagan told the celebratory crowd
in 1985. “And even now, as an occupant of
public housing, he awaits as anxiously as ever
his biweekly edition—without the wrapper.”

C

ontributors to national review
populated the Reagan Administration. The president made Buckley
protégé Anthony Dolan head of speechwriting. He worked alongside other National Review alumni, including Aram Bakshian, Jr.,
and Mona Charen. Jeane Kirkpatrick’s 1979
Commentary essay “Dictatorships and Double
Standards” led to her becoming one of Reagan’s foreign policy advisors and eventually
ambassador to the United Nations. She was
joined in the administration by Commentary
contributors Elliott Abrams, Michael Novak,
Richard Pipes, and Carl Gershman.
Not every aspect of Reagan’s foreign policy
sprang from the pages of National Review and
Commentary. The editors of both publications
criticized his diplomacy with Mikhail Gorbachev. But there was never any doubt that
Reagan was a man of the Right, a principled
statesman. And, unlike many politicians, he
was not afraid to credit and to honor the
thinkers and publications that had shaped
him—and thereby the world—the most. In
1994, in one of his last public appearances,
Reagan addressed the 50th birthday party of
Human Events by video. “With your help,” he
said, “we won the war with the evil empire and
the Berlin Wall came tumbling down.” As he
had put it a few years before: “All in all, not
bad, not bad at all.”

Those suspicions may have been well founded.
When National Review senior editor James
Burnham filed a column critical of Nixon’s foreign policy with the headline “The Kissinger
Doctrine,” Buckley changed it to “The Sonnenfeldt Doctrine,” after Kissinger’s deputy.
Reagan was different. He liked to crib
from Human Events during his years as an
after-dinner speaker, and continued to do so
when he entered politics in 1966 as a candidate for governor of California. Staffers worried that the conservative publication made
Reagan vulnerable to attacks that he was out
of the mainstream—a fear that persisted after he was elected president in 1980. Senator
Paul Laxalt once mentioned a recent article
from Human Events in conversation with the
president. “Reagan said he had not seen it,” recalled Laxalt. “Well, the sons of bitches were
hiding it from him.” The president ordered
that multiple copies of Human Events be delivered to the White House every weekend.
As Reagan put it in a letter to Buckley in
1962, “I’d be lost without National Review.”
His 1982 address to the British parliament,
and his speech to the National Association of
Evangelicals the following year, drew heavily
from Burnham’s prescriptions for full-scale
ideological and political assault on the legiti- Matthew Continetti is editor in chief of the
macy of the Soviet Union. His defense build- Washington Free Beacon.
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Book Review by Alvin S. Felzenberg

Liking Ike
The Age of Eisenhower: America and the World in the 1950s, by William I. Hitchcock.
Simon and Schuster, 672 pages, $35

A

fter leading allied forces to
victory over Nazi Germany in World
War II, Dwight Eisenhower’s prestige was so great, and his political views so
closely held, that leading Republicans and
Democrats maneuvered to make him their
party’s 1948 presidential nominee. Our impressions of Ike, nearly a half-century after his
death in March 1969, are far less vivid. William I. Hitchcock, a professor of history at the
University of Virginia, remedies this problem
with his new book, The Age of Eisenhower:
America and the World in the 1950s, which
promises to be the definitive single-volume account of this understudied but highly consequential presidency.
Why has it taken so long for historians to
get Ike right? First, given his unprecedented
role as Supreme Commander of the Allied
Expeditionary Forces, earlier biographers
tended to subordinate everything Eisenhower
did after 1945 to his wartime achievements.
Second, the 34th president’s management
style was not the kind calculated to win plaudits. Columnist Murray Kempton, who be-

gan what became known as “Eisenhower revisionism,” considered Ike far different from
the genial, disengaged golfer who appeared
in so many of Herblock’s biting liberal cartoons. To him, Eisenhower was a cold, calculating manipulator, who deliberately concealed his objectives as well as his intelligence
from both admirers and detractors. Relying
on then recently opened papers, political scientist Fred Greenstein’s The Hidden-Hand
Presidency (1991) concluded that the passivity
Ike showed to the world was the façade of a
shrewd, deliberate governing strategy.
Third, and perhaps most damaging, was
the picture of Ike that came down to us
through both the popular culture and the
academy. “Remember the Eisenhower doll?”
comedian Mort Sahl would ask his audience in the early 1960s. “You wound it up
and it stood still for eight years.” Historians
and social scientists who came of age during
the New Deal judged all presidents who followed Franklin D. Roosevelt by how closely
they resembled him. By those lights, Ike did
not stand a chance.
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A

s an undergraduate, i once declared my intention to write an “honors” paper on Eisenhower’s presidency,
only to be admonished by my adviser that Ike
had fallen far short of the modern standard
of presidential activism. As such, she said,
he made a poor choice for academic scrutiny.
We compromised: I limited my topic to Ike’s
achievements as a party leader.
On that score, she and I could agree he had
failed miserably. In spite of winning two presidential elections in record landslides, and
high approval ratings (65% on average), Eisenhower spent his final six years in the White
House facing a Democratic Congress. Nor
did he witness the election of his preferred
successor, as Ronald Reagan did in 1988. The
instant Ike retired to Gettysburg in 1961, the
“permanent civil war in the Republican Party,”
as journalist Theodore White described it, resumed in earnest. Barry Goldwater’s nomination in 1964 against such competent moderates as Nelson Rockefeller, William Scranton,
and Henry Cabot Lodge—none of whom
came close to Ike in stature—was the revenge
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of conservatives who had seethed for decades
as the GOP kept nominating internationalists and tepid New Deal opponents: Wendell
Willkie in 1940, Thomas Dewey in 1944 and
1948, and Eisenhower in 1952 and ’56.
In the ensuing years, many able historians
issued reappraisals of the 34th president. But
as one of Hitchcock’s reviewers relates, they
proved no match for the “master propagandists” in and out of the academy who stuck
to their script. Hitchcock’s declaration that
“Camelot almost killed Ike” may be the best
and most apt comment in his book.
For some, it became fashionable to like Ike
for the things he did not do: confront Soviet
forces in Berlin and Hungary or Chinese ones
in Asia; press for a unified Korea; assist America’s European allies to reassert colonial holds
on Indochina and the Middle East; or allow
junior coalition partners to drag the United
States into full-scale wars. Carefully guiding
his readers through these challenges, Hitchcock also relates how Ike, in order to avert a
Soviet-led coup in Lebanon, sent troops himself, only to withdraw them without a single
casualty after the crisis had passed.
As he prepared to make his exit from the
presidency, the five-star general declared that
his proudest achievement was that, on his
watch, America remained out of a shooting
war. “None of that happened by accident, I
can tell you that,” Ike told intimates.

H

itchcock exposes his readers
to two important, unpleasant realities that are also elements of Eisenhower’s legacy. The first was that he tolerated
and sometimes encouraged CIA-directed
coups against governments in Iran, Guatemala, and elsewhere that he felt jeopardized
American interests. Second, he relied heavily, perhaps too heavily, on nuclear weapons
as the ultimate deterrent to aggression. Ike,
as Hitchcock states, may never have actually
threatened to use them if his demands in Korea or elsewhere were not met. But adversaries
weren’t sure, and chose not to find out.
Another often overlooked aspect of Ike’s
leadership, despite being there for all to see,
was his handling of the economy. Hitchcock
shows that Eisenhower inherited a $10 billion
debt from President Harry Truman, yet balanced the budget three times and came pretty
close the other five. Ike regarded the prosperity Americans had come to enjoy during the
1950s as a strategic asset he could use against
adversaries in the Cold War.
As a budgeter, Ike could spend as well as conserve. Defense spending under him was larger
than at any other time of peace: from 13.8% of
GDP in 1953, until the armistice was signed
with Korea, to above 9% where it remained
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throughout his presidency. This spending
built up the nation’s arsenal, most of it nuclear,
which was significantly cheaper than the alternative, and also promoted civilian endeavors.
Where he thought it essential to spend, sometimes lavishly, Eisenhower found creative ways
to do it “off-budget.” The best example of this
was the Interstate system funded through the
Highway Trust Fund, which drew its revenues
in turn from increased taxes on gasoline, diesel
oil, tires, buses, and trailers.

B

y the time hitchcock’s book appeared, Ike had placed fifth in a CSPAN poll of 100 historians, behind
only Washington, Lincoln, and both Roosevelts. With Eisenhower’s historical reputation
on the ascent, The Age of Eisenhower makes the
most of its opportunity to draw readers into
its narrative and keeps them there. Hitchcock
considers Ike the most consequential figure
to stride the world stage in the years between
1946 and 1961. It’s hard to disagree.
He may well have been the only president
other than George Washington and Gerald
Ford to enter the nation’s highest office without revealing any feelings of ambition for the
job. Shut out of the presidency for 20 years,
the GOP was desperate to find someone who
could lead it to victory. Ike had one condition
before he agreed to accept the GOP nomination: the party had to embrace U.S. membership in NATO. He was committed to the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization from
its outset, and had taken leave of his post as
president of Columbia University to become
its first commander.
When prominent Republican power brokers first broached the idea of Ike’s candidacy
Senate Leader Robert A. Taft seemed the
runaway favorite for the 1952 presidential
nomination. Taft had been the leader of the
isolationist faction within the party prior to
U.S. entry into World War II. He was especially popular in the Midwest and with the
party’s conservative grassroots voters. Taft,
who had tried and failed to become the Republicans’ nominee in 1940 and 1948, was
opposed in principle to NATO, which he
thought unnecessary and potentially “provocative,” thereby increasing the prospects of
a new world war. (One of Taft’s most vociferous supporters was a recent Yale graduate and
ex-isolationist who disagreed with his hero on
just this one subject. In one of his final editorials as editor of the Yale Daily News, William
F. Buckley, Jr., expressed the hope that Taft
would “come around” on NATO.)
With Ike receiving a steady stream of visitors at his headquarters at NATO, hints about
his political availability began to leak out. By
late April 1952, Ike was back in the United
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States, out of the army, and in the political
saddle. In an instant, a man who had been on
the government payroll since 1915, lived in
Washington on and off for many years, and
was on excellent terms with the pillars of the
American establishment, presented himself as
a political outsider.
Through a series of maneuvers and shenanigans orchestrated by his handlers—some
in public, others in backrooms—Eisenhower
defeated Taft at the 1952 Republican convention, 845 delegates to 280. After hammering away at three issues that had plagued the
Truman Administration, “Korea, corruption,
and Communism,” and pledging to “roll back”
New Deal programs and Soviet postwar expansion, Eisenhower defeated Illinois Governor Adlai E. Stevenson 55.2% to 44.3% in the
popular vote. In the Electoral College the tally
was 442 to 89. (In his 1956 rematch with Stevenson, Ike won 57.4% to 42%, and 457 to 73.)

O

nce in office, he proved a reluctant “roll backer” both at home
and abroad. (And how Buckley, now
running National Review, castigated him for
it.) In his own defense, Ike wrote his brother
Edgar: “Should any political party attempt to
abolish Social Security, unemployment insurance, and eliminate labor laws and farm
programs, you would never hear of that party again in our political history.” The most
revered conservative of the era, Whittaker
Chambers, advised Buckley that if he thought
nuclear war necessary to liberate Hungary, he
should propose it in his magazine and invite
the American people to decide the matter.
On the matter of civil rights, Hitchcock
presents Eisenhower as anything but the “reluctant warrior” previous writers thought him.
Their criticism was that he justified whatever
actions he took to extend and preserve African Americans’ rights on legal rather than
moral terms, as would John F. Kennedy. But
Kennedy took that direction only after having
been in office for two years. “In area after area,”
Hitchcock quotes Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.,
complaining 18 months into the New Frontier, the Kennedy crew “behaved exactly as
the Eisenhower administration would have
behaved.” To his credit, Hitchcock restores
Attorney General Herbert Brownell to his
rightful place as one of the most effective
presidential advisers in history. Brownell did
the heavy lifting when it came to drafting and
enacting the 1957 Civil Rights Bill, and in the
decision to send the 101st Airborne to Little
Rock to enforce the court-ordered desegregation of public school that same year.
The Soviet Union’s launching of the first
man-made satellite, Sputnik, in 1957 threw
much of the country’s political leadership into

crisis mode. Ike, through a multi-pronged response, reassured the nation that the strength
of the U.S. vis-à-vis the USSR had not
changed. Two Intercontinental Ballistic Missile systems, the Atlas and the Titan, were developed and commissioned simultaneously. In
addition, he ordered development of intermediate-range ballistic missiles designed for deployment in Europe to shore up NATO allies.
He strengthened U.S. alliances by helping
friendly nations augment their own capabilities, lowered trade barriers to enhance their
wherewithal, and shared nuclear secrets.

W

ith these fronts stabilized,
Eisenhower made major long-term
investments in parts of the civilian sector crucial to national defense: science,
technology, education, and manufacturing. He
named the first presidential science adviser
and brought in a team that restructured science education throughout the country. He
pressed hard for passage of the National Defense Education Act, which over four years invested $4 billion to train scientists and provide
fellowships for graduate study and instruction
in esoteric foreign languages. He put in place
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and fought to keep space
research housed in this civilian agency, where it
would not be affected by service rivalries in the
Pentagon. He obtained passage of the Defense
Reorganization Act, which brought more efficient management of the nation’s defenses.
Perhaps most significant, so much so that
its very existence was kept a military secret,
Eisenhower set up an agency to develop a spy
plane. The agency would go on to do much in
the area of computer science and electronics
and is today credited with the development of
the internet and microcomputers. Its official
name was Advanced Research Projects Agency (later known as DARPA).
William Hitchcock’s masterly book should
provide a decent burial to one of the worst
predictions in U.S. history, which still finds
its way into the history books. Informed of
Eisenhower’s election, Truman remarked,
He’ll sit here, and he’ll say, “Do this!
Do that!” And nothing will happen.
Poor Ike—it won’t be a bit like the army.
He’ll find it very frustrating.

Actually, quite a bit happened on Ike’s watch.
And not by itself.
Alvin S. Felzenberg teaches at the University of
Pennsylvania’s Annenberg School for Communication, and is the author, most recently, of A Man
and His Presidents: The Political Odyssey of
William F. Buckley, Jr. (Yale University Press).
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Book Review by Angelo M. Codevilla

A Certain Idea of France
De Gaulle, by Julian Jackson.
Harvard University Press, 928 pages, $39.95

E

ven as time passes and france
looms smaller among nations, Charles
de Gaulle’s heroic efforts to rebuild
the nation he loved continue to fascinate. Julian Jackson’s massive one-volume biography
keeps a tight focus on its subject, only incidentally addressing the wider corruption and collapse that de Gaulle had to confront—something Jackson, a history professor at London’s
Queen Mary University, has touched on in
previous books on 20th-century France. By
the same token, the book delves into midcentury international affairs only insofar as they
reveal more about de Gaulle. Jackson is not
concerned, as de Gaulle was, with what sort
of grandeur France may have been capable
of, and what it might have taken to achieve
it. Sometimes he treats events and thoughts
of vastly different significance with roughly
equal emphasis, in a kind of monotone. None-

theless, even for one familiar with de Gaulle’s
published works, this new biography is well
worth reading.

C

harles de gaulle famously said
of Henri Petain—the French Army’s
savior in the Great War who then betrayed his country to the Nazis in the Second
World War, and whose death sentence for
treason de Gaulle himself commuted to life
imprisonment—that he had been a great man
who had died circa 1925. Had de Gaulle died
in 1945, his biography would have been one
of unalloyed success: his every quirk and misjudgment buried by the near-infallible prescience, intellectual brilliance, tactical skill,
massive integrity, and grit by which a relatively junior army officer placed himself at the
head of a defeated country that ended the war
ranked among the world’s victorious powers.
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But during the years between his 1946
resignation as chief of France’s provisional
government and his second resignation in
1969 after a decade as president of the Fifth
Republic, he compiled a far more checkered personal and professional record. De
Gaulle’s ideas and objectives for his country remained what they had been. And as
before, his immanent task was to assemble
popular consensus and marshal officials’ and
politicians’ cooperation to serve those objectives. Absent the war and Nazi occupation’s
compelling focus, however, that task was inherently more difficult and the proper path
ahead was less clear. There wasn’t the same
pressure on those involved to compromise—
much less to sacrifice. Under these circumstances de Gaulle courted support by telling, or leading people to believe, what they
wanted about his intentions—the oldest and
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most short-legged of political tactics. He
also sought to dispense with persuasion by
seeking and exercising discretionary power.
That sufficed substantially for dealing with
the technocratic aspects of government. But
since the problem that brought de Gaulle
back to power in 1958—the Arabs’ war
against France’s 130-year presence in Algeria—raised the most inherently divisive political passions, handling it as he did injured
France severely. It also produced a de Gaulle
very different from the man who had liberated Paris a quarter-century earlier.

C

harles de gaulle was a simple,
unpretentious man. Charles de
Gaulle was complex, haughty, and
Machiavellian. Much of Jackson’s book revolves around this apparent contradiction.
But it neglects how the general himself had
clarified it in his memoirs, by agreeing with
Franklin Roosevelt’s judgment of himself as
“stuck up,” but faulting FDR for not asking
whether de Gaulle was “stuck up” for himself
or for France.
Jackson’s illustrations of de Gaulle’s simplicity are often moving. A colleague in the
provisional government in Algiers who followed him home to retrieve a briefcase found
him cuddling and singing love songs to his severely disabled daughter—something which
occupied much of his free time. Those who
dined with the de Gaulles in those years reported drinking out of sawn-off bottles and
eating the most frugal of foods surrounded
by the most basic of furniture. Even as president of France, living in the Élysée Palace, his
tastes and habits outside of official functions
remained spartan.
De Gaulle had tried unsuccessfully in 1940
to persuade persons more prominent than himself to head the Free French movement. When
he took the job, he humbly felt “like a man on
the beach proposing to swim across the ocean,”
as he put it. Between 1940 and 1944, dramatically subordinating his personal interest to his
professional interest and to the national interest was essential to the moral authority—he
had no other—by which he asked people to
hazard their lives for the common cause. Later,
even as he wielded the near-monarchical powers of the Fifth Republic’s presidency, his personal behavior embodied the proposition that
greatness consists only of identification with
a great cause. Once that identification ceased,
once he was freed from service to that cause,
he retired to a humble country house, worked,
and watched TV with his wife. He acted as
an ordinary neighbor to his neighbors and
refused to see anyone connected with government or politics. So consistently monastic was

he personally that no hint of financial or sexual
scandal about de Gaulle would ever have been
taken seriously.
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T

otal separation of personal and
official sentiments, however, is impossible. Better than anyone, de Gaulle
knew how remarkable he was, how essential
he had been to France’s restoration. He acknowledged to a friend,
the incredible mixture of patience, of
slow development, of obstinate creativity, of trick questions, the dizzying
succession of calculation, negotiations,
conflicts, trips that we had to carry
out to accomplish our enterprise. Just
take the example of [General Jacques]
Leclerc: they seem to think it quite
natural that he disembarked in Normandy, liberated Strasbourg and Paris.
No one seems to ask: “where did he
find the men and materiel? How is it
that he was just at the right moment at
the gates of Paris and then could fall
on Alsace?”

Nor did de Gaulle ever have any doubt
about his own talents. His memoirs (but not
Jackson) relate an intimate evening during
which Winston Churchill mused that he and
de Gaulle were a lot alike, doing much the
same thing. But, de Gaulle told him, while
Churchill was acting as the recognized head
of a mighty empire, he was doing similar
things though bereft of means and “having
come from nothing.” Also, he believed that he
was the better writer: Churchill dictated his
books; De Gaulle composed them.
De Gaulle’s lifelong Christian piety, which
he did not advertise in deference to the French
Republic’s official secularism, helps explains
his ability to maintain personal humility
alongside overweening professional pride. Just
how overweening—and, Jackson argues, dysfunctional—was that professional pride, how
it bled increasingly into his person, is perhaps
the biography’s most recurrent theme. Jackson never misses a chance to relate de Gaulle’s
tendency to treat people from a presumption
of superiority on the edge of insult. Anyone
who stood in the way of his cause, he cast aside.
As often as not de Gaulle would have to back
down and accept the inevitable. Jackson well
nigh ridicules his attitude as vainglorious and
self-delusional, while often admitting that the
harshness paid dividends.
Jackson shows, at first, a personally kind
man for whom hard-heartedness was limited
to the combat soldier’s duty—one who, until
1946, looked for reasons to commute courts’
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death sentences passed under his rule. But
long-term involvement in politics fired up de
Gaulle’s pride and animus to the point that
only political calculation prevented him from
indulging increasingly sanguinary passions.
He became indifferent to the pain his policies imposed. As he roughly and haphazardly
amputated Algeria from France’s body politic,
he responded to a plea on behalf of the Arabs
who had fought for France and who he was
abandoning to certain death with “Okay, they
will suffer.”

D

e gaulle will be studied for
centuries because of what he did
during World War II, and how
he did it. France’s entire socio-political establishment—its government, bureaucracy,
armed forces’ leadership: in short, the state—
had abdicated the historical entity they were
supposed to represent. The Vichy regime
ruled on behalf of the Germans who had
conquered them. France no longer existed
as something capable of inspiring the people
within its borders, or of engaging with other nations. There was no one to whom the
French people could look. On June 18, 1940,
via the BBC, the unknown voice of the unknown Charles de Gaulle gave them someone. He could make himself a transcendent
symbol because no one else even tried. He
understood, as no one else did, that power in
France would flow to whomever the people
identified with the idea of a France unbowed,
honored, and ultimately victorious.
As de Gaulle put together a temporary
replacement for the state, one imperfect human brick at a time, his uncontested, increasing grip on the French people’s imagination
(to which Churchill’s Great Britain supplied
the only significant material power) was and
remained his main asset in dealing with colleagues, as well as foreign governments. The
first two volumes of de Gaulle’s memoirs and
the first third of Jackson’s biography are primarily about this rebuilding, carried out painfully and painstakingly. The state was the objective. Democratic legitimacy was the means.
He deployed democratic legitimacy
against challengers foreign and domestic.
After the first months, his trump card against
Admiral Émile Muselier, for example, who
wanted to supplant him as leader of the Free
French movement, was that nobody in France
knew anyone but de Gaulle. The same went
for his control of the other groups that together made up the French Resistance. His
delegates’ directions were followed because,
quite simply, his name had become synonymous with genuine resistance and hope.
However violent his quarrels with his British

hosts, they knew perfectly well that his image as a non-puppet was a priceless asset of
his own creation. Churchill strove mightily
to make Franklin Roosevelt understand that.
By 1943, much as the Americans preferred
to have what was becoming France’s government-in-exile in the hands of the pliable
Henri Giraud, they could not stop Frenchmen from rallying to de Gaulle’s flag. As U.S.
forces prepared for D-Day, General Eisenhower quietly ignored Roosevelt’s orders not
to treat de Gaulle as France’s leader. No one
else had won France’s heart.

B

ut de gaulle was not a democrat
at heart. A Frenchman in the tradition of administrative government
resting on the Napoleonic code and, beyond
that, on the tradition of the royal commis
(clerks) such as Colbert, Turgot, and Vauban,
he was unsympathetic to spontaneity. France
had been made, and was to be kept, by its
governments, acting professionally through
ministries: the army, finance, diplomacy, po-

De Gaulle will
be studied for centuries
because of what
he did during
World War II, and
how he did it.
lice. Once Allied armies had displaced the
Germans, bureaucrats excessively loyal to
Vichy had been chased out, and persons loyal
to de Gaulle had taken key posts, he turned
power over to the regular bureaucracy. He
treated Resistance people who had risked
their lives as relics of the past. They had done
their duty. Now their duty was to step aside
and serve the state.
The state, however, needs the direction and
coherence of an executive, wholly responsible,
wholly in charge, because the people had chosen him. In the course of having increasingly
exercised those powers during the war, de
Gaulle had become that executive. In 1946,
France’s elected representatives quibbled
about his powers, and he resigned.
The process by which he resumed executive power 12 years later differed radically
from that by which he had won it during the
war. This time democracy—the people’s confidence in him—was in the far background
and of little help as he wooed influential
politicians. What’s more, these machinations
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were not what brought him back to power.
During the crucial days of 1958, his appeal
to the politicians had far less to do with popular sentiment than with the fact that only he
could save them from the vengeance of the
army in Algeria. Fear of that army and the
hopes of those committed to keeping Algeria
French enabled him to secure a premiership
with “full powers,” and then popular approval
of a constitution that rendered parliamentary
quibbling largely irrelevant.
Wielding the Fifth Republic’s powers required coherent policies on his part, and his
principal officers’ consensus about them.
Gathering that consensus regarding technical matters would prove easy enough—e.g.,
committing France to long-term reliance on
nuclear power for electricity. But with regard
to Algeria—the principal problem that he
had been empowered to resolve—what he did
was the negation of policy, as he had masterfully defined it: “that ensemble of continued
objectives, of matured decisions, of measures
brought to term.” The lack of it had doomed
the Third Republic. Now it would transform
de Gaulle.

J

ackson is at his best when showing
how, between 1958 and 1961, de Gaulle
had no clear idea of what he wanted to
achieve or of how to go about it. Not Machiavellianism, but the impossibility of rallying
support for a course on which one hasn’t decided, is the reason why de Gaulle gave different people different impressions of what he
wanted to do. And it is the reason why, changing course so often, he lost the confidence and
the loyalty of many of his collaborators. That
same failure on his part to decide a course and
stay with it is the reason he began by spurning
negotiations even with moderate Arabs, then
agreed to negotiations with the extremist National Liberation Front (FLN), but set terms
that led to deals being refused that would
have either partitioned the country or given
special status to French people born in Algeria. As his supporters turned against him and
he found himself at war with them, his negotiating position with the FLN collapsed. The
result was less a defeat than a rout.
His reaction to that rout made it worse,
including for himself. A million French
people left Algeria, most of whom had been
born there, spurred by massacres, confiscations, and violations of the negotiated terms
of independence. De Gaulle gave them neither help nor sympathy. In April 1961, when
generals Raoul Salan, Maurice Challe, and
Edmond Jouhaud, whom de Gaulle had ordered to “win this war,” turned against him,
he stopped the putsch in its tracks by putting
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on his general’s uniform and calling on the
army to obey him. Then he put the generals on trial for their lives. He intended for
them to be condemned to death and then
to commute their sentences. Challe was so
condemned. But Salan’s attorneys used the
record of de Gaulle’s contradictory orders,
and of the great man’s own 1940 refusal to
accept defeat, in a public trial that resulted
in no death sentence. De Gaulle’s united
entourage barely prevented him from going
through with Challe’s execution, and thereby
pouring gasoline on a still simmering army
revolt. All three generals went to prison.
Power tends to corrupt even the best of men.
After Algeria, de Gaulle acted competently
as head of the state by virtue of his powers far
more than by any mystique of attraction. For
a while, his technocratic rule satisfied France.
But by 1968 very different people had seized
the country’s imagination. Barricades went up
in Paris as a generation protested against lives
that offered endless “boulot, metro, do-do”—
work, go back-and forth, sleep. To keep hold
of power, de Gaulle called once again on his
authority, born long ago of exemplary patriotism, but little of it was left. To reclaim some
of his alienated comrades, he pardoned the
1961 putschists. Gaullist France put down

the revolt less out of love for the old man than
for partisan reasons. De Gaulle, knowing that
something was needed to catch the people’s
imagination, proposed a referendum to reform the structures of the state—essentially
the transformation of the Senate into a chamber of corporations. It excited nobody. When
it failed, he resigned the presidency. He was
succeeded by Georges Pompidou: a technocrat, certifiably brilliant (the top student in
France’s top school) and decent, and as uninspiring as they come.

T

fice himself and others on its altar. The patriotic infection he sought to spread was filial:
“mother, behold the sons who have fought
for you so.” Because culture and race are
related incidentally rather than essentially,
his prescient objection to a substantial Arab
presence in France was about cultural and
national identity rather than race. Though
his patriotism acknowledged the Gauls and
Romans as ancestors, as well as France’s several historic political identities, it recognized
Christianity as its soul. None of that is on
modern France’s mind.
Charles de Gaulle’s patriotism made him
who he was, and was responsible for the successes he had. History teaches that love of
country is indeed naturally infectious, and
that it covers a multitude of other faults.
Pericles’ ability to dissolve his personal interest into Athens’s, and to invite others to
do the same, was not the least of his assets.
But patriotism will get you only so far. As
Julian Jackson’s biography shows, de Gaulle’s
life illustrates patriotism’s limits as well as its
power.

wo years later, in 1970, de gaulle
was dead. Despite his wishes for a
private funeral, millions thronged his
village to mourn. “France is widowed,” said
Pompidou, who gathered the world’s great at
Notre Dame cathedral to pay him homage.
Today, no name is more honored in France
than de Gaulle’s. The country, however, is
nothing like “the certain image” which had
been his life’s guiding star, as he explained
in his Memoirs: “the princess of fairy tales or
the madonna of frescoes…fated to an eminent and exceptional destiny…only vast enterprises…on pain of mortal danger, it must Angelo M. Codevilla is a senior fellow of the
aim high and hold straight.” Ardent love of Claremont Institute and professor emeritus of
that image had impelled de Gaulle to sacri- international relations at Boston University.
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Book Review by Patrick Chamorel

The Specter of Islamophobia
L’islam et nous: Penser l’ennemi imprévu, by Pierre-André Taguieff.
CNRS Editions, 256 pages, €20
Un racisme imaginaire: La querelle de l’islamophobie, by Pascal Bruckner.
Grasset, 272 pages, €19

I

slam’s rise to the top of the european political agenda has prompted historians, philosophers, and social scientists
to investigate the specific characteristics of
ideological Islam—Islamism. How to explain Islamism’s success in our largely secularized societies, and how best to contend with
it? Recent books by two prominent French
philosophers address these questions. In Islamism and Us, Pierre-André Taguieff, an
influential historian of ideas whose previous
books have focused on racism, anti-Semitism,
and nationalism, emphasizes the formidable
intellectual challenge Islamism represents for
Western cultures, which persistently resist
seeing it as a totalitarian politico-religious ideology whose goal is an Islamist state. And in
An Imaginary Racism, prominent public intellectual Pascal Bruckner sheds critical light on
Islamophobia, which he sees as the fabricated

“WMD” (weapon of mass destruction) of any
debate about Islam, Islamism, and Muslims.

T

aguieff thinks the west suffers
from a clear intellectual disadvantage
in responding to Islamism. Following
the traumas of Nazism and Communism
many Westerners embraced a progressive
worldview, promising that the reconciliation of all cultures will secure eternal peace.
The main risk we face, they believe, is not
the eruption of an internal or external enemy, but our own irrational fear of others.
Despite events such as the Iranian Revolution, the failed Arab Spring, 9/11, and the
recent wave of terrorism, such progressives
cannot fathom alternatives to our belief in
the universalism of individualism, freedom
of expression, diversity, secularism, rational
thinking, and gender equality.
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Taguieff underscores our resistance to accepting religion as Islamists’ main motivation,
even though they make no mystery of it. Unlike many Americans, West Europeans tend
to consider religion a thing of the past. After
a long quest to secure freedom of and from
religion, the French, for example, fear a 21stcentury return of the kind of religious wars
they fought in the 16th century. Western Europe also remains influenced by the Marxist
idea of religion as the opiate of the masses—a
“fog” hiding class struggle, the real engine of
history. Islamism challenges our view of the
relationship between religion and revolution:
the French, Russian, and Chinese revolutions
fought religion as a reactionary political and
cultural force; the Iranian Revolution turned
it into a revolutionary one.
Many Westerners consider Islam a “religion
like any other.” But unlike the Bible, the Koran,
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Muslims claim, is the word of God Himself,
and so immune to criticism. Violence is a prescription for Muslims, not the mere context of
Biblical stories. As historian of Islam Gabriel
Martinez-Gros noted in an interview, “Islam
is the only monotheism integrating the duties
of war into those of religion.” This fusion of religion and politics is one of Islam’s fundamental principles, whereas the difference between
what “belongs to Caesar and what belongs to
God” is spelled out in the New Testament. In
Islamic Exceptionalism (2016), Brookings Institution’s Shadi Hamid warns us not to expect
Islam to take the secular path of other religions.
Yet for many progressives, Islam is merely retrograde; there is no point in analyzing it as
unique since it’s simply a historical laggard and
bound to catch up.

T

aguieff questions the moderate
versus radical dichotomy that emerges
from this way of looking, or not looking, at Islam. For him, “quietists” and “Jihadists” share ends, but not means. Quietists
prefer a “cultural” route leading to the whole
society’s “submission” to Islam; Jihadists seek
to provoke—and win—a civil war through
violent acts of terror. Indeed, police investigations often uncover the role of quietists in the
intellectual nurturing of terrorists. Likewise,
Taguieff underscores the similarities between
the presumably “moderate” Muslim Brothers
and the more radical Salafists. As Tariq Ramadan, who until his recent arrest for alleged
rapes was the leading Islamist intellectual in
Europe and is the grandson of the Muslim
Brotherhood founder Hassan al-Banna, said,
“Jihad is to man’s humanity what instinct is to
an animal’s behavior.”
Is Islamism then the full realization of Islam, or its perversion? Taguieff admits that it
is only one way to understand Islam and that
many Muslims do not identify with it. Yet he
dismisses the sort of reassuring statements
made after each terrorist attack (including
by some survivors), claiming “this has nothing to do with Islam, a religion of love and
peace.” This is like the Trotskyists who insisted Stalinism did not reflect real Communism. Why, Taguieff asks, do terrorists invariably invoke the Koran rather than the Bible
or Torah? His answer is that only Islam is the
religion of Jihad. As one Islamist leader puts
it, “Islamism is Islam in motion.”
Another way some social scientists minimize religion’s role in Islamism is illustrated
by Islam specialist Olivier Roy’s concept of
an “Islamization of radicalism”—a counterpoint to his colleague Gilles Kepel’s thesis
of a “radicalization of Islam.” It is true that
many terrorists do not know the Koran or at-

tend mosque, and they eat pork. But Taguieff
counters that few Communists ever read Das
Kapital, either! Roy argues, predictably, that
terrorism is caused by economic hardship, social exclusion, and Western racism. As political scientist François Burgat seconds the point,
“Islamist violence is not rooted in Islam; revolt
stems from the West’s failure to achieve social
harmony.”
Yet, analyses of political Islam emphasizing its barbarism, nihilism, and fanaticism
instead of its religious roots are just as unsatisfactory for Taguieff. Here again he disagrees with Roy, who equates Jihadism with
“a generational and nihilist revolt.” Taguieff
acknowledges that Islamism fits the main
criteria defining political extremism: an intransigent ideology, an “us versus them” Manichaeism, and the certainty that the ends justify the means. But he considers Islamism to
be a new kind of totalitarianism, irreducible
to a resurgence of fascism or Nazism. The
boast “we are as eager to die as you are eager
to live,” for example, reflects the unique role of
martyrdom in Islamism.

I

slamophobia, a theme in taguieff’s
book, is the focus of Bruckner’s An Imaginary Racism. Both authors describe Islamophobia as the key weapon in the Islamists’
ideological arsenal, a Trojan horse the West
eagerly admitted behind its walls. The term
evokes an irrational fear of Islam and Muslims rooted in an allegedly racist and colonial
Western, and especially, French culture. The
indictment seeks to delegitimize critical discussion: only Islamophobes could possibly
have a problem with Islam and Muslims.
Recognizing the superior legitimacy in the
West of the struggle against racism, Islamists
have cast Islamophobia as the anti-racist cause
par excellence—though one “without race or
victims,” according to Bruckner. Two odd
allies have joined forces with the Islamists:
radicalized activists for the equal rights of minorities—including feminists—and the old
Marxist far Left. The former have shed their
universalistic fight against discrimination and
for equal rights to embrace an identity-based
ideology in which each ethnic, racial, and religious group seeks to break away from the
others and from the majority. This model,
popular in post-colonial studies programs,
resurrects the Black Panthers’ and Nation of
Islam’s visions from the 1960s. Bruckner calls
it “legal apartheid,” noting that, over the years,
the concept of apartheid has shifted from the
policy of a racist regime to a way to fight racism. Not all identities are worth celebrating,
however, least of all national identity. Houria
Bouteldja, a leading Islamist activist in France
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who titled her latest book Whites, Jews and Us
(2017), calls for “shattering French identity.”
The Islamists’ other ally in this radicalized
anti-racist ideology is the traditional Marxists who’ve been adrift since Communism’s
collapse and the continued shrinking of the
West’s working class (one increasingly tempted by populism). As the “damned of the earth,”
Muslims and other immigrants represent the
new proletariat and avant-garde of the revolutionary army. Islam, however, is not the goal
of this odd coalition. What binds the radical feminists, Trotskyists, anti-imperialists,
and pro-Palestinians together is their hatred
for liberal democracy, Western values, global
capitalism, Christianity, Judaism, and the
nation-state. They also share a fascination for
political violence.

T

he new paradigm posits that
whites are always oppressors and nonwhites invariably exploited. It is best
illustrated by the reaction to the mass rapes
perpetrated by Muslim refugees in Cologne,
Germany, in New Year's Eve 2015/16. For
the anti-racists, the crime was not the rapes
but the stigmatization of the rapists by the Islamophobic media and mainstream feminists.
Such role reversal is part of the Islamists’ attempt to transform Western social norms and
values. Why the Left jettisoned its values of
liberty and equality for a repressive religious
ideology remains a puzzle for Bruckner.
Islamists see anti-Semitism as the model
for Islamophobia, again hiding religion behind racism. They equate their own victimization with the Jews’. Jews, however, were victims of well-documented discriminatory policies, whereas Muslims in today’s Europe enjoy
the equal protection of the law. And Jews
did not hate the various nationalities among
whom they found themselves, or spread terrorism; on the contrary, they strived to integrate in societies to the extent they were permitted to do so.
An allegedly colonialist and nationalistic
Israel is now blamed for turning Palestinians
into the new Jews and Israelis into the new
Nazis. Meanwhile, most Muslims deny the
deep anti-Semitism running through their
culture. A French historian of the Holocaust,
Georges Bensoussan, was recently taken to
court under hate crime legislation for simply
documenting that long-running reality. Likewise, after a group of 300 intellectuals wrote
a column in Le Monde last April denouncing
the growing anti-Semitism among Muslims,
the response of 30 leading Imams was to deny
it and point to…Islamophobia.
According to surveys conducted by Islamist organizations within and outside the
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United Nations (whose main objective is a
universal ban of blasphemy against Islam),
Islamophobia has increased in the West
since the Iranian Revolution. But a recent
survey on discrimination against Muslims
in the European Union shows a wide discrepancy between the number of Muslims
saying they have been victims of discrimination at least once in the last five years (20%
in France) and those believing that Muslims
are discriminated against as a group (75%).
Such a widespread, irrational feeling of victimization—conspiracy theories are also
pervasive—is almost akin to an ideology.

F

racial, ethnic, and religious diversity. But Islamic culture has moved the opposite way:
the values of Muslims, especially among the
new generation, are increasingly at odds with
those of the rest of French society. This is particularly true about religion, secularism, free
speech, the legitimation of political violence,
anti-Semitism, and patriotism.

A

ccusations of islamophobia are
an effective tool to constrain freedom of expression and to advance
Islamism, shifting the debate away from Islamist propaganda and terrorism. Such accusations cast Muslims as the victims, pit them
against the rest of the population, legitimize
residential and cultural separatism, intimidate would-be critics, and pressure Muslim
communities to conform to Sharia law. This
is why Bruckner thinks Islamists themselves
are the main source of Islamophobia.
He finds the treatment of Islamism in Europe and North America excessively indulgent. As Islamism has become more aggressive, he notes, Westerners have increasingly
blamed themselves. Our tolerance even for intolerant acts and doctrines, our guilt over past
colonialism and social inequalities, our fear of
resurgent religious conflicts, as well as our selfhatred, all contribute to political Islam’s growing influence. Unfortunately, concessions continue to be made to Islamist organizations by
journalists, intellectuals, politicians and the
courts. Charlie Hebdo now self-censors itself.
Laïcité, France’s version of secularism, has
been undermined by courts that allow the
public financing of mosques and exempt some
educators from the ban on wearing the veil.
Courts have even acquiesced in the argument
that laïcité discriminates against Islam, even
though the 1905 law applies to all religions.
And history curriculums have been modified
to shun national heroes considered guilty of
racism, and to devote more space to an embellished history of Islam.
Bruckner warns against accepting constraints on our way of life to accommodate
religious fanatics. For both Bruckner and
Taguieff we must protect freedom of expression, secularism, and gender equality, and oppose granting special privileges to any religion.
They also urge us to vigorously support those
Muslims who reject Islamist oppression. As
Bruckner says, “Islamists hate France not because it oppresses them but because it seeks to
liberate them.” We can only hope that his call
for Islam to shift from a strategy of victimization to one of introspection will be heard.

rench muslim organizations such
as the “Collective Against Islamophobia in France” (CCIF), which is linked
to the Muslim Brotherhood, also conduct
regular surveys on the topic. But as journalist
Isabelle Kersimon and legal historian JeanChristophe Moreau document in their rigorously researched book Islamophobie: la contreenquête (Islamophobia: the Counter-Investigation
[2014])—which both Taguieff and Bruckner
quote abundantly—the CCIF fails to distinguish between acts of hatred, discrimination,
and violence against Muslims, on the one hand,
which are crimes punishable by law, and opinions about Islam on the other, which citizens
have a right to hold in a free society. Most
acts classified as “anti-Muslim” were refusals
by public employees to grant Muslims special
privileges such as different hours for men and
women in municipal swimming pools, daily
Halal menus in school cafeterias, and the assignment of women doctors for treating Muslim women. What Muslim organizations denounce as “State racism” includes search warrants in the aftermath of terrorist attacks, the
expulsion of a Salafist Imam, and the closing of
a mosque for safety reasons.
Kersimon and Moreau even investigated
claims that Muslim cemeteries are desecrated
more often than others, that crimes against
Muslims are not as harshly punished as others,
and that the media harbor an anti-Muslim bias.
All proved groundless. Interestingly, the scholars found that most media outlets bend over
backward for fear of being perceived as Islamophobic—for example, by inviting Islamists to
give their opinions on public issues—and because they assume their audiences hold antiMuslim prejudices that need correcting!
In fact, the notion that a pervasive hatred
of Muslims has engulfed Europe is dispelled
by most surveys. Instead of anti-Muslim
backlash, widespread sympathy for Muslims typically follows each terrorist attack
in France. Surveys also show that European Patrick Chamorel is a senior resident scholar at
societies have been increasingly accepting of Stanford in Washington.
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Essay by Joseph Epstein

The Music of the Grand American Show

Language, in fact, is very far from
logical. Its development is determined,
not by neat and obvious rules, but by
a polyhedron of disparate and often
sharply conflicting forces—the influence of the schoolma’am, imitation (often involving misunderstanding), the
lazy desire for simplicity and ease, and
sheer wantonness and imbecility.
—H.L. Mencken
The American Language: Supplement Two

I

n the preface to happy days, the
first of his three autobiographies, H.L.
Mencken remarks on his own good fortune, noting that there is nothing in his life,
had he to live it over, he would have changed.
“I’d choose the same parents, the same birthplace, the same education…the same trade,
the same jobs, the same income, the same
politics, the same metaphysic, the same wife,
the same friends, and…the same relatives to
the last known degree of consanguinity, in-

cluding those in-law.” Henry Louis Mencken
was a happy man, a fact that attentive readers will soon enough discover burbling out
nearly everywhere in his writing. Walter
Lippmann, America’s last great newspaper
columnist, wrote of Mencken: “When you
can explain the heightening effect of a spirited horse, of a swift athlete, of a dancer really in control of his own body, when you can
explain why watching them you feel more
alive yourself, you can explain the quality of
his influence.”
Mencken won vast popularity and its accompanying emoluments for doing what he
loved to do most: to write vividly about the
grand circus that for him was American life.
In his essay “On Being an American,” Mencken wrote that he liked America “because it
amuses me to my taste. I never get tired of the
show.” Politicians, preachers, prohibitionists,
professors, quacks, the South (that “Sahara of
the Bozart”), the manifold hypocrisies of the
“booboisie” (“Homo boobiens”), and much else
kept him more than busy.
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During the period after World War I and
before the onset of the 1930s, Mencken’s fame
reached its zenith. His iconoclasm, expressed
in a style at once elegant and comical, everywhere found a ready audience in the young.
“So many young men get their likes and dislikes from Mencken,” Ernest Hemingway
wrote in The Sun Also Rises. In Black Boy, his
autobiography, Richard Wright tells of discovering a book of Mencken’s in the Memphis
public library. The then-young Wright, beginning to read it, “was jarred and shocked by
the style, the clear, clean, sweeping sentences.”
Until discovering Mencken, Wright claimed
not to know one could use words as weapons.
Mencken was no mere iconoclast. He attacked the genteel tradition in literature, true
enough, but he also championed the fiction
of Joseph Conrad, Theodore Dreiser, Sinclair
Lewis, and Willa Cather. Nor was Mencken’s
fame on the intellectual-magazine scale merely; it was national. He published a column in
the Baltimore Sun, which, as an impressive
self-promoter, he arranged to have syndicated
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round the country. In 1924, with the drama
critic George Jean Nathan, he began the
American Mercury magazine. His reporting of
the 1925 Scopes Trial on evolution in Drayton, Tennessee, helped elevate it into one of
the great trials of the 20th century.
In good part Mencken’s fame was owed to
his humor. “Mirth,” he wrote, “is necessary to
wisdom, to comfort, above all, to happiness.”
Elsewhere he noted that “one good horselaugh
is worth 10,000 syllogisms.” Although he may
be best remembered for his savage yet always
delightful mockery, he was a serious thinker
whose thought was informed by a deep, lifelong skepticism. What he was skeptical about
above all was our hope of ever achieving even
rudimentary understanding of our place in an
uncaring universe. In one of the essays in his
books of Prejudices he wrote:

which caused him to misapprehend the intentions, if never the idiocy, of Adolf Hitler. Part
of the reason for his doing so was Mencken’s
detestation of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, or
“Roosevelt II” as he often referred to him. So
great was this hatred that FDR’s desire for
American entry into World War II was sufficient for Mencken to be against it.
This congeries of opinions, views, and
prejudices caused Mencken’s journalism to be
banned from most magazines and newspapers,
including the Baltimore Sun, for which he had
written since his youth and on whose board
he sat. He could scarcely have known it at the
time, but this was a blessing in disguise. Being
largely excluded from journalism freed him
from the ephemera of contemporary politics
and caused him to fall back on the writing of
books. A number of the books he wrote dur-

No one knows Who created the visible
universe, and it is infinitely improbable
that anything properly describable as
evidence on the point will ever be discovered. No one knows what motives
or intentions, if any, lie behind what
we call natural laws. No one knows
why man has his present form. No one
knows why sin and suffering were sent
into this world—that is, why the fashioning of man was so badly botched.

The American Language: An Inquiry
into the Development of English in the
United States, by H.L. Mencken.
Alfred A. Knopf, 816 pages, out-of-print

And, he might have added, anyone who tells
you he does know these things is a fool if
not a liar, and richly deserving of Mencken’s
contumely.

The American Language: Supplement
Two, by H.L. Mencken. Alfred A.
Knopf, 889 pages, out-of-print

An Astounding Intellectual Feat

H

.l. mencken was one of that
small but superior club of laughing
pessimists that among Americans
included George Santayana and Justice Oliver
Wendell Holmes. Holmes, writing to Harold
Laski, remarked on Mencken’s “sense of reality,” adding “and most of his prejudices I share.”
The 1930s were nowhere near so generous
to Mencken as the ’20s had been. Much of the
youthful audience captivated by his writing—
Mike Gold, editor of the New Masses, accused
Mencken of “killing social idealism in young
America”—now went over to socialism and
some among it to revolutionary Marxism. Because of the exaggerated hatred in the United
States of all things German once America
entered World War I—Beethoven and other
great German composers were often barred
from major symphony programs; sauerkraut
was rechristened “liberty cabbage”—Mencken, who was himself of German ancestry, became distrustful of anti-German sentiment,

Books discussed in this essay:

The American Language: Supplement
One, by H.L. Mencken. Alfred A.
Knopf, 769 pages, out-of-print

Mencken: The American Iconoclast,
by Marion Elizabeth Rodgers.
Oxford University Press, 672 pages,
$37.50 (cloth), $36.95 (paper)

ing this time—his Happy Days, Newspaper
Days, Heathen Days, and The American Language with its two thick Supplement volumes—
are H.L. Mencken’s true literary heritage and
his best claim to lasting fame as an important
American writer.
In its survey of the 100 greatest non-fiction
works in English, the Guardian included—
along with Hobbes’s Leviathan, Boswell’s The
Life of Samuel Johnson, Hume’s A Treatise of
Human Nature, Gibbon’s The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, and Webster’s An American Dictionary of the English
Language—Mencken’s The American Language.
The book in its first edition was published in
1919, but Mencken set to work polishing and
enlarging it until its fourth and final edition
in 1936, and then added two hefty Supplement
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volumes during the 1940s, finishing the second
in 1948, just before the devastating stroke that
rendered him bereft of speech and the ability to
write, though he lived on, in this sad condition
of incapacitation, until 1956.
Mencken claimed to be a bit of a fraud
himself when The American Language became
a commercial publishing success, for he had
no formal training either as a philologist or
in linguistic science. In fact, he never went to
college. As he wrote in the preface to Newspaper Days: “At a time when the respectable
bourgeois youngsters of my generation were
college freshman, oppressed by simian sophomores and affronted with balderdash daily by
chalky pedagogues, I was at large in a wicked
seaport of half a million people, with a front
seat at every public show, as free of the night
as of the day, and getting earfuls and eyefuls of instruction in a hundred giddy arcana,
none of them taught in schools.”
That a man unarmored by any degrees
or other insignia of formal learning wrote
this great theoretical lexiographical work of
more than 2,300 pages, called The American Language, with (at my estimate) no fewer
than 10,000 footnotes was, and remains, an
astounding intellectual feat. Apart from the
knowledge entailed, the work tested Mencken’s organizational powers. “An extraordinarily maddening manuscript” he called it. Elsewhere he referred to it as “that damned American language book,” which, in a depressed
moment, he likened to “a heavy, indigestible
piece of cottage cheese”—and this was early in
the project when a smaller book was planned.
The immensity of the reading, the lavishness
of the material, the amplitude of the correspondence required, the mere logistics of the
filing—all, taken together, were enough to
sink any intellectual enterprise. But Mencken
kept at it to its completion, though coming
near the conclusion of his second Supplement
volume (his excellent biographer Marion Elizabeth Rodgers reports in Mencken: The American Iconoclast [2005]) he had come to feel
something close to hostility at the thought of
the language of his countrymen.
Proper English?

R

eaders of the american language
will feel nothing of the kind. Quite
the reverse, they are more likely to
feel wonder at the endless invention, comedy
(conscious and unconscious), and richness
of American English as set out by Mencken.
The work is organized into twelve chapters:
The Two Streams of English, The Materials
of the Inquiry, The Beginnings of American,
The Period of Growth, The Language Today,
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American and English, The Pronunciation of
American, American Spelling, The Common
Speech, Proper Names in America, American Slang, and The Future of the Language.
The first Supplement volume added to the
material in the first six of these chapters; the
second Supplement volume to five of the final
chapters. The Supplements provided more
up-to-date matter—much of it supplied to
Mencken by correspondents, both professional linguists and amateurs among them—
corrected his errors in the original volume,
and added the findings of his voluminous
reading. Various appendices and elaborate
indices are included. English and American
honorific titles are also taken up as are “the
flowery fields of euphemism” used “to engaud
lowly vocations” (“ janitor” into “custodian,”
etc.), elevate products (“used” to “previouslyowned” cars), and perhaps death (“passing”
and worse) above all. On the subject of death
and euphemism, one imagines Mencken
would have appreciated the joke about the
McCormick Company going to court to sue
against death being called the Grim Reaper;
asked what he would prefer death be called,
the company’s attorney answered “The International Harvester.”
The distinction between the language spoken and written in America and England is
one observed throughout Mencken’s immense
work. At the outset, English correctness reinforced by snobbery and further backed up by
what Mencken calls “Anglomaniacs” prevailed
over American latitudinarian inventiveness.
In fact, as he points out, “Emerson and Poe
wrote English English; so, too, Hawthorne,
Thoreau, Longfellow and Holmes.” Mencken
nevertheless predicted, accurately, that American English would in time predominate over
the language spoken and written in England.
He made this prediction based on his view
that the English of Americans “is much more
honestly English in any sense that Shakespeare would have understood,” and more so
than the so-called Standard English of England, and this on the “very plausible grounds,
that American is better on all counts—clearer,
more rational, and above all, more charming.”
Logan Pearsall Smith, the American-born
English essayist, brother-in-law to Bertrand
Russell, had it right when he wrote that “it is
chiefly in America—let us frankly recognize
the fact—that the evolution of our language
will now proceed…for in language it is the
fait accompli that counts, and in the capacity
for putting new words over, the Americans, if
only because they have twice the population,
are bound to win every time.”
The roster of English writers who looked
askance at American English is impressive.

A number of them, I regret to have to report,
are figures from my own pantheon of literary
gods, among them Samuel Johnson (“the finicky and always anti-American Samuel Johnson” Mencken calls him), Charles Dickens,
Mrs. Frances Trollope, Sydney Smith, John
Ruskin, George Bernard Shaw, and H.W.
Fowler, who held that “Americanisms are foreign words, and should be so treated.” The
pro-American side among the English, with
Robert Bridges, Wyndham Lewis, and Virginia Woolf, is less impressive.
In the United States, the lineup against
American English notably featured Henry
James (who wasn’t quite an American, but, as
T.S. Eliot called him, “a European but of no
known country”) and Ambrose Bierce. On
the pro-American side were James Fenimore
Cooper, Walt Whitman, Mark Twain, and
Sinclair Lewis. William Dean Howells found
the difference between the English written
and spoken by Americans and Englishmen,
far from deplorable, highly desirable, and
added that one has only to depart one’s stud-

The terms from the
domain of booze, from
“hooch” to “bootlegger,”
from “chaser” to “bartender,” including the
word “booze” itself, are
American inventions.
ies or editorial offices “to go into the stores and
fields to find a rebirth of ‘the spacious times of
great Elizabeth’ again.”
Americanisms

“A

n americanism,” wrote john s.
Farmer, a linguist quoted by Mencken,
“may be defined as a word or phrase,
old or new, employed by general or respectable usage in America in a way not sanctioned
by the best standards of the English language.”
Mencken’s own criteria for Americanism are
“first, its general uniformity throughout the
country…secondly, its impatient disregard of
rule and precedent, and hence its large capacity…for taking in new words and phrases and
for manufacturing new locutions out of its
own materials.”
Throughout the pages of The American
Language Mencken reminds us of American inventions, some formed by clipping off
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longer words, back-shortening, or back-formation. He provides the several instances of
words formed from the American “-ize,” “-ate,”
“-ify,” “-acy,” “-ous,” and “-ment” endings; also
words with an “-ery,” “-ette,” “-dom,” “-ster,”
and other suffixes. Then there are the countless words formed out of pure imagination:
“rough-house,” “has-been,” “bust,” “duck” (not
the animal), “scary,” “classy,” “tasty,” “gumshoe,” “nothin’ doin’,” “for keeps,” and “billboard.” Toss in the trade names that became
generic words: “vaseline,” “listerine,” “kotex,” “kleenex,” “coke,” and more. The terms
from the domain of booze, from “hooch” to
“bootlegger,” from “chaser” to “bartender,” including the word “booze” itself, are American inventions. Add in the borrowing from
Spanish, Yiddish, German, Scandanavian,
Chinese, and other immigrant groups. One
could go on and on, and Mencken does,
compiling lists of words numbering in the
thousands, through the pages of his three
volumes, remarking along the way on those
characteristics that set the American off
from the Englishman: “his bold and somewhat grotesque imagination, his contempt
for dignified authority, his lack of aesthetic
sensitiveness, his extravagant humor.”
Many pages and footnotes in The American Language are devoted to etymology. No
one is certain, for example, of the origin
of that most internationally popular of all
Americanisms, “O.K.” Mencken provides
a lengthy footnote on “hot dog,” which is
thought to derive from a vendor at the old
New York Polo Grounds who was the first
to heat the rolls for what until he came along
were more popularly known as “weenies” or
“frankfurters.” The word “phoney” is another
Americanism without clear origin. Other
words without known provenance include
“hokum,” “sundae,” and “ jazz,” though the
last is often taken to have been a synonym
for sexual intercourse.
Which brings us to words that, in Mencken’s phrase, “suggest blushful ideas.” The most
obvious is the room in which the toilet is installed. Many are the synomyns for it, among
them “ john,” “ jakes,” “donniker,” “the plumbing,” “necessary room,” and “loo” (deriving
from Waterloo). My own favorite, “the House
of Commons,” does not show up in Mencken’s
pages. Although no prude, Mencken largely
takes a pass on the rich trove of words describing sex and the veritable thesaurus of words for
the genitals, male and female. Only toward the
close of his second Supplement, does he bring
up the grand f-word, never spelling it out but
noting that during World War II “it became
an almost universal verb, and with –ing added,
a universal adjective; another, beginning with s,
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ran a close second to it.” Neither word, fair to
say, has lost its vast popularity, and cable television has given them even wider currency.
Mencken expends many pages on proper
names (also on American place-names). He
lists the most common first and last names
of his day in America. He takes up ethnic
names, first and last. He notes that, during
the strong wave of anti-German feeling during World War I, people who had the suffix
“stein” in their last names changed the pronunciation to “steen” in the hope of not falling foul of this feeling. Front, or first, names
are of course greatly subject to the winds of
fashion. Two that have nearly disappeared
since Mencken’s day are “Bob,” the short version for Robert, and “Dick,” that for Richard.
Today overwhelmingly Roberts are Robs or
Robbys, Richards are Ricks or Richs. The
Jewish boys’ names of my own generation,

Irving, Seymour, Norman, Arnold, Harvey,
Ronald, Marvin, Melvin, Marshall—names,
I have always thought, more fit for English
hotels than human beings—have given way
to Tyler, Tucker, Taylor, Madison, Belmont,
and Scott. Even now there may well be an
F. Scott Feldman applying to Princeton. On
the distaff side, there are all those Brittanys,
Tiffanys, Brandys, and Ashleys. The only
thing I can recall from Nora Ephron’s novel
Heartburn is that the heroine’s unfaithful
husband claims to have dated “the first Jewish Kimberly.” Who can say, a Kelly Rabinowitz may even now be walking the streets.

out the distinctions among “imbeciles,” “idiots,” and “morons,” among “hobos,” “tramps,”
and “bums,” and among “slang,” “argot,” and
“cant.” He gives several definitions his own
spin. “To go Hollywood,” for example, is “to
abandon the habits and ideas of civilization
and embrace the levantine life of the richer
movie folks.” One of the definitions of “professor,” at least as used in the United States of
Mencken’s day, and one as a university teacher
I myself always favored, is the man who plays
piano in a bordello.
A few heroic figures emerge from the pages of The American Language. Mark Twain
is frequently cited for his excellent ear for
Distinctions and Definitions
Americanism; so, too, Ring Lardner. A linguist named Louise Pound is relied upon as an
nteresting distinctions and defini- authority. The work of Otto Jespersen in this
tions are in play throughout the pages of realm is uniformly praised. Walter Winchell,
The American Language. Mencken sets one of what Mencken calls “America’s keyhole
columnists,” who along with Time and Variety
specialize in “low aesthetic visibility,” is nonetheless credited with many inventions: “infanticipating” (for expecting a child), “debutramp,”
“Reno-vated” (for contemplating a divorce), the
30% off with promo code BB657 at www.urpress.com
“Hardened Artery” (for Broadway), and many
more. John Galsworthy, Arnold Bennett, and
Arthur Conan Doyle are cited for misusing
Americanisms in their fiction.
Among the lengthy lists comparing English
and American words and expressions, setting
out the special language of various trades from
soda jerks to steelworkers, recording the infiltration of the everyday language of England
by Americanism, noting the manifold oddities
and idiosyncracies of a language always on the
move, what keeps the pages of The American
Language humming, the work’s occasional
Educating Liberty
The Sense of Injustice and the
longueurs tolerable, are its many MenckenDemocracy and Aristocracy
Origin of Modern Democracy
isms. Mencken was death on pretension, and
in J.S. Mill’s Political Thought
BRUCE J. SMITH
especially
on people with shaky pretensions to
CHRIS BARKER
A careful study of the political thought of
learning. He refers to political science as “the
A comprehensive study of Mill’s theory of libMachiavelli, Hobbes, and Locke, revealing the
lugubrious discipline.” Freudianism gets the
erty, uncovering Mill’s solution to the problem
roots of modern democracy
back of his hand, mentioned in a footnote, to
of democracy, the tyranny of the majority
324 pages • 9781580469234 • $90 • HB
the effect that “the popular craze…struck the
272 pages • 9781580469227 • $105 • HB
Offer price: $63
United States in 1912 or thereabout, in succesOffer price: $73.50
sion to Coueism, the Emmanuel Movement,
and paper-bag cookery.” As for the American
Socrates and Divine Revelation
Becoming Socrates
Ph.D.,
in England “it is seldom if ever given to
LEWIS FALLIS
Political Philosophy in Plato’s “Parmenides”
persons trained in the congeries of quacker“[W]ill take its place among the finest
ies which passes, in the American universities,
ALEX PRIOU
scholarly analyses of Plato and the most
under the name of ‘education.’” He cites a book
illuminating theoretical investigations of the
“[A] deeply thought-provoking new
put
out by the Modern Language Association
problem of religion and political philosophy.”
perspective on Platonic-Socratic political
as
providing
“a sufficiently depressing proof of
—Peter Ahrensdorf, Davidson College
philosophy.” —Thomas L. Pangle, University
the stupidity of the learned.” He writes that
of Texas at Austin
94 pages • 9781580469081 • $95 • HB
in American colleges and high schools “there
Offer price: $66.50
256 pages • 9781580469197 • $95 • HB
is no faculty so weak as the English faculty,”
Offer price: $66.50
which is “the common catch-all for aspirants
to the birch who are too lazy or too feeble in
intelligence to acquire any sort of exact knowlVisit us at www.urpress.com
edge, and the professional incompetence of its
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typical ornament is matched only by his hollow cocksureness.” In a passing reference to
Emory University he mentions “the students
there incarcerated.”
If He Were Alive Today

M

encken never comes out directly to announce his own views about
language, but these are easily enough
surmised. He himself never wrote other than
clear, clean English, highlighted at times by a
baroque vocabulary and always informed by a
comic vision. (Who else but Mencken could
refer to the work of funeral parlors as “human
taxidermy,” to drinkers as the “bibuli,” to cussing as “sulphurous language,” to the practice of
medicine as “leechcraft.”) He describes himself
at one point as a “purist,” but he was a purist
who appreciated inventive language, useful
neologisms, tangy slang, new words required
for medical and scientific discoveries. Above
all he understood, as he put it in his second
Supplement, that “language does not follow a
rigid pattern but is extraordinarily flexible and
changeable,” and any attempt at “fixing a language in a groove is cherished by pedants.” In
the end he viewed our language as the music
accompanying the grand American show.
Some years ago a man with theatrical interests and a heavy wallet approached me with
the idea of my writing a one-man show called
Mencken Alive! “People are always wondering,”
he said, “what Mencken if he were alive would
think or say about nutty things going on today.” Nice to think there may still be some
people around still wondering, but, whether
there are or not, I believe one can sense how
Mencken might view most of the changes in
American language since his death in 1956.
Mencken is not likely to have been impressed
by the slang of the 1960s—“not my bag,” “ just
doing my thing,” and the rest—which died early in the 1970s. The dreary drug scene has left
only the single word “high.” The language bestowed by digital culture—“reset,” “default position,” “google it”—are unlikely to have wowed
him. That the phrase “no problem” has largely
replaced “you’re welcome” he is unlikely to have
viewed as an advance in refinement, while the
replacement of “problem” by the word “issue”
(as in “I have a knee issue”), causing the loss of
the useful word “issue” as an idea or subject in
the flux of controversy, would not have come as
heartening news to him.
Nor would the word “fun” as an adjective—
as in “fun time,” “fun place,” “fun couple”—
have struck Mencken as a happy advance in
the language. If someone were to offer him
the all-too-commnplace, always perfectly perfunctory saluation “Have a nice day,” he fig-

ures to have replied, “Thank you but I have
other plans.” As for contemporary slang, he
might have approved “kick back” and “chill
out,” but be less than enamored of “rock on”
and far from awed by “awesome.” The use
of “community”—as in “artistic community,”
“Hispanic community,” “intelligence community”—would probably have struck him as
overdone; and the designation of a “homeless
community” as no less than a sick joke.
Political correctness would surely have appalled him. As early as the late 1940s he was on
the attack against “saviors of the downtrodden”
who forbade Jewish and Negro (as the respectable word then was) jokes. He doesn’t figure to
have gone any easier on those who wish to save
the sensibilities of all women, every minority,
and people whose sexual interests he described
as “non-Euclidian.” He would not have been
amused by all the he and she-ing, him or hering ruining the rhythm of academic sentences,
which usually don’t have all that much rhythm
to begin with, though he might be amused in
a contemptuous way at the increasingly popular I’m-all-right-Jack sentences that put the
feminine pronoun where the masculine is usually found: “Every long-distance truck driver
knows that she figures to be up against tough
winter weather.” His reaction to such lilting
phrases as “gender norms” would have been the
very reverse of delighted. He would shake his
head at the rise of the word “guys” to address
men and women, owing to waiters and waitresses (I mean “servers,” of course) and others
being fearful of saying “ladies.” That he himself
might be described as an “icon” or “iconic figure” he would have viewed as an insult to his
standing as a famous agnostic.
What Mencken figures to have found most
objectionable is the soft language of psychobabble that has resulted in all that “reaching
out,” and “thanks for sharing,” and the use of
“ journey” as a metaphor (so that cancer, depression, or whatever else you happen to have
round the house is a journey.) A “caring person” does not figure to be someone in whose
company he would be caught dead. As for
“caregiver,” he would have preferred the English word “minder” to describe the costly help
hired to tend to the ill or elderly. The heavy
overuse of “input,” “feedback,” and “focus” (in
place of “concentrate”) would not have been
his idea of charming additions to the language.
I could go on—and on, and on….
Ah, me, Henry Louis Mencken, perhaps
it’s best thou shouldn’st be alive at this hour.
Joseph Epstein is an essayist, short story writer,
and a contributing editor for the Weekly Standard. He is the author, most recently, of Charm:
The Elusive Enchantment (Lyons Press).
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Ancestry.Comics

I

t’s just another tv ad, but it speaks
volumes. Titled “Anthem,” the latest commercial from Ancestry.com offers a video
montage of an African woman attired like a
female warrior from the pre-colonial kingdom of Dahomey, a white brewer inspecting his vats, a band of Native Americans on
a forced march through the snow, an Appalachian moonshiner getting arrested by the
feds, a Puritan girl fleeing down a cobblestone
hill, a 17th-century ship setting forth from a
rocky coast, the same female warrior defiantly
standing before the throne of a hostile ruler,
and the face of a lovely young woman who
could well be descended from all these people,
followed by the slogan: “Unlock your past. Inspire your future.”
From the perspective of genetic science,
these ads are pure snake oil. Dozens of companies now offer ancestry testing, each using
a different database of DNA samples from
broadly defined geographical regions, and
there is no scientifically agreed-upon method
for validating the results. In addition, each
company tests only a small part of the genetic
material you submit, and often the test is limited to only one side of your family. Finally,
the regional DNA samples used in the test are
from the people who live in the regions now,
as opposed to during your ancestors’ time.
What’s more, it’s hard to see how an ancestry test could inspire anyone’s future. Even if
your lineage includes some truly noble characters, any inspiration they might provide will
be greatly diluted by sheer numbers. Simple
arithmetic shows that you have hundreds of
ancestors who lived in the 19th century, thousands in the 18th, tens of thousands in the
17th, and so on, back through the millennia
until the number collapses into the handful of
remote forbears that you share with the rest
of humanity, including me. In such a huge

haystack, there are bound to be a few noble Traumatic experiences such as migration,
needles. But the algorithm for locating them forced exile, and slavery only intensify this
does not exist.
yearning. Doubtless this is why the ancestry
None of this keeps the ancestry testing testing industry runs so many ads targeting
business from booming. Indeed, now that African Americans. For example, over MeSenator Elizabeth Warren has clarified the morial Day weekend in 2016, Ancestry.com
fact that she is between 1/64th and 1/1,024th launched a major advertising blitz timed to
Native American, everyone whose family coincide with the premiere, on the History
Channel, of a new dramatic series about a
black American family connecting with its
African origins.
Discussed in this essay:
That series was called Roots, but it was actually a remake of the original Roots, produced in
Roots, directed by Marvin J. Chomsky,
1977 by ABC-TV and based on the 1976 bestJohn Erman, David Greene,
selling book by Alex Haley. At the time, there
and Gilbert Moses. Screenplay
were only three TV networks, and most Amerby Alex Haley and James Lee.
icans, black and white, were not well informed
Warner Bros. Television
about slavery. So Haley’s fictionalized account
of a family tree dating back to a Mandinka
Black Panther, directed
youth captured by slave traders in the Gambia
by Ryan Coogler.
struck a nerve in the body politic. Indeed, when
Screenplay by Ryan Coogler
the final episode of Roots attracted a record
and Joe Robert Cole. Marvel Studios
100 million viewers, the consensus was that all
Americans, black and white, were finally ready
The Lion King, directed by Roger
to reckon with this harsh and pivotal dimenAllers and Rob Minkoff.
sion of their history.
Screenplay by Irene Mecchi
But that was then, and this is now. As
Jonathan Roberts, and
the evils of slavery continue to be depicted
Linda Woolverton.
in books, films, TV series, and every other
Walt Disney Pictures
type of media, there are signs that the topic is
becoming less inspirational for everyone—inhas been on this continent six generations or cluding, or perhaps especially, African Amerimore will want to spit in a cup and wait for a cans. In 2016, when the History Channel was
smoke signal offering them a job at Harvard, promoting its Roots remake, one of the lead
a high political office, or (at a minimum) a ca- actors, Anika Noni Rose, commented to the
New York Times, “[T]here are a lot of people
sino license.
Less cynically, the ancestry testing busi- who are tired of the slave narrative. With reness speaks to the natural human yearning gard to black people, I think they are tired of
for a past—meaning not an accumulation seeing themselves as enchained and downof dusty historical detail, but an emotion- trodden.” In Rose’s view, it was “time to move
ally satisfying narrative capable of filling the past…shame, embarrassment, guilt,” and recvoid that opens at the terminus of memory. ognize that the men and women who survived
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slavery did so “with a fortitude of superhero
proportions.”

gettable. Speaking again as a non-fan, I welcome the addition of African percussion and
vocals to Black Panther’s otherwise anodyne
A Hit of Vibranium
soundtrack. If nothing else, it makes the film
less boring.
rescient words, given that the
But to return to my main theme: does this
second biggest box-office hit of 2018 is film provide African Americans with a narraa superhero extravaganza from Marvel tive more uplifting than that of slavery, segreStudios called Black Panther (the first is Mar- gation, and survival? The answer from some
vel’s Avengers: Infinity War). Set in a mythical quarters is a resounding yes.
African country called Wakanda, Black Panther is about a power struggle between a noble
Big Cats
young king, T’Challa (played by Chadwick
Boseman), and his estranged younger cousin,
rom the standpoint of hollywood,
N’Jadaka, also known as Erik Killmonger
which is to say, the multinational cor(played by Michael B. Jordan), who returns
porations that own the major studios
from exile in America and violently usurps and distribution networks, it is gratifying to
the throne in defiance of T’Challa, the royal imagine that Marvel Studios has discovered
family, and the palace guard made up of Da- the secret of turning movie-making into a
homey-style female warriors. To win back his risk-free business that can be relied upon not
kingdom, T’Challa must consume a special only to sell oodles of theater tickets but also
herb infused with a mysterious mineral called to drive consumers toward heaps of profitable
vibranium, which fell to earth as a meteorite merchandise. The multinational corporation
thousands of years ago and confers supernat- that does this best is, of course, the Walt Disural powers.
ney Company. And Disney owns Marvel StuTo date, Black Panther has grossed $700 dios. This being the name of the game, Afrimillion in North America and $650 million can Americans have every reason to celebrate
elsewhere, for a total international box of- when black artists get a piece of the action.
fice of over $1.3 billion. This stunning sucYet the celebration is not just about money.
cess gives the lie to the Hollywood dictum Black artists can already get a piece of the acthat films with black characters don’t play tion by making sensational, exploitative films,
well overseas. Speaking as a non-fan of super- TV shows, and rap about crime and dysfunchero blockbusters, I would say that in many tion in impoverished neighborhoods, not to
respects Black Panther is similar to the 17 mention high-minded Oscar bait about slavmovies that have preceded it in the so-called ery and racism. And though Black Panther
Marvel Universe. It is underwritten, overpro- is now part of an aggressive P.R. campaign
duced, formulaic, and so addicted to empty for Oscar gold, it is not typical of the blackspectacle that the rare moment of drama or themed films that have done so in the past. As
comedy gets lost in the tsunami of special ef- Jamie Broadnax, curator of a popular website
fects and hyped-up battles scenes that strain called Black Girl Nerds, argues, the success of
patience along with credulity.
Black Panther demonstrates that black artists
But in certain other respects, Black Panther can make money without focusing narrowly
is refreshing. In terms of visual language, the on “black pain, and black suffering, and black
whole fantasy genre of movies, TV series, and poverty.” Instead, they can focus on “centered
superhero blockbusters draws extensively, and black people…[with] a lot of agency…rulers
exhaustively, on images from European his- of a kingdom, inventors and creators of adtory, especially the ferocious armor and weap- vanced technology.”
onry of the Bronze and Iron Ages. In a similar
This sounds more uplifting than it is. Black
vein, the Chinese film industry draws, just as Panther is based on characters created in 1966
exhaustively, on that country’s dynastic past. by two Jewish artists, Jack Kirby and Stan Lee,
Meanwhile, other parts of the world have who together created almost all the Marvel
been neglected, especially Africa. Wakanda colossi now bestriding the big screen. By all
may be a fantasy, but its African-inflected vi- accounts, Kirby and Lee were mainly interestsuals provide a welcome change.
ed in selling more comic books, not providing
Likewise the music. Marvel Studios is black readers with a “redemptive counter-mynot known for its orchestral scores—quite thology,” as the New Yorker recently asserted.
the contrary. On the theory that music
This and other inconvenient facts are highshould not attract attention, evoke emotion, lighted in a Washington Post article by the Keor distract the viewer from the action, the nyan writer and political cartoonist Patrick
soundtracks in the Marvel Universe are de- Gathara. Noting that the settings of most
liberately generic, interchangeable, and for- Marvel Comics are ordinary American cit-
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ies where everyone, “from policemen to high
school students to retirees and the superrich…have some chance of becoming superheroes,” Gathara continues: “Wakanda, on the
other hand, is about royalty and warriors. Its
wealth does not come from the ingenuity of
its people but from a lucky meteor strike and
the benevolence of its all-wise rulers.”
Here it is worth considering that what we
are talking about here is a $350 million Disney
cartoon aimed not just at black Americans but
also, importantly, at a global audience of several hundred million other people who have little
knowledge of, or interest in, the black American experience. In this regard, Black Panther
bears a striking resemblance to another, earlier Disney cartoon about a noble African king
who loses his throne to an evil usurper and
must fight to regain it. The creative team behind Black Panther grew up with The Lion King,
a 1994 animated feature that subsequently became a hit musical. And on some level, perhaps,
one big cat is much like another.
Personally, I enjoyed both versions of The
Lion King, especially the stage production
with its fascinating costumes. But I also joked
to friends that it was odd, in that triumphant
time right after the fall of Communism, to
see Hollywood and Broadway both telling the
world, “Get yourself a good ruler, and all will
be well!”
The joke is less amusing today, with liberal
democracy besieged on all sides and (some
would say) succumbing to its own internal contradictions. This may be why Gathara faults
Black Panther for portraying Africa as “a continent run by a wealthy, power-hungry, feuding
and feudalist elite,” and Wakanda as “a nation
with the most advanced tech and weapons in
the world” but bereft of “thinkers to develop
systems of transitioning rulership that do not
involve lethal combat or coup d’etat.”
In a sense, this criticism is unfair, because
popular culture has always been about powerhungry elites and lethal combat—why should
Black Panther be any different from Game
of Thrones? But in another sense, Gathara is
right to criticize the implicit politics of Black
Panther. The problem is not just that its Afrofuturist utopia, Wakanda, is a backward autocracy where the only way to transfer power
is through dynastic succession or civil war. It
is also that the villain of the piece, Killmonger, confesses in his dying hour that he never
meant to turn out evil, but life in America
made him into a monster.
Can this message unlock the past and inspire the future for African Americans whose
roots in America go back four centuries? It’s
hard to see how. Is it guaranteed to make over
$100 million in China? That’s easy.
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You Say You Want a Revolution?

A

n artifact of the totalitarian mind, cultural revolu- as far in radical revision as to adopt same-sex marriage, state-sanctioned
tion serves in various guises to carry control beyond formal legal recreational drugs, or the delusion that sex is not biological, something
and political structures into the fabric of everyday life. As it feeds that in the U.S. has led to absurdities such as Department of Defense
upon its successes, the limitless urge to dye everything one color ends procedures for dealing with male soldiers who are “pregnant.” This you
either in counter-revolution, as in China, or petrification, as in North do not find in the People’s Liberation Army.
Korea.
At present the United States is in the midst of its own idiosyncratic
onetheless, there isn’t that much light between the
cultural revolution, which, like all others, is differentiated—as are hurtwo revolutions in that both can be characterized as movements
which rather than check extremes see extremism as proof of
ricanes—by the nature of the waters from which it draws its energy.
Though the feedstock of China’s convulsions was unlike our own, some ideological purity and qualification for leadership. Unlike in traditional
political parties but very much as in organized crime, gangs, and terrorsimilarities are worth noting.
In August 1966, Mao Zedong mobilized high school and university ist groups, the more extreme one is the more likely he is to take control.
students for the purposes of purifying revolutionary ideology, doubling An internal contradiction then arises from this as it mutates into the
down on and concealing its failures, purging non-conformists, establish- authoritarianism of the bold, as if to offset the anarchy to which the
ing a cult of personality, and eliminating the “capitalist roaders” who movement is at first devoted. Antifa, supposedly anarchist, is very well
organized and disciplined, just as most supposedly liberating revolutions
threatened his control of the party.
Shortly before his election, Barack Obama (who, to this day enjoys a end with the jail cell and the firing squad.
nauseating savior cult explicable by nothing except perhaps mass hypnoThe Chinese eruption half a century ago directed violence at the
sis) declared, “We are five days away from fundamentally transforming aged, the prosperous, and the educated. Our lesser-proof American vathe United States of America,” and, later, in his First Inaugural, “We rietal has declared open season on the aged, prosperous, religious, white,
will transform our schools and colleges and universities.” Succeeding “heteronormative,” and male, all the while ostentatiously raging at the
only partially in regard to the country, he did cement factional control in abstract qualities of hate and intolerance. And in both cases, ongoing
his party to the extent that its current leaders are far to the left of where failures that could be largely if not mainly attributed to the cultural revolutionaries or their puppeteers—in China the Great Leap Forward, in
he once transparently pretended to be.
Following the most inflamed years of China’s Cultural Revolution, four the U.S. economic stagnation, crime, drug abuse, the disintegration of
Communist Party officials, the so-called “Gang of Four”—with indoctri- the family—have been blamed on the other camp, for justification and
nated youth their base—persisted in trying to drive the country further to drive the frenzy.
In China, this was dictated from above. Here it is suggested from
left. An imprecise but suggestive comparison is that after Obama has (almost) left the scene—like Jimmy Carter, he seems perpetual—Elizabeth above but, as America by nature is less subject to dictation, it takes more
Warren, Bernie Sanders, Kamala Harris, and Spartacus (Cory Booker), than that. Among the intellectual class, thought leaders, elites, or whatwith indoctrinated youth the heart of their base, drive ever leftward.
ever one may call them, we find an unperishable willingness to abide
Both the Chinese and American cultural revolutions involve an ongo- the destruction and failure—inflicted on others, as well as themselves—
ing and intensively aggravated program, despite the risk of losing control, caused by the principles they themselves advocate, as long as their acso as to let it rip—a temperamental characteristic of the Left, although not tions conform to theoretical models that are more real for them than
always exclusive to it. The one deployed and the other deploys the young as reality itself. In China this was a characteristic of the ideologically bepliable, demographically ascendant, energy rich troops, a tabula rasa upon sotted. Here it is a characteristic of lower order intellectuals inhabiting
institutions of high prestige.
which to write simplistic instruction sure to lead to delight in frenzy.
Having led impractical lives largely sheltered from consequence, they
Shielded by those at the top, these soldiers tend to engage in increasing suppression of speech and contrary opinion. Unlike China, we have are susceptible of believing less in what is undeniably before them than
a tradition of free expression and a constitution that protects it. But the in their idea of what should be, according to the model of reality to which
precincts of America’s schools, colleges, and universities now resemble they adhere. Indeed, many of them will tell you that there is no objective
those of the Red Guard-lite, in terms of mob violence, officially sanc- reality or truth. Truth becomes whatever you believe or power decrees.
tioned indoctrination, re-education, kangaroo courts, dedicated spaces This is both a cause and a symptom of cultural revolution. But taking
for dissent (thereby demarcating everywhere else as unsafe), and severe a leaf not from Karl Marx but Chico—“Who ya gonna believe, me or
your own eyes?”—it’s a safe bet that cultural revolutions end in counterand effective ideological enforcement and exclusion.
The Red Guard seemed to Westerners at the time to have been bi- revolution or petrification. And, presumptuous elites or not, if ever there
zarre in its unremitting war against traditional society. But it did not go was a country with no tolerance for petrification, it is ours.
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How an obscure Puritan sermon came to be seen as a
founding document of American identity and exceptionalism
“A fine book, As a City on a Hill shows how the multiple
meanings of John Winthrop’s sermon unfolded, with unexpected
developments at every turn, over almost four centuries.”
—James T. Kloppenberg, the author of Toward Democracy

A superb new edition of Epictetus’s famed
handbook on Stoicism—translated by one of the
world’s leading authorities on Stoic philosophy
“There really isn’t anything else out there quite like this book.”
—Massimo Pigliucci, author of How to Be a Stoic
Cloth $16.95

Cloth $29.95

A comprehensive look at the world of illicit trade

A gripping, in-depth account of the 2016 presidential
election that explains Donald Trump’s historic victory

“Revealing the sordid underbelly of a globalized
trading system, this book is a must-read for all who are
concerned with our collective future.”
—Frances Beinecke, former president of
the Natural Resources Defense Council

“Identity Crisis presents the most thorough, nuanced, and
astute analysis of the 2016 presidential election I have seen.”
—Gary C. Jacobson, coauthor of
The Logic of American Politics

Cloth $29.95

Cloth $29.95
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Rediscover ★ Library of America // Fall 2018
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Novels 1959–1965 • The Poorhouse Fair • Rabbit, Run • The Centaur • Of the Farm

Library of America inaugurates its multi-volume edition of John Updike’s novels with this gathering of four early classics.
800 pp. • $40 cloth • LOA #311

JAMES FENIMORE COOPER
Alan Taylor, editor

★

Two Novels of the American Revolution • The Spy • Lionel Lincoln

The American Revolution comes to vivid life in dramatic tales of espionage, intrigue, and romance. With color illustrations.
885 pp. • $40 cloth • #312

MY DEAREST JULIA
Introduction by Ron Chernow

★

The Wartime Letters of Ulysses S. Grant to His Wife

Encounter the Civil War’s greatest general in his own words, in a revealing collection of letters to his wife Julia Dent Grant.

The perfect companion to the recent biographies. With illustrated endpapers.
193 pp. • $19.95 cloth

THE ESSENTIAL DEBATE ON THE CONSTITUTION
Federalist and Antifederalist Speeches and Writings
Robert J. Allison and Bernard Bailyn, editors

Return to the nation’s founding to rediscover the dramatic original debates—on presidential power,
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religious liberty, foreign corruption, the Supreme Court, the remedy of impeachment, and more—
that still shape our world today.
500 pp. • $16.95 paperback
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